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Introduction
History of Northern’s Nursing Program
The nursing program’s history is one of the eight divisions in the college, sharing equal
rights and responsibilities with the other seven divisions. On September 1, 1971, forty-six (46)
eager students enroll in the nursing program. Since that time, Northern Oklahoma College
(NOC) nursing program continues to play an integral role in improving health care and student
lives in Oklahoma.
A major milestone is achieved when the program is granted full approval in 1973 by the
Oklahoma Board of Nursing (OBN) and the National League for Nursing (NLN). Unfortunately,
seven (7) years later the program is placed on conditional approval for low pass scores. In 1981,
under the direction of a new chair, the program is granted full approval by the OBN. For over
thirty (30) years, the program has maintained full approval status from the OBN and the National
League for Nursing Accrediting Commission (NLNAC), now known as the Accreditation
Commission for Education in Nursing (ACEN).
NOC has the distinct opportunity to offer the nursing program by ITV to additional
nursing sites: Enid (established 1994) and Stillwater (established 2002). Although the students
enroll and take all courses at their respective sites, they are all NOC nursing students. To
maintain open communications, a courier system is used for all three (3) sites and fax machines,
portal, Blackboard and email are available.
From the initial forty-six (46) students at one site, the program has expanded to over one
hundred eighty (180) students on three (3) sites. The nursing faculty prides itself on meeting the
educational needs of nursing students both on and off the main college campus.
Nursing Campuses
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Tonkawa
The Tonkawa campus serves as the administrative hub for all three (3) campuses;
however, the chair is currently based on the Enid and Tonkawa campuses and provides
leadership to all three (3) nursing sites. The chair and team coordinators travel to all three (3)
sites on a regular basis. Since the last visit, the nursing program has made substantial additions to its
home campus by constructing a new nursing building with the state stimulus bond money. By
enhancing the infrastructure, NOC has provided significant new opportunities for students and
the community.
Enid
Based on requests from the Enid community and area hospitals, NOC establishes its
nursing program for the city of Enid and the surrounding areas. In the fall of 1994, the freshman
level is broadcasted by ITV to Enid and in the fall of 1995, the sophomore nursing level follows.
At the Enid site all classrooms, skills lab, faculty offices, library, and computers are located in
the same building. Renovation of these nursing areas was completed in the fall 2010 semester.
Stillwater
Stillwater Medical Center (SMC) appeals to the college to initiate a nursing program in
Stillwater after it conducts a workforce report/survey in 2002. The workforce report indicates a
shortage of direct and support client care personnel in Stillwater as well as a relatively high
turnover rate (18-30%). The data also indicates that Licensed Practical Nurses (LPNs) in the
Stillwater area want to advance their education and the nearest nursing school is approximately
sixty (60) miles from Stillwater. As a result, NOC and SMC align and establish a successful,
unique, beneficial partnership expanding the NOC nursing program to the Stillwater site. During
the first year, only the sophomore level is established and in the following year, the freshman
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level follows. Increasing student enrollment mandates a move to more spacious accommodations.
Since 2010 Fountain Square is the established site for Stillwater’s nursing program.
In summary, major improvements at all three (3) sites in the nursing learning
environments have occurred over the last eight (8) years. Ultimately, these improvements are to
benefit the students’ learning experiences while they are motivated to meet their educational
career aspirations.
To meet these aspirations, approximately one hundred (100) students are selected once a
year (spring) to be admitted into the program starting the following fall. The associate degree
nursing program is designed to be completed in four (4) semesters with seventy (70) credit hours
for full-time students at the Tonkawa and Enid campus. Stillwater students can complete the
program in sixty-eight (68) credit hours due to the absence of a physical education facility.
LPNs with advanced standing may complete the program in sixty-eight (68) credit hours due to
the physical education credit being waived. However, the curriculum is also designed to
accommodate those students that choose to complete general education and science programs
before admittance to the program.
The faculty-driven curriculum is based upon the philosophy/mission statement, which is
congruent with NOC’s overall mission statement. The curriculum is developed from entry level
knowledge (Fundamentals) in the first semester to culmination of ADN graduate nurse
knowledge in the fourth and last semester of Adult II and Seminar II.
Community
As a state-supported college, NOC is acutely aware of its role in serving society. NOC’s
nursing program has many connections with the local communities; constituencies across
Oklahoma; and the professions and industries that employ nursing graduates. Although NOC
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mainly serves rural communities, community connectedness is maintained in the courses and
programs NOC offers to Tonkawa (3189 population), Enid (49,500 population), and Stillwater
(46,000 population). The major industries are agriculture and oil. Stillwater is a more diverse
community than either Tonkawa or Enid. However, the Tonkawa area has numerous Native
American tribes and Enid has a growing population of Hispanics.
Local community involvement includes the handwashing clinic at local public schools
with the following population impacted in 2013: Enid 224 students; Stillwater 643 students;
Tonkawa 320 students. The vital sign clinic provided service to the following areas: Enid 252
clients; Stillwater 385 clients; Tonkawa 221 clients. The feeding clinic impacted the following:
Enid 32 clients; Stillwater 34 clients; Tonkawa 37 clients. Flu clinics serviced over 200
community residents. The sophomore class promote health promotion through educating local
elementary and junior high students, a large student population participated: Tonkawa 175
students; Enid 621 students and Stillwater 324 students. The advisory committee that is
comprised of area clinical personnel and graduates are other ties NOC continues to build and
strengthen in the community.
Other local connections include the Community Health Foundation that provides
scholarship monies to NOC’s nursing students. The Foundation awards up to five $1000.00
scholarships to NOC’s Tonkawa nursing students each semester. The Northwest Oklahoma
Health Coalition has awarded Enid nursing students $7,500.00 since 2006. Individual
contributions/scholarships are also available for student use, the Foundation Scholarships
awarded to nursing students in the last three years: Tonkawa-$19,000; Enid-$11,250 and
Stillwater-$7,750. The majority of these monetary gifts came from families that had NOC
nursing students care for them or family members. All institutional scholarships that have been
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awarded to nursing students during their tenure at NOC in the last three years are as follows:
Tonkawa-$354,916.18; Enid-$346,057.89 and Stillwater-$25,439.10.
Nursing Student Demographics
The current nursing student population is divided as follows:
Tonkawa

Freshman

37

Sophomore

29

Male 5

Enid

Freshman

32

Sophomore

23

Male 4

Stillwater

Freshman

30

Sophomore

39

Male 9

TOTAL

99

91
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Nursing enrollment at the beginning of the school year 2013-2014 makes up six (6)
percent (214 out of 3708) of the total enrollment at NOC. The mean ACT for NOC is nineteen
(19) while the mean for nursing is twenty-two (22).
Faculty Cohort
NOC’s nursing faculty comes with appropriate theoretical and clinical expertise. Fulltime faculty are available on each site.
Tonkawa

Full-time

5 (includes chair)

Part-time

0

Enid

Full-time

5

Part-time

1

Stillwater

Full-time

5

Part-time

1

TOTAL

15 (includes chair)

Staff Assistant: Tonkawa: Full-time 1
Stillwater: Part-time 1
Enid: Part-time 1
Summary of Standards and Criteria
Standard 1: Mission and Administrative Capacity
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2

The philosophy/mission statement of NOC and the philosophy/mission statement of the
nursing program strengthen and support each other. Commitment to both the college’s and
nursing’s philosophy/mission statement is evident in the nursing faculty, who participate in both
the college and nursing’s governance and structure. Students are represented on some of NOC’s
committees and they are represented on nursing committees.
The chair is given authority and responsibility for development and administration of the
nursing program. Qualifications of the Chair exceed the governing organization and state
requirements. Additionally, academic and experience qualifications are exceeded by the Team
Coordinators. Adequate time to fulfill leadership and administrative obligations is provided.
The Nursing Advisory Committee, as well as graduates, employers, faculty and current
students provide input in promoting the excellence in the nursing program. Surveys from these
stakeholders provide valuable data to help drive evidence based decisions.
Policies of the nursing division are congruent with NOC’s and include additional policies
that are necessary to meet specific health, safety and licensure requirements. Even though the
nursing faculty do not teach fifteen (15) credit hours as other full-time NOC faculty, the actual
student contact time in clinical/practicum offsets this requirement. The nursing faculty team
teach-another difference in relation to the other college faculty.
Some similarities with other college faculty include academic rank (instructor), tenure,
and benefits. Nursing faculty maintain frequent interactions with other faculty members.
Distance education in the form of ITV interweaves into the college’s and nursing’s
mission. Although there have been problems with ITV delivery and recordings, efforts continue
to improve this process. The Blackboard learning management system was implemented this
academic year to augment distance education and communication.
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NOC’s administration, nursing chair, and nursing faculty are dedicated to the success of
the nursing division and its students.
Standard 2: Faculty and Staff
Nursing has a total of fourteen (14) full-time and two (2) part-time instructors that
sufficiently meet the needs of the nursing division. The breakdown of this total is as follows:
Tonkawa – four (4) full-time; Enid – five (5) full-time and one (1) part-time instructors; and
Stillwater – five (5) full-time and one part-time instructors. The nursing chair travels to all three
(3) sites. NOC is in compliance with local and state requirements for nursing faculty.
Although NOC is in compliance with local and state requirements, ACEN requirements
are not as easily met in a rural area. Consequently, because of the difficulty in recruiting
master’s prepared faculty, one full-time instructor is completing their master’s degree with
projected graduation date, December 2013. At that time one hundred (100) percent of full time
faculty will be Master’s prepared. Currently fifty (50) percent of part time faculty hold a
graduate degree with a major in nursing.
Generally, classroom ratios are 14:1 and clinical/practicum ratios are 8:1 on the freshman
level and 6:1 on the sophomore level. The nursing faculty deem this sufficient because the state
average ratio is twenty (20) for classroom and nine (9) for clinical. This ratio insures adequate
teaching, supervision, and evaluation.
Annual faculty performance evaluations are conducted to assure ongoing development
and competence. Teaching and service are emphasized.
Preceptors are utilized according to the Oklahoma Board of Nursing requirements. These
preceptors are used primarily in specialty areas. Although preceptors do provide input to the
student’s performance, the ultimate responsibility to evaluate students is the faculty’s role.
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Faculty maintain expertise in theory and clinical by various professional development
activities. Select faculty maintain expertise through clinical employment at local facilities.
Others choose to maintain national certifications in their specialty areas. The college and the IT
department has provided in-service for Lecture Capture, Blackboard and ITV. ATI and
SimChart in-services have been provided by company representatives.
New faculty members are oriented to the role of faculty by the college and nursing
division. Every new faculty member is assigned a nursing mentor. Efforts to improve this
process have been identified. Changes will be implemented after data has been aggregated.
Nursing Division staff assistants all have college degrees. Staffing has been adequate but
with additional requirements from clinical agencies and tabulating survey results, the faculty
have identified Enid and Stillwater staff assistants need to be full time.
Nursing faculty members’ scholarly activities through teaching, application, and the
integration and discovery of knowledge provide a rich diversity in educational and experiential
backgrounds. This allows for depth and breadth of the curriculum. This nursing faculty are
dedicated to the quality of the program and students.
Standard 3: Students
Student policies of the nursing division are compatible with NOC’s student policies. The
nursing faculty have developed distinct admission/retention policies that address unique
requirements related to nursing. These include, but are not limited to, prerequisite classes, health
status, CPR, malpractice insurance, OSHA requirements, criminal background checks, and drug
screenings. All these differences are addressed in the nursing student handbook (pages 46-53).
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Nursing students have the same access to student services as other NOC students with the
exception of availability of an attending physician in Stillwater. NOC staff and personnel at all
three (3) sites are supportive of the nursing students’ endeavors.
The Nurses Student Handbook is reviewed and updated annually in the spring by faculty
and chair. Changes are not made randomly, but are based on trended data and communicated to
students via student email, verbal announcements and Blackboard. Major changes are avoided
after the semester begins.
Educational and financial records are maintained and secured in appropriate offices
college-wide. Policies and procedures for these records are established and followed. The
nursing division keeps student records that are specific to nursing in the nursing office.
Confidentiality is maintained. Financial aid is responsible for the Higher Education
Reauthorization Act Title IV.
Student orientation to technology is provided through a specific nursing orientation prior
to the fall semester and a one hour freshman pre-nursing orientation. In the specific nursing
orientation some of the subjects covered include: textbooks, time management skills, access to
learning resources and selected clinical policies. Additionally, at the end of every work guide,
instructions for internet/web learning resources are provided.
The college and nursing faculty assert that serving students is a noble and worthy
endeavor. Student survey results are forwarded to appropriate departments if the percentages fall
below the expected outcome. For example, in 2013, ancillary student services were rated below
desired outcome level by students. These results were forwarded to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
Standard 4: Curriculum
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The nursing faculty are actively involved in all aspects of the nursing curriculum from
development of the philosophy/mission to evaluation of results to ensure integrity, rigor and
currency. This personal investment is crucial.
The nursing curriculum flows from the philosophy/mission: client, health, nursing,
teaching/learning, roles of ADN, and program outcomes. A curriculum plan is followed that
integrates these concepts to progress from simple to complex and concrete to abstract. Content is
organized according to Maslow’s hierarchy, beginning with lower needs of a single client to
higher needs to holistic needs of multiple clients and their families. Measurable behavioral
outcomes are imbedded in each course for theory content and clinical/practicum performance to
measure student progression.
The nursing program is organized in a traditional four semester format for generic
students. The program is designed so that students can achieve program outcomes, acquire
necessary nursing skills and knowledge, and demonstrate academic and clinical/practicum
competencies necessary for nursing practice and licensure within two years.
Advanced placement is another option. LPNs desiring ADN degree obtainment and RN
licensure may enter two ways: direct articulation into the sophomore level if graduated from an
ACEN accredited program or challenge the first two semesters if did not graduate from an
ACEN accredited program. General education and core courses must also be completed for
degree requirements.
Nursing students complete seventy (70) credit hours to graduate with the exception of
Stillwater students, who graduate with sixty-eight (68) credit hours since no physical activity
facilities or instructors are available for these two credit hours. Included in this 68-70 credit
hours is general education courses that augment core principles of nursing knowledge, client
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needs and integrated concepts from the NCLEX blueprint. Skills lab/clinical/practicum is
calculated on a 1:3 ratio using 50-minute hours. Theory is a 1:1 ratio using 50-minute hours.
The following concepts are weaved throughout the curriculum: cultural, ethnic, socially
diverse concepts, educational theory, interprofessional collaboration, research and current
standards of practice. Regional, national and/or global perspectives are addressed as needed.
A variety of evaluation methods are used to measure the achievement of student learning
outcomes. These methods reflect professional (theory/clinical) and practice (clinical)
competencies. These evaluation measures are based off of the NCLEX blueprint and the ANA
standards of care. A detailed description can be found in each course work guide.
A variety of facilities are available for the nursing student’s clinical/practicum
experience. Students experience contemporary nursing in these diverse clinical settings. The
clinical facilities offer a wide-range of health practices and diseases that are appropriate for the
associate degree level. These include eleven (11) acute care hospitals, one (1) pediatric hospital,
three (3) mental health inpatient facilities, two (2) rehabilitation centers, eight (8) residential long
term care facilities and a variety of community-based agencies. Contracts are current and
delineate the college’s and agency’s responsibilities.
During agency orientation and selected theory lectures, patient health and safety goals are
reviewed. The faculty reinforce this concept verbally and copies of updated versions are
provided to students.
The curriculum, course content, and the appropriateness of clinical experiences are
evaluated by faculty and students at all three (3) sites. Based upon evaluation findings, possible
changes are discussed by the nursing faculty. Revisions are made to maintain program quality
and to stay current with nursing and health care trends.
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Standard 5: Resources
Resources are satisfactory. The college determines the nursing budget with input from
the legislators, College President, Vice President for Academic Affairs, Vice President for
Financial Affairs, and the nursing chair. This budget financially covers the numerous
expenditures needed to run the division. The chair also seeks input from the faculty regarding
supplies for capital expenditures and learning equipment.
Support services are sufficient for the operations of the nursing division. Both
administrative and clerical services are available.
Learning resources are accessible to faculty and students at all three (3) sites which
include computer labs, multi-media internet learning resources, and libraries. Classrooms, skills
lab, student/faculty lounges, and office space are available at all three (3) sites and are sufficient.
A consistent theme, based upon results of student surveys, indicate that skills lab
equipment/supplies need to be enhanced. Efforts are in motion to strengthen this resource.
Standard 6: Outcomes
The systematic program evaluation plan has been revised and updated with total faculty
input. Subsequently, some data has been analyzed, aggregated, and trended; whereas, other areas
have just recently been included. Reliable findings are evaluated by the total faculty and/or
teams depending upon the component being evaluated. After thoughtful deliberation of the data,
the faculty initiate changes that improve quality, educational effectiveness or outcomes. If
needed, areas of concern are strengthened.
Graduation/completion rates (73% or higher complete the program within six (6)
semesters), performance of licensure examinations (at or above the National percentage), job
placement rates (90% have jobs within six (6) months of graduation), and program satisfaction
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by graduates meeting the SLOs (90% rate education as “very well” or “well”) and employers
(90% will hire/rehire nursing graduates) are appraised within the systematic program evaluation
plan. Faculty also evaluate the ACEN standards.
Evaluation findings are aggregated and trended to enhance faculty decision making for
improvement of the program. Upon assessment of the evaluation findings, all evaluation
findings were evaluated by each campus except for the six (6) month graduate survey and two
(2) year graduate survey. These surveys were not delineated by campus/site; however, counties
are assessed. The 2013-2014 surveys will have a component for the students to indicate from
which campus they graduated. This will allow better data for faculty to make well-informed
decisions. The faculty are committed to continuous quality improvement.
Evaluation findings are shared with communities of interest that include but are not
limited to the Nursing Advisory Committee, clinical facilities, administration, OBN, and the
NOC Board. Faculty are discussing the possibility of placing evaluation findings on the nursing
website. Currently, the nursing website has the NCLEX pass rate hyperlinked to the OBN ten
(10) year listing of NCLEX results for all Oklahoma ADN and BSN schools.
The program’s three (3) year mean for the NCLEX pass rate is above the national mean.
Completion rates have met the outcome standard except for 2012 on the Tonkawa site. Graduate
program satisfaction is evaluated by a six (6) month and two (2) year graduate survey. The two
(2) year survey is usually 90% or above for meeting SLOs except for global perspective in 2012
and in 2010 for managing care. The 6 month survey was similar to the two (2) year findings
except for collaboration in 2010 and critical thinking and client information in 2009. The
employer satisfaction rating is always above the 90% outcome of hiring/rehiring graduates by a
rating of 100% for all years assessed. Job placement rates were consistently above the outcome
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standard except in 2012. ACEN standards have been evaluated every semester by students since
fall, 2011, for all three (3) campuses. A faculty satisfaction survey is also being developed.
Please see Table 1 for a brief analysis and summary of strengths and those areas that need
development.
Table 1: Analysis and Summary of Strengths and Areas Needing Development
Standard
Mission and
Administrative
Capacity

Strengths
*Faculty want students
to be successful
*Welcoming and safe
environment, providing
support to students in
and out of classroom
*The nursing mission
statement strengthens
and supports the
institutional mission
statement
*Active participation of
faculty in self study

Development Needs
*Strengthen
interprofessional
relationships within
the college

Future Plans
College wide
monthly faculty
meetings to
strengthen
relationships and
enhance
communication

Faculty and Staff

*100% Master Degree
prepared full time
faculty
*50% Master Degree
prepared part time
faculty
*Instructors
consistently provide
timely feedback to
students
*Faculty to student ratio
is excellent
*Diversity in
experience and
education among
faculty
*Retention tool “SOS”
valuable for student
success
*Opportunities for
success

*Faculty orientation
and professional
development
(maintain clinical and
theory expertise)

New faculty
encouraged to
evaluate the current
orientation/mentoring
process

Students
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$900.00 per faculty
for professional
development has
been allocated for
this academic year

*Limited resources
for Stillwater
campus, does not
have NOC bookstore

Tonkawa bookstore
delivers textbooks as
needed and offers
extended hours

Standard

Strengths

Development Needs
and student health
services

Curriculum

*Incorporate
multicultural, spiritual
and alternative
medicine
*Wide variety of
teaching/learning
activities
*Assist all different
types of learning styles

*Clinical Hubchallenging to obtain
required clinical
hours
*Continue to update
lecture material and
objectives/outcomes
incorporating
evidenced based best
practices
*Standardize theory
lectures using the
nursing process
*ITV
*Coordinate effects
to streamline all the
various online
resources
*Learning
management system
requirements and
other available
capabilities
*Skills lab
supplies/equipment

Resources

Outcomes

*Wealth of learning
resources readily
accessible to students
*Interactive, up-to-date
that appeal to multiple
learning styles
*Physical facilities
available at all 3
campuses dedicated to
nursing
*ATI support resources,
including integration
specialist

*NCLEX pass rate
*Faculty driven
*Evaluate different sites
*Evaluate ACEN
standards for program
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*Streamline the
evaluation process
*Low return on
surveys

Future Plans
Health services are
offered only for
gateway NOC/OSU
students. Work with
Vice President of
NOC Stillwater
campus and Vice
President of Student
Affairs to obtain
health services for
nursing students at
Fountain Square
Continue to expand
clinical site locations

Continue to evaluate
and revise

Continue to improve
delivery of
instruction
Incorporate
computerized testing
on all unit theory
exams and final
Continue to meet
with the ATI
Integration Specialist
to incorporate
resources into
curriculum
Use Survey Monkey
for 2013-2014
graduate and
employer survey;
think about including

Standard

Strengths
outcomes and SLOs
incorporating ATI
results

Development Needs
*Strengthen
satisfaction surveys

Future Plans
other evaluation
forms, i.e., total
program evaluations
Quarterly reports
from each Nursing
Ad Hoc Committee
during faculty
meeting and at retreat
Refine
communication
between campuses
and teams
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STANDARDS 1-5
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MISSION and ADMINISTRATIVE CAPACITY
Standard 1: The mission of the nursing education unit reflects the governing organization’s
core values and is congruent with its mission/goals. The governing organization and
program have administrative capacity resulting in effective delivery of the nursing
program and achievement of identified program outcomes.
1.1 The mission/philosophy and program outcomes of the nursing education unit are congruent
with the core values and mission/goals of the governing organization.
The mission statement, philosophy, and outcomes of the nursing program are consistent
with the mission of Northern Oklahoma College (NOC). The college’s complete philosophy is
located in the faculty employee handbook in Section 1, subsection 1.2, page 2. Nursing’s
complete mission statement, philosophy and outcomes/objectives are located in the nursing
student handbook, on pages 5-7. Nursing’s mission and philosophy of the nursing education
program are also congruent with standards of nursing care developed by the American Nurses
Association (ANA) and the minimum standards from the National Council of State Boards of
Nursing (NCSBN). NOC’s nursing mission and philosophy are within the Oklahoma laws of
nursing practice.
NOC’s nursing program successfully assists the student to develop personally and to
integrate into community life meeting the institution’s mission as well as meeting the standards
for safe nursing care. These are evidenced by the fact that the nursing program’s graduates are
able to function effectively as beginning practitioners, are in demand for employment by health
care facilities (100% of employers would hire/rehire NOC graduates), and are able to enter the
job market as RNs (NCLEX pass rate at or above national levels). Additional data from the
current students substantiate the importance of the mission and philosophy. Please refer to
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Tables 1.1 and 1.2. Percentages are based on agree and strongly agree (choices range from
strongly disagree, disagree, agree, strongly agree).
Table 1.1: Student Evaluation of Mission Statement
Mission
StatementCurrent Student
Understanding
Renfro

Site

Level

Spring
2013

Fall
2012

Spring
2012

Student Comments
for percentages
below 90

Tonkawa

Freshman
Sophomore

100%
86%

97%
92%

Zollar

Enid

Fountain Square

Stillwater

All Sites

Tonkawa,
Enid, and
Stillwater

Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
and
Sophomore

96%
92%
96%
100%
95%

96%
100%
100%
100%
98%

100%
No student comment
No data specific to mission
statement
90%
Outcome met
96%
97%
Outcome met
100%
97%
Outcome met

Mission statement is available in Nursing Student Handbook and work guides.
Table 1.2: Student Evaluation of Philosophy
PhilosophyCurrent
Student
Understanding
Renfro

Site

Level

Tonkawa

Freshman
100%
Sophomore 93%

Zollar

Enid

Freshman
Sophomore
Fountain Square Stillwater Freshman
Sophomore
All Sites
Tonkawa, Freshman
Enid, and and
Stillwater Sophomore

Spring
2013

96%
92%
96%
100%
95%

Fall
2012

Spring
2012

94% 100%
100% No
Data
100% 90%
100% 96%
100% 100%
100% 100%
98% 98%

Student Comments for
percentages below 90

Outcome met

Outcome met
Outcome met
Outcome met

Institution’s mission statement
The mission of Northern Oklahoma College, the State’s oldest community college, is a
multi-campus, land-grant institution that provides high quality, accessible, and affordable
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educational opportunities and services which create life-changing experiences and develop
students as effective learners and leaders within their communities in a connected, ever-changing
world.
This strategic mission statement which guides the programs at NOC has been formulated
by the faculty, staff, and administration and has been adopted by the governing board. The term
“accessible” in the mission statement refers to the fact that two-year colleges in the state system
in Oklahoma do not require students to obtain a minimum test score or class rank for admission.
Although admission to the institution is accessible, courses are not open to unprepared students.
Assessment policies and procedures provide the mechanism by which students are remediated
when they show less than a reasonable chance for success in an area or subject. Accessible also
conveys the fact that NOC will offer various learning modalities, such as Blackboard, internet,
web-based, and ITV courses, as well as, the traditional classroom method.
Nursing program’s mission statement
With an understanding that all individuals have worth and potential, we are committed to
student learning and success. Using personal interaction, rigorous instruction and innovative
technologies, we strive to provide high quality, accessible nursing education that prepares a safe,
competent nurse who is committed to compassion, critical thinking and lifelong learning.
Table 1.3 shows the comparison between the nursing mission, student learning outcomes
and the mission of the college.
Table 1.3: Congruency of the Mission of NOC with the Mission and Student Learning
Outcomes of the Nursing Division
College Mission
…..create life changing
experiences and develop

Nursing Mission
….all individuals have worth
and potential, we are
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Student Learning Outcomes
Synthesize principles from the
psychosociospiritual,

College Mission
students as effective
learners….
….provides high quality,
accessible, and affordable
educational opportunities and
services….

Nursing Mission
committed to student learning
and success….
Using personal interaction,
rigorous instruction and
innovative technologies, we
strive to provide high quality,
accessible nursing
education….
….in a connected, ever
…..accessible nursing
changing world….
education that prepares a safe,
competent nurse….
…effective learners and
…..committed to compassion,
leaders within their
critical thinking and lifelong
communities...
learning.
Northern Oklahoma College, a …..accessible nursing
multi-campus, land grant
education that prepares a safe
institution….
competent nurse….

Student Learning Outcomes
biophysical and nursing
sciences…..
Incorporate critical
thinking/clinical reasoning and
the nursing process to manage
the needs of clients…..

Evaluate healthcare issues in a
global prospective
The graduate will be
committed to continual
learning
The nursing program is
located at three (3) sites via
ITV: Tonkawa, Enid and
Stillwater

Table 1.4 illustrates how the Nursing Division integrates the institution’s vision and core values
with the nursing philosophy and values.
Table 1.4: Comparison between NOC’s Institutional Vision/Values and the Division of
Nursing Philosophy/Values
College Vision/Core Values
…model institution and leader in academic
quality…

Nursing Philosophy/Values
The faculty believes that nursing education
should be accomplished in institutions of higher
learning, based on principles derived from
general education, adult learning, psychosocial,
biophysical, and nursing sciences.
The faculty recognizes that optimal learning
occurs when learners actively participate in
their own learning. Learning involves a change
in knowledge, skills, attitude and/or behavior.
The faculty takes into consideration the
individual needs of the learner and makes
realistic modifications as necessary. The faculty
plans interactions and experiences to stimulate
the cognitive, affective and psychomotor
development of the learner.

…Promoting student success, collaborative
learning…
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College Vision/Core Values
…creative and forward thinking…

Nursing Philosophy/Values
Nursing education is a life-long process and
should continue after completion of this
program.
Value: S-A-F-E-T-Y (description may be found
in the Nursing Faculty Handbook, pages 4344).

…necessary for a healthy, democratic
society…

…prepares students for 21st century profession.

Wellness is an individualized state of holistic
health, not merely the absence of disease.
The graduate of this program enters nursing as
a competent, safe, beginning practitioner
prepared and committed to give direct care to
clients having health care needs with relatively
known outcomes. The graduate is prepared to
function within acute care settings, extended
health care facilities, or community-based
settings, as a collaborative member of the
health care team under the direction of a
primary health care provider.
Nursing focuses on the needs of the client within
the multicultural and global society context,
throughout the life cycle to achieve the highest
level of functioning on the wellness-illness
continuum.
Value: Competence

…appreciation for diversity…

Each client possesses intrinsic worth, unique
needs, abilities, rights, and is entitled to be treated
with dignity and respect.
Value: Ethical

…enriching the intellectual, artistic, economic,
and social resources of our communities.

…welcoming and safe environment…
…providing support to students in and out of
the classroom…
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Nursing education is ongoing and considers the
health care needs of a global society, the needs
of the local communities, the needs of the
nursing profession, and the learning needs of
the individual student.
Value: Caring

Table 1.5 describes how the Nursing Division exemplifies the institution’s
mission/vision/core values within the context of the nursing program’s outcomes.
Table 1.5: Comparison between NOC’s Mission/Vision/Core Values and the Nursing
Division Program Outcomes
College Mission/Vision/Core Values
…community responsiveness.

…promoting student success…
…achieve their academic goals…

…both personal and professional growth…
Prepares students for 21st century
professions.

…economic and environmental
sustainability…enriching the intellectual,
artistic, economic and social resources of
our communities.
…support to students…full college
experience…

Nursing Program Outcomes
Employer Surveys—90% of employers will
hire/rehire Northern’s graduates.
Approaches for success
• Student learning outcomes
• Clinical rotations
• Advisory committee
Performance on NCLEX— 90% of graduates will
meet or exceed the national NCLEX-RN pass
level.
Approaches for success
• Faculty-led tutor/study session
• Assessment Technologies Institute (ATI)
resources for students/website
• Textbook resources/website
Six (6) month Graduate Surveys—90% of the six
(6) month graduates will rate the nursing program
as very well or well for meeting the SLOs.
Two (2) year Graduate Surveys—90% of the two
(2) year graduates will rate the nursing program as
very well or well for meeting the SLOs.
Approaches for success
• Relevant learning resources
• Effective learning environments
Job Placement Rates—90% will have jobs six (6)
months after graduation.
Approaches for success
• Clinical rotations
• Skills lab
Program Completion—73% of students will
complete the program within 150% of program
requirements (6 semesters).

…knowledge-centered
institutions…success against national
models and standards of excellence.
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College Mission/Vision/Core Values

Nursing Program Outcomes
Performance on NCLEX— 90% of graduates will
meet or exceed the national NCLEX-RN pass
level.
Approaches for success
• Implementation of SOS when needed
• Faculty-led tutor/study session
• Assessment Technologies Institute (ATI)
resources for students/website
• Textbook resources/website
• Advisory committee

From the information regarding the administration and organization, it is evident that the
mission of NOC and the mission of the nursing program strengthen and support each other
providing a powerful, driving force.
1.2 The governing organization and nursing education unit ensure representation of the nurse
administrator and nursing faculty in governance activities; opportunities exist for student
representation in governance activities.
Institutional committees offer an opportunity for faculty, administrative staff and some
students to be involved in the college structure. At the end of the spring semester, faculty choose
two (2) committees on which they would be willing to serve. The Vice President for Academic
Affairs makes committee assignments based upon the faculty choices. The current standing
college committees are as follows: Assessment of Student Learning; Curriculum-Teaching &
Learning; Grants; Institutional Research; Employee Policies & Procedures; Technology &
Learning Resources; Student Services; Institutional Scholarship Program; Employee Social,
Cultural, & Community Relations; and Affirmative Action committee. All individuals are free
to address a committee with a need, a problem, a solution, or a recommendation. Full-time
faculty are appointed to at least one (1) committee each school year. Table 1.6 identifies the
nursing faculty and participation on Governing Organization Committees.
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Table 1.6: Participation on Governing Organization Committees
Faculty

Baird, Brian

Buller, June

Crouch, Vickie

Deterding,
Jeanine

Fast, Cammie

Governing
Organization
Committee
Technology and
Learning Resources

Student Services

Curriculum-Teaching
and Learning

Curriculum-Teaching
and Learning
Division Chair
Committee
Student Services
Employee Social,
Cultural, &
Community Relations
Committee

Nursing Committee

Comments

Nursing Retention
Committee

Chair

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member

Freshman Team
Committee

Acting member

Student Nurses
Association
Total Program
Evaluation Committee

Advisor

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member

Freshman Team
Committee

Acting member

Student Nurses
Association
NCLEX Committee

Advisor

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member

Freshman Team
Committee

Acting member

Student Nurses
Association
Nursing Faculty
Committee

Advisor

Nursing Retention
Committee

Acting member

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member
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Acting member

Chair

Chair

Faculty

Heitfeld, April

Phillips, Kathy

Rhynard, Teresa

Ritz, Christa

Governing
Organization
Committee

Employee Social,
Cultural, &
Community Relations
Committee
Assessment of Student
Learning Committee

Student Services
Committee

Policy and Procedure
Committee

Online Teaching &
Learning
Professional
Development

Nursing Committee

Comments

Sophomore Team
Committee

Chair

Student Nurses
Association
Total Program
Evaluation Committee

Advisor

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member

Sophomore Team
Committee

Acting member

Student Nurses
Association
NCLEX Committee

Advisor

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member

Sophomore Team
Committee

Acting member

Student Nurses
Association
Total Program
Evaluation Committee

Advisor

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member

Sophomore Team
Committee

Acting member

Student Nurses
Association
Curriculum, Care Plans
and Critical Thinking
Committee

Advisor

Nursing Faculty

Acting member
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Acting member

Acting member

Chair

Chair

Faculty

Governing
Organization
Committee

Nursing Committee

Comments

Committee

Vaughn, Tanya
Fall full-time
Spring part-time

Wahlgren, Jean

Westmoreland,
Crystal

Whitmore,
Judith

Institutional
Scholarship Program

Institutional
Scholarship Program

Student Services
Committee

Technology and
Learning Resources
Student Services

Freshman Team
Committee

Chair

Student Nurses
Association
Curriculum, Care Plans
and Critical Thinking
Committee

Advisor

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member

Sophomore Team
Committee

Acting member

Student Nurses
Association
Nursing Retention
Committee

Advisor

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member

Sophomore Team
Committee
NCLEX Committee

Acting member

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member

Freshman Team
Committee

Acting member

Student Nurses
Association
Curriculum, Care Plans
and Critical Thinking
Committee

Advisor

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member
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Acting member

Acting member

Acting member

Acting member

Faculty

Wright, Marriya

Wright, Vanessa

Dawn Koehn
Fall only

Lisa Warrington

Governing
Organization
Committee

Institutional
Scholarship Program

Institutional Research
Committee

Nursing Committee

Comments

Freshman Team
Committee

Acting member

Student Nurses
Association
Nursing Retention
Committee

Advisor

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member

Sophomore Team
Committee

Acting member

Student Nurses
Association
Total Program
Evaluation Committee

Advisor

Nursing Faculty
Committee

Acting member

Freshman Team
Committee

Acting member

Student Nurses
Association

Advisor

Part-time, no governing Nursing Faculty
organization committee Committee
required
Sophomore Team
Committee
Part-time, no governing Nursing Faculty
organization committee Committee
required
Sophomore Team
Committee
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Acting member

Acting member

Acting member

Acting member
Acting member

Acting member

Students and faculty work together within the structure of clubs and organizations.
Descriptions may be found on the NOC Portal at http://northok.publishpath.com/student-clubs
and the nursing student handbook, page 58.
All faculty members, full- and part-time, participate in the governance of the Nursing
Division. The nursing faculty meet monthly, with the nursing chair presiding. Following the
faculty meeting, the freshman team and the sophomore team meet, with the team coordinator
presiding. Task and/or Ad Hoc committees are utilized when needed.
Students are also included in the Nursing Division governance. Both freshman and
sophomore nursing students from all three sites are represented by an elected classmate who can
attend the nursing faculty committee and/or voice concerns/suggestions to the faculty. These
students are a non-voting member of the nursing faculty meeting. If Task or Ad Hoc committees
are required, students may be invited to participate. Guidelines for student representatives are
described on pages 58-59 in the Nursing Student Handbook.
1.3 Communities of interest have input into program processes and decision making.
Table 1.7: Communities of Interest
Communities of
Interest
Advisory
Committee

Clinical Hub

Participants

Comments

Clinical facilities
representatives,
nursing alumni,
faculty, chair.
Meets annually.

Student, faculty and agency evaluations discussed
and changes implemented based upon data and
input from advisory committee, such as
implementing 12 hour shifts for Stillwater Medical
Center, limited access to electronic medical records
resulting in use of SimChart on the sophomore
level.
State wide initiative Scheduling of clinical availability is completed by
for clinical
faculty after facility posts available time slots.
scheduling; most of Developed by Oklahoma Healthcare Work Force.
the surrounding
Some challenges include difficulty navigating the
hospitals are using
software, time consuming and at times limited
this technology
clinical availability.
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Communities of
Interest

Clinical
Negotiations

Plus 50 Grant

Participants
except for smaller,
rural hospitals.
Schools:
Northwestern
Oklahoma State
University; Pioneer
Technology Center,
Autry Technology
Center, Meridian
Technology Center,
Redlands and
Northern Oklahoma
College.
Clinical Facilities:
St. Mary’s
Hospital, Integris
Bass Baptist Heath
Center, Ponca City
Medical Center,
Integris Blackwell
Regional Hospital,
Perry Memorial
Hospital, and
Meadowlake
Behavioral Health.
Northern Oklahoma
College, The
Commons, St.
Mary’s Hospital,
Integris Bass
Baptist Health
Center, Autry
Technology, and
the Enid Chamber
of Commerce.

Comments

Clinical negotiations occur each semester prior to
the scheduling of the following semester.
In order to better meet the needs of the facilities
and students, Northern Oklahoma College adapted
theory schedule (theory/lecture days changed from
Monday & Friday to Tuesday and Thursday) to
accommodate the need for clinical space.

$15,000 grant over three years to recruit, maintain
and prepare the older non-traditional student for the
healthcare work force. The Grant Advisory Board
is currently evaluating the data obtained from the
needs assessment and will make recommendations
based upon trended data.

1.4 Partnerships that exist promote excellence in nursing education, enhance the profession, and
benefit the community.
Table 1.8: Partnerships
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Partnerships
Community Health
Foundation
Scholarships

Northwest
Oklahoma
Healthcare Coalition
(NWOHC)
Physician
Manpower

Garfield County
Health Department
Northwestern
Oklahoma State
University Bridge
Program

LPN-RN
Agreements
RN-BSN
Agreements
Nursing Career Day

Comments
Foundation awards up to five $1000.00 scholarships to NOC’s Tonkawa
nursing students each semester. Application for scholarships are
forwarded to the Tonkawa nursing students via email. The Foundation
awards the scholarships based on financial need and GPA, etc.
(application form available in document room).
Provide faculty professional development by offering registration monies
for simulation workshop.
The NWOHC has awarded $7500.00 to Enid nursing students since
2006.
Established in 1982 to provide financial assistance to Oklahoma nursing
students pursuing LPN, ADN, BSN, or MSN degrees. The scholarship
loan is repaid by practicing nursing in Oklahoma, with emphasis placed
on rural communities. NOC nursing students have received $105,000
from state funds since 2007.
Disaster Training provided to students to enhance civic engagement.
Students complete required training to assist in the medication dispensing
in the event of a mass exposure to biological weapons.
The Bridge symbolizes the 2007 Northern Oklahoma College
/Northwestern Oklahoma State University dual admission agreement
creating the “Bridge Program.”
The program helps students by making it possible for them to be jointly
admitted and eligible to enroll concurrently at both institutions,
eliminating barriers to attaining educational goals, improving academic
program articulation and expanding options for college services.
As a result of the agreement Northwestern offers special financial aid
incentives in the form of transfer scholarships to students who graduate
from NOC with an associate’s degree. Northwestern will offer $1,000
scholarships to NOC graduates with the amount increasing up to $1,900
per year for students with high grade point averages. Northwestern
operates campuses in Alva, Enid and Woodward while NOC has campuses
in Tonkawa, Enid and Stillwater. The agreement covers students at all
campuses.
Bridge students also are able to use the libraries and computer labs on
both campuses and participate in organizations at NOC and NWOSU.
Formal agreements with various area technology centers for direct
articulation or challenge of LPN to RNs. The policy can be found in the
nursing student handbook on pages 20-27.
NWOSU has recently started an online RN to BSN program through the
University Center in Ponca City.
Held each January, vendors from area health facilities attend and recruit
future graduates.
Universities with RN-BSN programs are invited to encourage students to
continue their education.
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Partnerships
Community
Partnerships

SNA

Comments
Area public schools: handwashing clinics (Enid 224 students; Stillwater
643 students; Tonkawa 320 pre-K and elementary students taught how to
wash hands properly).
Area businesses: Vital sign clinic (Enid 252 clients served; Stillwater 385
clients served; Tonkawa 221 clients served).
Area Nursing Homes: Feeding clinic (Enid 32 clients; Stillwater 34
clients; Tonkawa 37 clients).
Faculty serve as advisors. Students have volunteered time and
commitment to community involvement by participating in the following
events: various health fairs, chili cook off, blood drives, various
Christmas events/drives for underprivileged families, and food drives.

1.5 The nursing education unit is administered by a nurse who holds a graduate degree with a
major in nursing.
The administration of NOC and the nursing program hold high standards for the nursing
chair since the chair has authority and responsibility for the total program which includes all
three (3) sites. Therefore, strict compliance with the rules and regulation of the ACEN and the
OBN is required. The division chair holds a master’s degree in science with a major in nursing
from the University of Oklahoma. Curriculum vitae, transcripts and position description are
available in the documentation room.
1.6 The nurse administrator is experientially qualified, meets governing organization and state
requirements, and is oriented and mentored to the role.
The nursing chair has been in this position since 2010. Prior to that time, the chair
completed four (4) years of teaching at NOC’s ADN program. Consequently, the chair has a
combination of seven (7) years in ADN education. The chair meets the standards for NOC’s
requirements for a Nursing Chair, see Table 1.9. The current chair was mentored by Vice
President for Academic Affairs, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, former nursing
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division chair, representative from the Oklahoma Board of Nursing, and members of the ADN
Directors Council.
Oklahoma Board of Nursing Rule 485:10-5-3.2 (available in documentation room)
requires the following regulations of the nursing administrator for nursing education programs.
Table 1.9: Nurse Administrator State and NOC Requirements
OBN Requirements
Registered Nurse
licensed in Oklahoma
Minimum of a
master’s degree in
nursing

NOC
Requirements
Minimum
educational level of
a master’s degree

Minimum of two (2)
years full time
equivalent practice as
a RN in a clinical
setting preceding first
date of
employment…
…one (1) year
teaching experience
as a full time nursing
faculty member…

Chair Qualifications
RN license in Oklahoma since 1986
Master’s degree in Science with a major in
Nursing since 2005
Curriculum Vitae available in document room on
site

Seventeen (17) years of experience in the
medical surgical, oncology areas as a staff nurse.
One (1) year of experience in the family clinic
area as a nurse practitioner

Teaching experience Full-time Nursing faculty since 2006
is preferred

1.7 When present, nursing program coordinators and/or faculty who assist with program
administration are academically and experientially qualified.
Table 1.10: Program Coordinators Qualifications
Leadership Roles/Requirements

Qualifications/Comments

Freshman Team Coordinator
Christa Ritz, RN, MS accepted position in
2012.
OBN and NOC Requirements:
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Leadership Roles/Requirements
•
•
•

Hold a valid license…
Two (2) years full time equivalent
experience in clinical nursing…
Have a baccalaureate degree and
preferably a master degree in
nursing (position description in
available in nursing faculty
handbook on page 77).

Qualifications/Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nursing faculty since 2000
Masters of Science 2006
Unencumbered Oklahoma RN
license
RN license obtained in 1994
Curriculum Vitae and transcripts
available in document room
Tenured faculty since 2006
NISOD Excellence in Teaching
Award 2006

Team coordinators take only one (1)
clinical group, whereas full-time faculty
take two (2). This allows the coordinator
to fulfill the added responsibilities that the
role requires.
Sophomore Team Coordinator
Cammie Fast, RN, MS accepted position
in 2013.
OBN and NOC Requirements:
• Hold a valid license…
• Two (2) years full time equivalent
experience in clinical nursing…
• Have a baccalaureate degree and
preferably a master degree in
nursing (position description in
available in nursing faculty
handbook on page 77).

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nursing faculty since 2008
Masters of Science 2011
Unencumbered Oklahoma RN
license
RN license obtained in 1999
Curriculum Vitae and transcripts
available in document room
NISOD Excellence in Teaching
Award 2012

Team coordinators take only one (1)
clinical group, whereas full-time faculty
take two (2). This allows the coordinator
to fulfill the added responsibilities that the
role requires.

1.8 The nurse administrator has authority and responsibility for the development and
administration of the program and has adequate time and resources to fulfill the role
responsibilities.
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The nursing chair is responsible and has authority for all operations of the nursing program,
supervises the work of nursing personnel and must ensure proper operation of the program in
accordance with local, state and national regulations to ultimately promote student success.
The nursing chair has responsibilities in the following areas: institutionally for hiring,
evaluating, financing/budgeting, scheduling and providing authority and responsibility for
administration of the program; divisionally for checking backgrounds,
securing/maintaining/contracting clinical/practicum sites, advising students/faculty on nursing
issues, and coordinating all aspects of the program. The job description is located in the nursing
faculty handbook on page 76.
The nursing chair reports to the President, Vice President for Academic Affairs and the
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs and can discuss policies, procedures, faculty
appointments and concerns, curriculum decisions and student concerns at any time. Consultation
with the Vice President for Academic Affairs, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs and/or
Registrar for decisions such as credit transfer of non-nursing courses from other institutions is also
employed. The nursing chair collaborates with personnel in other divisions to plan course schedules
and room assignments.
Securing contractual agreements and cooperating with agencies which provide clinical
experiences for student learning are also responsibilities of the chair. If requested by the facility or
the nursing instructor, participation in an evaluation conference is held to determine a course of
action.
There are interchanges between the chair and nurse administrators of cooperating
agencies regarding student learning in these agencies. Keeping open channels of communication
to assure a satisfactory experience for both parties concerned in the contractual agreement is
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essential.
The chair is responsible for teaching a one (1) hour course in the fall semester, NURS
2071, Seminar I and a two (2) hour course in the spring semester, NURS 2072, Seminar II. No
clinical is taught by the chair. On rare occasions, skills lab time may be necessary. Adequate
time is allowed to accomplish required roles with the assistance of team coordinators, faculty and
staff.
1.9 The nurse administrator has the authority to prepare and administer the program budget with
faculty input.
The nursing chair has input into the annual budget. Final approval is determined by the
President, Vice President for Financial Affairs and the NOC Board. If concerns or questions
arise, an open, accessible communication line is available between the chair and Vice President
for Financial Affairs, Vice President for Academic Affairs, or the President depending upon the
situation. All requests for divisional purchases of supplies, materials, and equipment are approved
by the nursing chair prior to processing by administration. Statements of expenditures and
available remaining funds are sent to the nursing chair from the financial affairs office as
requested. Northern has land grant money that may be used for capital improvement; thus,
monies are not taken from the division's budget to purchase large-scale equipment. Faculty
requests what equipment, supplies and resources they would like to see purchased over the next
three (3) years. 11.68% of the total college budget is allocated to nursing.
1.10 Policies for nursing faculty and staff are comprehensive, provide for the welfare of faculty
and staff, and are consistent with those of the governing organization; differences are justified by
the goals and outcomes of the nursing education unit.
Since the nursing faculty are considered part of the faculty at NOC, policies delineated in
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the NOC Employee handbook apply. A copy will be available in the documentation room or
access will be granted to the college employee’s website to review this handbook as a password
is required. College-wide policies reflecting faculty appointment, grievances, tenure, benefits,
and termination pertain to nursing faculty as well.
Table 1.11: NOC’s Faculty and Nursing Policies Comparison
NOC’s Faculty
Responsibilities/Policies
4.2 Faculty Responsibilities
Being “student-centered” in
creating classroom policies and
procedures that encourage
student success and assist in the
recruitment and retention of
students.

Nursing Faculty Responsibilities/Comments
Facilitate success of students which may involve remediation
• Ad Hoc Retention Committee and implementation of
Student on to Success (SOS)
• Faculty-led study sessions

Taking the role of student
advisement seriously and
working intensively with each
advisee (Employee Handbook,
4.2.1 page 3).

Faculty and staff advise all nursing and pre-nursing students,
as well as AAS coop agreements for: Health Services
Technology, Radiography, Respiratory Care and Surgical
Tech.

4.2.3 Guidelines for Faculty
Instructional Loads

All nursing courses except Nursing Seminar I and II are team
taught. This allows each team member’s strengths to be
utilized benefiting the students and other faculty team
members. Team teaching requires that all members must
abide by the decisions made by the team.
• Faculty divide lectures between all sites; efforts are
made to ensure that “live” lectures at each site are
equitable.
Nursing faculty receive an overload pay compensation for
teaching greater than fifteen (15) credit hours per semester
due to clinical hours required. This is discussed at the hire of
each nursing faculty when base salary is calculated.

A full-time faculty member will
generally carry an instructional
load of fifteen (15) credit hours
per semester, and a noninstructional equivalent load of
fifteen (15) hours per week for a
total of thirty (30) hours on
campus each week. Of the fifteen
(15) non-instruction hours, at
least ten (10) hours must be
posted as dedicated office hours
(Employee Handbook, 4.2.2,
pages 5-7).
4.3 Evaluation of Faculty

Evaluation process is the same for nursing and non-nursing
faculty.

… process will be utilized each
semester during the first year and
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annually during the remaining
two (2) or more years of their
probationary period to assess the
effectiveness of each new fulltime and each new adjunct
faculty member (Employee
Handbook, pages 8-11).
4.6 Faculty Employment
Process, Status, Tenure, and
Dismissal (Employee
Handbook, 4.6, pages 14-19).

Policies for nursing faculty and non-nursing faculty are
implemented as stated in NOC Policies.

In regard to promotion at NOC, all full-time instructors are called
instructors/faculty/professors. So there is no formal method for promotion. All full-time faculty
are on an equal status at all three (3) campuses.
Tenure is a privilege and a distinctive honor. Tenure is defined as continuous
reappointment, which may be granted to a faculty member in a tenure-track position, subject to
the terms and conditions of appointment. The tenure decision shall be based on a thorough
evaluation of the candidate's total contribution to the mission of the college. Please see 4.6.3,
pages 16-17 in the Employee Handbook for the complete tenure process.
Retention is based upon the chair’s request then considered by the Vice President for
Academic Affairs and President. Although the chair has significant input, the final decision rests
with the President. The President has backed all retention decisions made by the Nursing Chair.
1.11 Distance education, when utilized, is congruent with the mission of the governing
organization and the mission/philosophy of the nursing education unit.
One of the methods NOC uses to offer innovative and accessible learning is by ITV.
NOC is approved by the Higher Learning Commission and by the Oklahoma State Regents for
Higher Education to offer ITV courses. Nursing is committed to this process as all theory
classes are presented via ITV simultaneously to all 3 sites. ITV technology is congruent with
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NOC’s mission and nursing’s mission statements. The Nursing Division records the live lectures
via Lecture Capture and uploads lectures to Blackboard; this enables nursing students who are
auditory and/or visual to have the opportunity to watch the lecture again at their convenience.
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Faculty and Staff
Standard 2: Qualified and credentialed faculty are sufficient in number to ensure the
achievement of the student learning outcomes and program outcomes. Sufficient qualified
staff are available to support the nursing education unit.
2.1 Full-time faculty hold a minimum of a graduate degree with a major in nursing. Full- and
part-time faculty include those individuals teaching and/or evaluating students in classroom,
clinical, or laboratory settings.
100% of the full time faculty hold a Master Degree in Nursing or Science (with a major
in nursing). Please refer to Appendix A for the faculty profile table.
2.2 Part-time faculty hold a minimum of a baccalaureate degree with a major in nursing; a
minimum of 50% of the part-time faculty also hold a graduate degree with a major in nursing.
50% of part time faculty hold a Master Degree in Science with a major in nursing. One of
the two part-time instructors holds a Master Degree in Science with a major in nursing; the other
one holds a bachelor degree. Please refer to Appendix B for the part-time faculty profile table.
2.3 Faculty (full- and part-time) credentials meet governing organization and state requirements.
The nursing faculty meet the requirements of NOC (Employee Handbook Section 4.0,
pages 1-11 & sec 4.6, pages 14-17) and the OBN, as stated in the OBN Rules, sec 485:10-5-3.2
page 13 & 485:10-5-5.2 page 15 (http://www.ok.gov/nursing/rules12.pdf). The master's degree
is considered to be the basic degree for community college teaching. Persons without this degree
will be employed only after an extensive search for a suitably qualified instructor is
unsuccessful. Jobs descriptions will be available in the document room.
Team teaching is unique to the nursing division which allows instructors’ expertise to be
utilized in theory. Due to the clinical hours required for nursing education in Oklahoma, some
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weeks the clinical hours are greater than the normal thirty (30) hours. Comp time is given for
these extended hours.
2.4 Preceptors, when utilized, are academically and experientially qualified, oriented, mentored,
and monitored, and have clearly documented roles and responsibilities.
Preceptors are utilized for a few select number of specialized areas in Adult II NURS
2425. Learning outcomes can be located in the practicum work guides along with an Input by
Preceptor form. Preceptors must be a licensed RN. A specialty area learning outcome folder is
given to all preceptors (a copy will be available in document room); included in this packet are
names and phone numbers of faculty for preceptor use. The policy for preceptors is adhered to as
stated by the OBN Preceptor Policy for Registered Nurses and Licensed Practical Nurses
(http://www.ok.gov/nursing/ed-precpt.pdf). Although the faculty value the input from preceptors,
the faculty realize that the ultimate responsibility for teaching and evaluating is an essential
component of the faculty role.
Specialty preceptor areas within the hospital setting are monitored by clinical faculty on
site and evaluated by students at the end of the rotation per the clinical evaluation form.
Observational specialty preceptor areas off site are evaluated by students as well as the facility
per the clinical evaluation form.
2.5 The number of full-time faculty is sufficient to ensure that the student learning outcomes and
program outcomes are achieved.
The nursing faculty ascertain that the ratios are sufficient for adequate teaching,
supervision, and evaluation. These ratios adhere to the requirements placed upon NOC by the
following bodies: (1) OBN and (2) participating hospitals/agencies. The Oklahoma Nursing
Practice Act and Rules state that the faculty to student ratio “shall be defensible in light of
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learning safety, learning objectives, students’ level and client acuity.”
(http://www.ok.gov/nursing/facratio.pdf). NOC’s total college faculty/student ratio is 1:24.
According to the OBN, the Annual Report for ADN schools, as indicated in the FY 2012
statistics, the student per full time faculty mean statewide was twenty (20), NOC’s total nursing
program was fifteen (15) (currently it is at 14). In addition, the mean maximum clinical group
statewide was nine (9), NOC’s maximum is eight (8)
(http://www.ok.gov/nursing/adnannrpt10.pdf).
Several area hospitals have adopted the use of the Clinical Hub (a software scheduling
program). Each facility mandates how many students are allowed on each unit, as well as the
clinical shifts available. Additionally, all colleges statewide that participate in the Clinical Hub
can ask for clinical hours from any of the clinical facilities listed. After requests are made by the
various schools, the hospitals then decide approval of clinical hours. This has posed a challenge
for faculty to meet clinical hour requirements. Twelve (12) hour shifts and weekends are being
utilized to meet clinical hour requirements. When deemed necessary, the nursing division
requests meetings with facilities to negotiate for increased numbers of students per floor and/or
additional shifts.
To facilitate student learning and program outcomes the faculty keep a low faculty to
student ratio. Please see Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Faculty/Student Ratios in Classroom/Clinical
Course
NURS 1114
NURS 1124

# Sections
3
6

NURS 1234
NURS 1244

3
6

NURS 2334

3

# Faculty (FT/PT)
7 FT
6 FT
1 FT (TC)*
7 FT
6 FT
1 FT (TC)*
7 FT
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Faculty/Student Ratio
1:14
1:8 (x2)
1:8
1:14
1:8 (x2)
1:8
1:13

Course
NURS 2344

# Sections
6

# Faculty (FT/PT)
6 FT
1 FT (TC)*
2 PT
NURS 2415
3
7 FT
NURS 2425
6
6 FT
1 FT (TC)*
2 PT
NURS 2071
3
1 FT
NURS 2072
3
1 FT
*TC denotes Team Coordinator

Faculty/Student Ratio
1:6 (x2)
1:6
1:6
1:13
1:6 (x2)
1:6
1:6
1:13-20
1:13-20

2.6 Faculty (full- and part-time) maintain expertise in their areas of responsibility, and their
performance reflects scholarship and evidence-based teaching and clinical practices.
Expertise of faculty is in gerontology, breastfeeding/lactation, mental health/ psychiatric,
home health, hospice, ICU, ER, OR, medical/surgical, cardiac and pediatric. A variety of
graduate preparation from different programs is also reflected in the nursing faculty. Nursing
faculty are involved in activities to enhance their expertise in nursing and teaching. Please see
Appendix A and Table 2.5.
Faculty members bring to the program diversity in academic preparation and experience,
providing richness in instructional and professional talent. The diverse backgrounds, unique
individual work experiences, academic achievements, awards, certifications and
professional/community service affiliations all contribute strength to the faculty as a whole and
to the entire program.
The OBN nursing competencies by educational levels have been added to the nursing
faculty handbook (http://www.ok.gov/nursing/ed-goals.pdf). These competencies guide the
faculty in theory and clinical practice. The National Council of State Boards of Nursing
publishes a guide: 2011 RN Practice Analysis: Linking the NCLEX-RN Examination to Practice
(copy available in document room). This research brief has been discussed in faculty meetings
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and the document has been added to the nursing faculty handbook. The faculty rely heavily upon
this document to validate evidence-based education and outcomes. In fact, the curriculum is
routinely compared to these research findings.
The nursing faculty also review the NCLEX blueprint to coordinate alignment with the
curriculum. Changes are made as mandated by the NCLEX blueprint. NOC also integrates
Assessment Technology Institute (ATI) in the curriculum. The Assessment Topic Descriptors are
reviewed by the chair and faculty to ensure that the curriculum is aligned with the NCLEX-RN
test plan (sample of topic descriptors available in document room). The nursing faculty have inservices yearly, during meetings, by an ATI Integration Specialist to review services offered and
assist faculty with accessing and applying information.
Full-time faculty receive “NISOD Innovation Abstracts” and participate in NOC’s faculty
professional development program (a collection of enrichment seminars) for continuing
education on current teaching and classroom techniques. Blackboard and Lecture Capture
training was completed by all nursing faculty in 2013.
The faculty define scholarship by integrating Boyer’s Model using discovery, integration,
application and teaching. Please refer to Table 2.2. Since NOC is a community college emphasis
is placed primarily on teaching, integration and application with less emphasis on research.
Table 2.2: Boyer’s Model of Scholarship and Measure of Performance
Type of
Scholarship
Discovery

Integration

Purpose

Measures of Performance

Build new knowledge through
traditional research.

Interpret the use of knowledge
across disciplines.
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Maintaining Oklahoma licensure
Implementing Master degree of
Nursing candidates research projects
within the division: Simulations,
unfolding case studies and humor
Developing simulation scenarios
Securing guest lecturers from
different healthcare disciplines

Type of
Scholarship

Purpose

Measures of Performance
Mentoring new faculty

Application

Aid society and professions in
addressing problems.

Teaching

Study teaching models and
practices to achieve optimal
learning.

Consulting with area agencies
Obtaining and maintaining
certifications
Offering community service
Maintaining professional
memberships
Offering vital sign and handwashing
clinics
Participating in community health
fairs
Providing school health teaching
Serving as preceptors to graduate
MS/MSN students when requested
Fulfilling both classroom and clinical
responsibilities for full-time faculty
Advising the SNA and current
nursing students
Acting members of nursing
committees
Developing and evaluating
curriculum
Researching and implementing
evidence based practice and
education
Developing retention policy (SOS)
Consulting with ATI Integration
Specialist

(http://academicaffairs.unca.edu/sites/academicaffairs.unca.edu/files/BoyersModel.pdf)
Please refer to Table 2.5 for professional development and professional memberships.
2.7 The number, utilization, and credentials of staff and non-nurse faculty within the nursing
education unit are sufficient to achieve the program goals and outcomes.
The nursing division has one full time staff assistant and two part time staff assistants
(please see Table 2.3). There are no non-nurse faculty within the nursing program.
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During the 2006 NLNAC survey, the team identified an area needing improvement:
provide secretarial assistants in Enid and Stillwater. This was initiated in 2007. The nursing
division proposed in 2012 that the two (2) part time staff assistants be changed to ¾ time, but
unfortunately this request was denied due to budget restraints.
The Enid campus was without a staff assistant for approximately one (1) year (20122013). Advertisement for this position had been posted in the local newspaper several times and
NOC utilized Monster.com to recruit applicants. During that year, only two (2) applicants
applied. One (1) was seeking full time employment and one (1) candidate was not qualified. This
did place additional responsibilities on Enid faculty and the full time Tonkawa staff assistant (¾
times in Tonkawa and ¼ time in Enid). A student worker was utilized in spring 2013 to help with
office duties. In October 2013, the position was filled.
Table 2.3: Staff Assistant Profile
Nursing
Division
Staff Assistant
Dianna Ditmore

Melinda Tharp
Sandra HaynesWalker

FT/PT

Campus

Responsibilities

Degree

FT employed in
nursing division
since 1992
PT (20 hours/week)
Date of hire: 9/12
PT (20 hours/week)
Date of hire: 10/13

Tonkawa

Job description available in
document room

AS

Stillwater

Job description available in
document room
Job description available in
document room

BS

Enid

BS

2.8 Faculty (full- and part-time) are oriented and mentored in their areas of responsibility.
To achieve nursing program goals, full-time and part-time faculty are oriented and/or
mentored by the assigned faculty member, team coordinator and the chair. Upon employment
these new faculty are given a nursing faculty handbook that is designed to provide general
information about the policies and procedures of the Nursing Division. New faculty also attend
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faculty and team meetings to enhance cohesiveness. The total nursing faculty, whether they are
assigned as a mentor or not, view mentoring as part of their responsibilities.
A New Instructor Checklist is located on page one (1) of the Nursing Faculty Handbook.
The mentors are to meet weekly with the new faculty to go over the handbook and checklist.
Follow through on this process has been lacking and this issue was addressed in a faculty
meeting. It was determined by faculty that once items have been addressed, the mentor will
initial each item and a copy will be put in the new faculty member’s file.
New nursing faculty have been encouraged by the chair to document areas that can be
strengthened to enhance orientation and mentoring. Any topic that may need more information
or clarification that would make the first year smoother is being submitted to the chair. This will
then be presented to the faculty to determine which suggestions will be added to the New
Instructor Checklist.
NOC has a college wide orientation for all new faculty. This orientation is presented by
the Associate Vice President of Academic Affairs and the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
This orientation includes NOC’s policies, FERPA, and computer/learning management training.
NOC’s Faculty Affairs committee is also in the process of developing a New Employee
Orientation Checklist. Faculty have been asked to submit their suggestions regarding this form.
2.9 Systematic assessment of faculty (full- and part-time) performance demonstrates
competencies that are consistent with program goals and outcomes.
During the spring semester of each academic year, the Associate Vice President for
Academic Affairs initiates the evaluation process. Each full- and part-time instructor completes
a self-evaluation report utilizing the institutional forms. The chair then holds conferences with
each instructor to discuss work performance, strengths, and weakness, and the self-evaluation
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form since the division chair also rates the faculty member. The division chair then recommends
action to be taken on faculty appointments. Following this procedure, the President and/or
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs meets individually with faculty, if needed. The
chair’s decision for retaining or terminating faculty members is supported by administration.
Nursing students also evaluate nursing faculty at the close of each semester. These forms
are completed anonymously and sent to the Director of Institutional Research. After tabulation
of the results, the forms are sent to the division chair, and then forwarded to the faculty. If there
is a consistently low rating, a meeting with the identified faculty and chair is scheduled to
discuss methods to improve. However, if no concerns are stated the forms are simply forwarded
to the faculty for their perusal.
A nursing faculty job satisfaction survey is in the process of being developed by the
nursing faculty. The nursing division felt like this survey was needed to address concerns,
maintain a good work place environment, and increase nursing faculty employment
satisfaction/retention. A copy of the survey will be available in the document room. Table 2.4
demonstrates the interconnectivity of program goals/outcomes with systemic
assessment/evaluation competencies for faculty i.e., how faculty are evaluated by the institution
and chair.
Table 2.4: Systemic Assessment/Evaluation Competencies for Faculty
Program
Goals/Outcomes
Performance on
NCLEX— 90% of
graduates will meet or
exceed the national
NCLEX-RN pass level.

Faculty Systemic
Assessment/Evaluation
Competencies
Teaching-Theory
Instructional
Performance
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Comments

In a community college, teaching is
the number one priority. Not only is it
the college’s focus it is also nursing’s.
Team coordinator and/or chair view
lecture either live or by
webstream/lecture capture to provide

Program
Goals/Outcomes
Student Learning
Outcomes (SLO):
Synthesize principles
from the
psychosociospiritual,
biophysical and nursing
sciences to implement
the technical nursing role
in structured and
community-based health
care settings.

Performance on
NCLEX— 90% of
graduates will meet or
exceed the national
NCLEX-RN pass level.

Faculty Systemic
Comments
Assessment/Evaluation
Competencies
input for development of lecture
expertise.

Clinical/Practice

Team coordinator and/or chair
evaluate on site the clinical instructor
each semester for the first year and
then on an as needed basis.

Institutional Service

Involvement in college wide activities
are encouraged and evaluated
annually.

SLO: Incorporate critical
thinking/clinical
reasoning and the
nursing process to
manage the needs of
clients experiencing
health changes with
relatively predictable
outcomes throughout the
life span.

Job Placement Rates—
90% will have jobs six
(6) months after
graduation
SLO:
Create relationships by
combining therapeutic
communication and
interpersonal skills to
facilitate achievement of
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Program
Goals/Outcomes

Faculty Systemic
Comments
Assessment/Evaluation
Competencies

holistic health within the
cultural context.
Employer Surveys—
90% of employers will
hire/rehire Northern’s
graduates

Service Report

Involves community service,
community organizations and
memberships.

Student Evaluations

Performed after every course and
clinical rotation for each instructor
and facility.

SLO:
Manage, prioritize and
provide nursing care for
clients and groups of
clients, utilizing
resources throughout the
community.
Six (6) month Graduate
Surveys—90% of the six
(6) month graduates will
rate the nursing program
as very well or well for
meeting the SLOs.
Two (2) year Graduate
Surveys—90% of the
two (2) year graduates
will rate the nursing
program as very well or
well for meeting the
SLOs.
Program Completion—
73% of students will
complete the program
within 150% of program
requirements (6
semesters).
SLO:
Express personal,
ethical, and legal
accountability in
providing competent and
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Program
Goals/Outcomes

Faculty Systemic
Comments
Assessment/Evaluation
Competencies

compassionate nursing
care.
2.10 Faculty (full- and part-time) engage in ongoing development and receive support for
instructional and distance technologies.
Professional development, instructional and distance technologies will be placed in Table
2.5 for ease of reading.
Table 2.5: Professional Development
Faculty Name

Professional Development

Baird, Brian
Buller, June

Simulation, ATI, NISOD
Simulation; Received MS degree
Summer, 2013, ATI
Webinars/CEUs: Ethical and Legal
Guidelines; Fostering a Learning
Environment; Role Transition:
From Expert Clinician to Novice
Educator… (certificates available
in document room), ATI
Atlantic Hope Disaster
Preparedness; Self-study forum;
NP-C, ATI
OB/LD prn staff nurse; RNC-OB;
NRP, PCEP, ATI
AGE (60 hour elderly course);
Grant coordinator for Plus 50, ATI

Crouch, Vickie

Deterding, Jeanine

Fast, Cammie
Heitfeld, April

Phillips, Kathy
Rhynard, Teresa
Ritz, Christa

Vaughn, Tanya
FT fall/PT spring
Wahlgren, Jean

Completed MS degree Summer,
2013, ATI
Staff nurse Med/Surg, ATI
Critical Thinking; Self-study
forum; Service learning online
class; Online class training, ATI
Completing MSN/MHA, ATI
Simulation, ATI

Professional Organization
Membership
NLN
NLN
NLN

NLN

NLN
NLN; Sigma Theta Tau
International
Nurses Christian Fellowship
NLN; AACN, Sigma Theta
Tau International
NLN; Sigma Theta Tau
International
NLN; Critical Thinking
Community
NLN
NLN
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Faculty Name

Professional Development

Westmoreland, Crystal Staff nurse (active practice)
critical care, ATI
Oklahoma Medical Reserve Corps
Whitmore, Judith
PRN OR nurse; ACLS/PALS
(active practice); Nursing
Treatment class, ATI
Wright, Marriya
Staff nurse (active practice);
Implementing a concept based
curriculum – 2.0 contact hours
10th Annual Caring Across
Cultures Conference Featuring Dr.
Ruby Payne – 4.5 contact hours,
ATI
Wright, Vanessa
Staff nurse (active practice);
Enrolled in PhD program at OCU,
ATI

Part-time Faculty
Name
Koehn, Dawn
Fall only

Warrington, Lisa

Professional Organization
Membership
Sigma Theta Tau
International
Nurses Christian Fellowship
NLN; ANA, ARNA, ONA,
STTI and AACN
NLN

NLN

NLN; ANA; ONA; Sigma
Theta Tau International;
ENA; Red Cross
Delegate for region 7, ONA

Professional Development

Professional Organization
Membership
Staff nurse OB/LD at Integris Bass NLN
Baptist Health Center
Association of Women’s
Professional legal nurse consultant Health Obstetrics and
NCC Inpatient Obstetrics
Neonatal Nurses
certification
MS 2013
NLN
Supervisor at Stillwater Medical
Center

A more detailed description of professional development for each instructor will be available in
the document room.
Table 2.5a: Instructional Development and Distance Technology
Instructional Development
$900.00 per faculty member for
instructional development for 2013/2014
school year

Distance Technology
Blackboard training
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Instructional Development
Monthly college wide faculty in-services
for a designated topic that relates to
educational issues
SimChart training
ATI integration specialist training

Distance Technology

ITV lecture capture training
New faculty ITV training by faculty mentor
NOC “My Portal” and Campus Connect
training
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STUDENTS
Standard 3: Student policies and services support the achievement of the student learning
outcomes and program outcomes of the nursing education unit.
The nursing faculty are committed to maintaining consistent quality of the graduating
students’ abilities and of the nursing program. The maintenance of each graduating student’s
and the program’s quality is determined by the faculty and division chair by regular evaluation of
the admission, readmission, progression, retention, dismissal and graduation requirements.
Faculty participate in this process. Any modifications of the requirements are made after
discussion, research, and thoughtful consideration of the evidence. Annual program completion
rates, NCLEX pass rates, and graduate surveys results as well as legal issues, best practices, and
current standards are considered when evaluating or modifying such policies. Decisions are
made by majority rule of the faculty.
3.1 Policies for nursing students are congruent with those of the governing organization, publicly
accessible, non-discriminatory, and consistently applied; differences are justified by the student
learning outcomes and program outcomes.
Policies for the nursing division are congruent with NOC’s policies, unless requirements
from the health care facilities, nursing regulating bodies, safety of clients/students, clinical
issues, and/or success with program outcomes are mandated. These policies are not in
competition with NOC’s policies, but are meant to facilitate student learning and success in a
safe and fair environment without violating students’ right to an appropriate education.
PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE
NOC’s as well as nursing’s policies are publicly accessible in the following areas: NOC’s
policies are located in the Guide to Student Rights and Responsibilities (updated annually) and
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NOC Catalog (updated annually) which are all located on NOC’s website; whereas, nursing’s
policies are located in the Nursing Faculty and Nursing Student Handbooks. These nursing
handbooks are provided to faculty upon employment and to students (Nursing Student Handbook
only) during the first week of class. The Nursing Student Handbook is followed for the two (2)
years the students are in the program. After receiving the handbook, the student has a week to
read the policies and procedures specific to the nursing program and sign a confirmation of
compliance, which is placed in the student’s official file.
CONSISTENTLY APPLIED
The faculty develop, review and revise polices based upon trended data. Objective data,
research findings and best practices undergird decisions made. This is not to say there is no
subjectivity in this process. With the diverse experiences, expertise and personalities of the
faculty, lively discussions have ensued over changes. However, once the final decision has been
made, faculty fairly and consistently uphold these changes. In fact, with three (3) campuses it is
extremely important that fairness and consistency prevail. NOC’s and nursing policies are
consistently applied for all three (3) campuses. This allows for consistency and cohesiveness
among the sites.
NON-DISCRIMINATORY
Northern Oklahoma College and the nursing program, in compliance with Titles VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972, the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, and Americans with
Disabilities of 1990, do not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex/gender,
age or disability in admission to its programs, services or activities, in access to them, in
treatment of individuals or in any aspect of their operations. Northern Oklahoma College also
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does not discriminate in its hiring or employment practices (Employee Handbook, sec 3.1, page
1).
SELECTION AND ADMISSIONS
The Nursing Division complies to the admission policy with the following exceptions.
Admission to the nursing program involves a selection process. Prospective nursing students
must contact the Nursing Division to seek admission. Admissions criteria is also listed on the
Nursing Division program website and in the Nursing Student Handbook, pages 12-15. Since
NOC is situated in a rural area, clinical facility availability in the community, as well as limited
faculty and financial resources, make it necessary for the nursing program to have selective
admission. The policies of admission, readmission, progression, retention, dismissal, and
graduation requirements are appropriate for AD nursing students for successful achievement of
the program’s outcomes and obtainment of sufficient knowledge and skills necessary for nursing
employment.
In order to be considered for admission to the nursing program, the applicant is selected
based on the following criteria (page 13 of the Nursing Student Handbook; criteria also available
on the Division of Nursing website http://www.noc.edu/admission-info):
Category

Criteria

Points

College Retention GPA

4.0-3.7
3.6-3.4
3.3-3.0
2.9-2.85
Below 2.85

30
25
20
15
0

3.5 and above
Below 3.5

15
0

A
B

20
15

OR

High School (HS) Retention GPA
(if no college credits the HS GPA
will be used)
College Biology or Chemistry
Grade….
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Category

Criteria

Points

C
Below C

5
0

A
B
C or below

15
10
0

OR
HS AP Biology or AP Chemistry
grade….

OR
…ACT subscore for Science
Reasoning
ACT Composite Score…*

20 and above
15
Below 20
0
31-26
25
25-20
20
19 and below
0
…direct care…
10
Health Related Experience
…volunteer...
5
No….
0
Previous College Degrees…
Masters
5
Bachelors
3
Associate
1
Writing Component…
Grammatically strong…
10
Grammatically correct…
5
Grammatically incorrect…
0
*Please note that in January 2014 the students will have the option of completing the
HESI A2 entrance exam or the ACT examination. Copy of the new criteria will be in the
document room and on the Division of Nursing website.
Applicants with the highest total point value are considered for the nursing program.
NOC Division of Nursing typically receives approximately 250 applicants each year and the top
100-110 students are accepted. Prospective applicants must complete the required procedure by
the date specified—March 1.
Additionally, nursing courses are taught only once an academic year, and are sequential.
For this reason beginning (Fundamental) students are admitted only in the fall semester. Courses
in the nursing curriculum classified as general education or core courses may be taken at any
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time. Students need not be accepted into the nursing program to enroll in non-nursing courses.
A majority of students choose to complete all non-nursing courses before applying to the nursing
program.
RETENTION
Retention policies are listed on page nine (9) in the NOC Catalog and page eight (8) of
the Guide to Student Rights and Responsibilities. Retention is also addressed in the nursing
program. Failure to earn a “C” or better in each nursing or core course and to maintain both a
cumulative and a semester GPA of 2.0 in all other courses will be cause for a review of the
student’s status in the program. The chair makes this evaluation with assistance of the nursing
faculty.
Nursing retention is different and based upon the co-requisite of clinical and theory
classes and upon nursing demanding consistently safe, competent performance, indicated by the
recent increased NCLEX passing standard. Therefore, the retention standards should assure
production of graduates meeting student learning and program outcomes, thus having the
greatest probability of successful licensure and safe nursing performance. Retention standards
can be found in the Nursing Student Handbook, pages 16-17.
The nursing faculty developed a Retention ad hoc committee in fall, 2006. A student
counseling form, Student Onto Success (SOS) was developed in 2009 after data was trended for
students that had failed boards as compared to students that were successful (pass rates were
down in 2008 and 2009). Not only was board pass rate data evaluated, students that were
successful in passing a nursing course were compared to students that did not pass a nursing
course. The faculty researched best practices for retention and success on NCLEX. These
findings were presented to the Retention ad hoc committee which incorporated these results into
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the final student counseling form. This retention tool was implemented in 2009 in an effort to
increase retention rates and student success in the nursing program. Faculty and students
complete the form. Approaches are developed by utilizing “You Are Smarter Than You Think”
(YASTYT) learning strategies. This retention tool is implemented after a student has failed two
(2) theory examinations. The committee developed a SOS Tracker form that the faculty complete
and send to the committee in an effort to aggregate and trend data to determine the success of
this policy. Results from SOS statistics demonstrated that the majority of students improved 1220 points on test scores and the percentage of students retained increased from 68% to 92%.
Please see Appendix C to see the complete SOS document.
DIFFERENCES JUSTIFIED
In addition to following NOC’s policies, the nursing program must also take into
consideration safety of the nursing students, clients/public, and the clinical/practicum agencies
policies. The grading scale for both theory and clinical is not consistent with the College. The
passing level and gradations between levels is different from other divisions. This difference is
determined by the faculty to be responsive to the rise in the passing point for NCLEX-RN that
can occur every three (3) years. The grading scale is as follows: 90-100=A (4.0); 80-89=B (3.0);
74-79=C (2.0); 65-73=D (1.0); Below 64=F (0.0). Therefore, policies specific to nursing
students have been developed to meet the unique needs of the program (see Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Differences between NOC’s Policies and Nursing Division Policies
Policy
Admission and
Retention
Progression
Graduation
Requirements

Location
Nursing Student Handbook,
pages 14-16
Nursing Student Handbook,
page 17
Nursing Student Handbook,
page 18
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Rationale
To facilitate success in the
program and successful licensure
To facilitate success in the
program and successful licensure
To facilitate success in the
program and successful licensure
and OBN requirements

Policy
Withdrawal and
Dropping
Readmission
Transfers
Advanced Standing
for LPNs
Math test
Professional Liability
Insurance
Criminal Background
Checks and Drug
Testing
Health Requirements
(Physical Exam and
Immunizations)
Dress Regulations
Social Media and
Electronic Devices

Location
Nursing Student Handbook,
page 18
Nursing Student Handbook,
pages 18-19
Nursing Student Handbook,
page 20
Nursing Student Handbook,
pages 20-26
Nursing Student Handbook,
page 44
Nursing Student Handbook,
page 46
Nursing Student Handbook,
pages 46-49

Rationale
To facilitate success in the
program and successful licensure
To facilitate success in the
program and successful licensure
To facilitate success in the
program and successful licensure
To facilitate success in the
program and successful licensure
To ensure client safety

Nursing Student Handbook,
page 50

To ensure client safety and meet
health care facility policies

Nursing Student Handbook,
pages 51-52
Nursing Student Handbook,
page 53

To meet NOC and health care
facility policies
To ensure client safety and meet
health care facility policies and
HIPAA requirements
To ensure client safety and meet
health care facility policies and
HIPAA requirements
To ensure student safety

Confidentiality

Nursing Student Handbook,
page 54

Accidents and Errors
Including Sharps
Dismissal

Nursing Student Handbook,
pages 54-55
Nursing Student Handbook,
pages 59-61
Nursing Student Handbook,
page 61
Nursing Student Handbook,
pages 61-63

Grievance Process
Substance Abuse

To ensure student and client
safety
To ensure client safety and meet
health care facility policies

To maintain student competency
and client safety
To maintain student’s rights
To ensure client safety and meet
health care facility policies

3.2 Public information is accurate, clear, consistent, and accessible, including the program’s
accreditation status and the NLNAC/ACEN contact information.
Program information is defined as published facts describing policies and practices of the
nursing education unit intended to inform the general public, prospective/current/graduate
students, employers, and other interested parties. This published information is current, accurate,
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clear, and consistent. The Division of Nursing website is updated continually by the chair and/or
assigned faculty members. The Nursing Student Handbook is updated annually by feedback from
students, faculty and chair. The Nursing Faculty Handbook is updated biannually by chair and
faculty.
College-wide efforts will be discussed first followed by specific nursing requirements.
The NOC College Catalog is published every year and contains information about institutional
information, admission and enrollment, academic regulations, student expenses and financial aid,
organizations and activities, and curricular organizations and philosophy. This information is
applicable to nursing students as they follow all of these requirements. The general public,
prospective students, employers and other interested parties may also view this information. The
name, address and telephone number of the ACEN and the accreditation status is on page 4 of
the NOC catalog. This information is also listed on the Division of Nursing webpage
(http://www.noc.edu/accreditations).
The college also maintains a web site. The accessible web site is www.noc.edu.
Numerous policies and procedures are listed on the site as is general information. The general
public, prospective students, employers and other interested parties may also view and use this
information.
A prospective nursing student is provided an application packet upon request. This
packet contains an introductory letter from the nursing chair, legal requirements, nursing
expenses, and nursing application. Another method to obtain this information if the prospective
student so chooses is to enter the college web site, click on academics, then nursing to obtain the
desired information.
3.3 Changes in policies, procedures, and program information are clearly and consistently
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communicated to students in a timely manner.
Policy changes are communicated to students through the student work guide and student
handbook. The syllabi, work guides, instructor’s explanations, and Nursing Student Handbook
are the primary methods used to communicate changes. On the first day of class, changes can be
made verbally to all students. E-mail, Blackboard and NOC portal are other techniques
employed for communication. However, after the first day of classes, major changes are avoided
unless mandated by OBN, ACEN and/or NCSBN.
3.4 Student services are commensurate with the needs of nursing students, including those
receiving instruction using alternative methods of delivery.
Following is Table 3.2 that delineates qualifications for student services personnel for all
three (3) sites.
Table 3.2: Qualifications for Student Services
Campus
Tonkawa

Service
Health

Name
Ron Walcher, MD

Enid

Health

J Michael Pontious

Stillwater
Tonkawa

Health
Counseling

None
Milynda Wade

Enid

Counseling

Jill Helmer

Stillwater

Counseling

Pamela Yellin

Tonkawa

Academic
Advisement

Suzy Stergas

Gina Conneywerdy
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Degree
Doctor of
Medicine
Doctor of
Medicine

Experience
30 years

LPC Master
Degree in
Community
Counseling
Master Degree
in Counseling
Psychology
Doctorate in
Psychology
Master Degree
of Education in
Administration
and Curriculum
Development

0.5 years

Master Degree

7 years

12 years

0.5years

7 years
6.5 years

Campus

Enid

Stillwater

Tonkawa

Enid

Service

Academic
Advisement

Academic
Advisement

Career
Placement

Career
Placement

Name

Degree
Experience
in Teaching and
Learning

Milynda Wade

LPC Master
Degree in
Community
Counseling

0.5 years

Nursing Faculty
Jill Helmer

Varies
Master Degree
in Counseling
Psychology

0.5-8 years

Nursing Faculty
Dave Monks

Varies
PhD, Crop
Science/Plant
Physiology

0.5-12 years
6.5 years

Sherrie Martin

Master Degree
in Agriculture

7.5 year

Nursing Faculty
Jason Johnson
Vice President of
Student Affairs

Varies
Master Degree
in Science

0.5-7 years
16 years

Milynda Wade

LPC Master
Degree in
Community
Counseling

0.5 years

Nursing Chair

Master Degree
in Science
Master Degree
in Science

3 years

Doctorate in
Higher
Education
Administration

24 years

Position Vacant
(Jason Johnson,
Vice President of
Student Affairs)

Edward Vineyard
Vice President,
Enid campus
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0.5 years

16 years

Campus

Stillwater

Service

Career
Placement

Name

Degree

Experience

Milynda Wade

LPC Master
Degree in
Community
Counseling

0.5 years

Nursing Chair

Master Degree
in Science
Master Degree
in Education

3 years

Master Degree
in Science
Bachelor
Degree in
Science
Business
Bachelor
Degree in
Business
Administration
Master Degree
in Business
Administration

3 years

Paula Lewis

Nursing Chair
Tonkawa

Financial
Aid

Holly Lee, Director

Enid

Assistant
Financial
Aid

Loretta Reagh

Stillwater

Assistant
Financial
Aid

Jessica O’Daniel

7 years

6 years

10 years

1 year

NOC offers a program for learning disabled students. Students who identify themselves
as learning disabled are either tested or asked to provide test information from their previous
school/college. Instructors may also refer a student displaying learning difficulties to the
counseling office.
Nursing students are assigned a graduation advisor for their two (2) years at NOC. This
nursing advisor, a full-time nursing faculty, assists with enrollment and study issues. Students
use these advisors as sounding boards and learning facilitators. If the student’s problems become
personal, the advisor refers the student to the counseling center or mental health therapists.
Career placement is provided by student services. They identify and post sources of job
opportunities. The nursing division also offers services in this area. Some of the services
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offered include resume and cover letter writing, interviewing skills, career day, on-campus
recruiting from area hospitals, and assistance with NCLEX-RN applications. Although these
career services are offered, most nursing students find their own opportunities for employment.
Overall, student services are administered by professionally and educationally qualified
personnel, according to the requirements of the college. Students have the opportunity to
evaluate these services each semester. The following are the results for ancillary services, please
see Table 3.3. Percentages are for agree and strongly agree (choices range from strongly
disagree, disagree, agree, strongly agree). Comments will be provided for percentages below 90.
Table 3.3: Student Evaluations of Ancillary Services
Ancillary
Student
Services
(Bookstore,
Registrar,
Financial Aid)
Tonkawa

Level

Spring
2013

Fall
2012

Spring
2012

Student Comments for
percentages below 90

Freshman
No data 88%
Sophomore 80%
74%

99%
No Data

Enid

Freshman
96%
Sophomore 92%

90%
84%

Stillwater

Freshman
No data 96%
Sophomore 81%
75%

Freshman: No comments
Sophomore: Financial Aid
office is hateful
The financial aid &
bookstore/registrar office had
very rude employees. Acted
“put out” that they had to assist
students; Registrar staff &
financial aid advisors are very
rude; bookstore didn’t have all
books available at beginning of
semester
Freshman: Stillwater financial
aid people are incompetent
Sophomore: Financial aid office
is terrible; bookstore is rude
See comments above

92%
100%

Total Program

65%
84%

Both
89%
82%
79%
Freshman
and
Sophomore
Based upon student comments, the faculty distributed copies of evaluations to the Vice President
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for Academic Affairs, Dr. Pam Stinson. A college wide student survey was conducted in spring,
2013 for these departments. Findings were then distributed to appropriate departments for
review.
3.5 Student educational records are in compliance with the policies of the governing organization
and state and federal guidelines.
Institutional records consist of the permanent academic file in the Registrar’s office,
disciplinary case files in the Vice President for Student Affairs’ office, counseling case files in
the counseling office, financial aid files in the financial aid office and students’ grades in the
offices of the faculty and Registrar.
Nursing records are housed in the nursing office in the filing room. Specific nursing
student records are kept on file in the Tonkawa main nursing office under double lock and key.
Physicals, immunizations, ACT scores, CPR, background checks, practicum/clinical evaluations,
copy of transcripts, OSHA requirements, information for state board, signed compliance form,
any counseling forms, SOS forms and completed application packet are kept on every nursing
student. Ancillary files that contain nursing student tests, answer sheets, quizzes and
immunizations are kept on each campus.
The policy and procedure regarding maintenance of educational and financial records is
located on pages 15-18 of the NOC Guide to Student Rights and Responsibilities and pages 4-23
of the NOC Employee Handbook. The records are maintained in accordance with the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act 1974.
3.6 Compliance with the Higher Education Reauthorization Act Title IV eligibility and
certification requirements is maintained, including default rates and the results of financial or
compliance audits.
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Northern Oklahoma College is in compliance with the Higher Education Reauthorization
Act Title IV eligibility and certification requirements and has received notice of recertification.
Northern Oklahoma College is audited by an external auditing firm annually. Internal audits are
conducted periodically, usually at six (6) month intervals, by a different auditing firm. One
component of the audit is the Financial Aid Office, over which Vice President for Financial
Affairs, Anita Simpson, presides. Financial Aid Director, Holly R. Lee, is the other responsible
party. Audit reports are available to site visitors.
3.6.1 A written, comprehensive student loan repayment program addressing student loan
information, counseling, monitoring, and cooperation with lenders is available.
Loans are originated only for students who meet all of the eligibility criteria including
enrollment or acceptance for enrollment as a regular student in an eligible program. Students are
requested to complete the promissory note (MPN) on the Internet once the loan has been
originated. They have the opportunity to print the MPN at that time for their records. Students
are required to complete the MPN only once and will remain active for up to 10 years. Once the
loan is originated, students will receive a Disclosure Statement for the U.S. Department of
Education. They are encouraged to keep these documents in a safe place for future reference.
For students who are first time borrowers, the school is required to delay the first
disbursement of their loan until 30 calendar days after the first day of classes. All students who
are borrowing for the first time at NOC are required to complete an entrance counseling session
via the Internet. Financial Aid personnel are available to answer any questions the students
might have.
The enrollment status of all federal financial aid recipients is monitored throughout the
semester by Financial Aid Office personnel. After students have received loan funds, they are
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monitored for their continued enrollment and estimated time of graduation. If a student becomes
ineligible (drops below one-half time enrollment), a notice is given to the U.S. Department of
Education reporting the last date of attendance or withdrawal date. The Registrar strongly
encourages faculty to maintain accurate attendance records so the last date of attendance can be
determined accurately.
Requests from loan servicers for address updates are processed by the Financial Aid
Office. NOC is fortunate to work with the Oklahoma College Assistance Program which takes a
proactive approach in helping students avoid default. Many of the federal loan servicers offer
the same service to the students. The national three (3) year cohort default for two-year colleges
is 13.4%. The national three (3) year cohort default rate for all colleges is 14.7. These figures
are for FY 2010, which is the last official date for which figures are available. NOC’s official
three (3) year cohort default rate for FY 2010 is 29.4%. A Default Prevention Task Force was
established in 2012 to implement preventive default strategies to help reduce the default rates.
The Financial Aid Office at Northern Oklahoma College administers the federal Direct
Loans as part of the institutional participation in title IV financial aid programs. The office
provides applications, information, and assistance to students for all types of financial aid,
including their federal student loans. Staff members have regular contact with students, loan
servicers, and the U.S. Department of Education. To maintain current knowledge and
compliance, staff participates in annual regulatory updates and training.
NOC’s goals include maintaining accurate, well-organized records; submitting required
reports in an accurate and timely manner; and providing quality service to students. Compliance
is evidenced by eligibility for Title IV monies and an acceptable default rate of less than 30%.
3.6.2 Students are informed of their ethical responsibilities regarding financial assistance.
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Student borrowers who are graduating, transferring, or withdrawing from NOC are
required to complete a student loan exit counseling session via the Internet. During this session,
they are reminded of their rights and responsibilities as a borrower as well as repayment options
available to them. Students are urged to maintain contact with their loan servicer, and to be sure
that payment is made in a timely manner. Students are not allowed to register, have a transcript,
or receive additional financial aid until the exit counseling is completed. If a borrower
withdraws without knowledge of the Financial Aid Officer or fails to complete an exit
counseling, the Financial Aid Office sends the borrower a notice concerning the requirement for
exit counseling. A “hold” is then placed on the student’s record until exit counseling is
completed online. In addition, the nursing chair reviews the consequences related to licensing
and financial aid obligations during the last semester of the nursing program.
Overall, NOC is committed to conducting its learning activities with integrity and in full
compliance with the federal, state, and local laws governing its operations. This commitment
applies to relationships with instructors, students, staff, employers, loan servicers, agencies, and
alumni.
3.6.3 Financial aid records are maintained in compliance with the policies of the governing
organization, state, and federal guidelines.
Documentation of compliance is kept in the Financial Aid Office and the Finance Office
via individual student files, required federal and state reports, and fiscal accounting records.
3.7 Records reflect that program complaints and grievances receive due process and include
evidence of resolution.
The nursing faculty have defined complaints as written statements of dissatisfaction made
by a currently enrolled nursing student(s), alumni, or others regarding policies and/or practices
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utilized in the nursing program. Complaints about the program and their resolution are
addressed and documented. However, no formal complaints as defined by ACEN have been
lodged.
A discussion of the process for informal complaint resolution follows, please see Table
3.4.
Table 3.4: Informal Complaint Resolution Process
Component

Comments

Location of files

Nursing Division Files – student and/or complaint file

Person responsible

Nursing chair, faculty, and person(s) alleging complaint

Times

When a concern is lodged, the faculty, team coordinator, chair
and/or other student services collaborate as needed.
Student Representatives from both freshman
and sophomore levels and from all three campuses bring
concerns of a consensus nature to the
Nursing Division Faculty Meeting.
The chair addresses the faculty
concerning complaints about the
program. Depending upon the nature
of the complaint several pathways will
be used: (1) total faculty majority vote
will decide on a resolution, (2) the
complaint will be sent to the specific
team for a decision, or (3) other entities
will be included in the decision-making
process.
Faculty meeting minutes or team minutes.

Method

Documentation
Results

So far all complaints have been settled in one of these three (3)
manners.

Grievances from individual nursing students follow the same procedure for general
admission students as outlined in the NOC Guide to Student Rights and Responsibilities on page
45-47. Most complaints from nursing students concern grades or clinical evaluations; however,
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most have been handled on the division level following the chain of command (specific nursing
instructor, team coordinator, and then nursing chair). Nursing students may follow the chain of
command up to the office of President.
3.8 Orientation to technology is provided, and technological support is available to students.
Support services including technology needs are provided to students through the website
and the IT department. Current students can receive technology information and instructions on
NOC’s website under current students (http://www.noc.edu/current-students). More in-depth
instructions

may be obtained by calling or emailing the NOC help desk. Computer training to

Blackboard and myNOC is provided during freshman orientation (ORNT 1101).
The nursing faculty at each site also provide orientation to various textbook technologies
for nursing students. At the end of every work guide is an instruction page for directions of the
available websites for student use. The website is listed and students can access the websites
24/7 as long as internet is available. Students have access to computer labs designated
specifically for nursing students at each site as well as a skills lab at each site with Sim Man
mannequins. Clinical sites have orientation for the nursing students and include instruction over
their specific technologies, such as electronic medical records, charting, and medication
administration procedures. Students can utilize clinical faculty as a resource.
3.9 Information related to technology requirements and policies specific to distance education
are accurate, clear, consistent, and accessible.
The NOC college website supports the policies and requirements specific to distance
education and technologies. The IT department is responsible for updating information and
policies for distance learning. Blackboard is used to provide distance education.
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Feedback from the students and faculty indicated problems with ITV, especially lectures
that for various reasons did not get recorded by the IT department. Students were frustrated as
this was a disadvantage for students who had missed class or who were visual/auditory learners
and could not re-watch the lecture for learning. Nursing met with the IT Department and a
decision was made to educate nursing faculty to record the lecture by Lecture Capture. Faculty
were trained and implemented the change for the fall of 2013. Faculty are now recording
lectures for student use. Hookups for ITV at times to the distant sites have been sporadic at the
beginning of the semester but it is becoming more consistent.
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CURRICULUM
Standard 4: The curriculum supports the achievement of the identified student learning
outcomes and program outcomes of the nursing education unit consistent with safe practice
in contemporary healthcare environments.
NOC nursing is consistent with the philosophy of Mildred Montag for associate degree
nursing, OBN, and ACEN requirements. The program is designed so that students can achieve
program outcomes, acquire necessary nursing skills and knowledge, and demonstrate academic
and clinical competencies (SLO) necessary for nursing practice and licensure within two (2)
years. The program can be completed in two (2) years but most students choose to complete the
program in three (3) years based upon their family and/or work life.
The nursing curriculum is organized to facilitate movement from simple to complex,
from concrete to abstract, and from general to specific concepts. Learning activities are
sequential and are planned to provide the knowledge base and experience necessary to become a
safe practitioner of nursing. The nursing program’s curriculum is structured so that theory and
practicum objectives/experiences are related.
Leveling content within the curriculum as well as structuring learning within a course is
implemented in the program. Courses are placed in a sequence that begins with emphasis on
basic knowledge and progresses to more complicated applications of theory. The courses are
organized in a manner that allow student learning to progress from identifying and meeting an
individual’s basic physiological needs to considering the total needs of client groups and their
support people.
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4.1 The curriculum incorporates established professional standards, guidelines, and
competencies, and has clearly articulated student learning outcomes and program outcomes
consistent with contemporary practice.
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
The ANA standards of practice are utilized as the professional standards for this program.
The standards are upheld throughout the program in theory and clinical. Students are required to
purchase the ANA standards as one of the required textbooks for the first course in nursing.
GUIDELINES and COMPETENCIES
State laws, NCLEX-RN test content, current standards for nursing practice and expected
competencies of associate degree nursing are incorporated into the curriculum to prepare the
graduate for licensure and full scope of practice as an RN. Faculty members evaluate the
curriculum to NCLEX-RN test content and blueprint to correlate changes into the curriculum. An
example of this is when management of care content increased on the NCLEX-RN so did content
in the curriculum. Faculty also review the NCSBN research findings for the new graduate nurse
to validate current practice and minimum requirements with the curriculum.
Current standards of nursing practice and expected competencies are presented in the first
course in the freshman level and built upon throughout the program. In the first level students
are taught the life process of age groups but focus on the older adult and the adult client. This
first level has clinical experiences at elementary schools (handwashing techniques to incorporate
health promotion and infection control), nursing homes and hospitals as well as community
blood pressure clinics (another component for health promotion) in the Fundamentals course.
Then in the Adult I course, the clinical experiences are hospitals, mental health facilities, and
drug and alcohol treatment programs.
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The sophomore level includes Maternal-Child Nursing, Seminar I, Nursing of Adults II,
and Seminar II. Maternal-Child Nursing introduces concepts dealing with the health of women
from conception through post-partum, newborns, well, and ill children. The nursing process, the
application of biophysical and psychosociospiritual principles, communication, and Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs are employed within the framework of family-centered nursing. Actual client
care situations in acute-care maternity, in pediatric settings and in community-based settings
provide students the opportunity to incorporate theoretical knowledge, the nursing process,
communication, clinical reasoning/critical thinking, and prioritization to individual clients and
their families. Seminar I focuses on pharmacology. Nursing Care of Adults II builds upon
learning acquired in all previous nursing courses and emphasizes care of client(s) experiencing
common complex health interruptions with relatively predictable outcomes. Clinical experiences
in acute hospitals and community settings, including specialty areas, provide students with many
opportunities to participate as members of the multidisciplinary healthcare team to plan,
prioritize, and provide care to adults and their families. Late adulthood adaptations and health
interruptions of clients receives concentration in this course. Seminar II focuses on workplace
issues and transitioning from a nursing student to a graduate, emphasizing delegation and
leadership concepts.
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES
The NOC graduate will combine the nursing process and critical thinking/clinical
reasoning within a variety of settings by integrating the standards set forth by the National
Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN). The graduate will be committed to continual
learning. The graduate will be able to:
1. Synthesize principles from the psychosociospiritual, biophysical and nursing sciences to
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implement the technical nursing role in structured and community-based health care settings.
2. Incorporate critical thinking/clinical reasoning and the nursing process to manage the needs
of clients experiencing health changes with relatively predictable outcomes throughout the
life span.
3. Create relationships by combining therapeutic communication and interpersonal skills to
facilitate achievement of holistic health within the cultural context.
4. Manage, prioritize and provide nursing care for clients and groups of clients, utilizing
resources throughout the community.
5. Express personal, ethical, and legal accountability in providing competent and compassionate
nursing care.
6. Collaborate with the client, family, and multidisciplinary members of the health care team to
provide caring, holistic client support.
7. Facilitate the client/family in acquiring information and skills to achieve optimal level of
holistic health.
8. Evaluate healthcare issues in a global prospective.
PROGRAM OUTCOMES
Program outcomes are derived from the nursing program’s mission, philosophy, SLO,
and requirements from the OBN and ACEN. Please refer to Standard 1 for these program
outcomes.
4.2 The student learning outcomes are used to organize the curriculum, guide the delivery of
instruction, direct learning activities, and evaluate student progress.
The program and student learning outcomes guide faculty classroom presentations,
assignments, laboratory practice that includes simulation, and clinical experiences in both
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structured and community-based health care settings—all to provide students the opportunity to
synthesize knowledge, utilize critical thinking/clinical reasoning and the nursing process.
Additionally, students build therapeutic relationships with clients/families, collaborate with
members of the health team to manage, prioritize, and provide holistic nursing care for clients
and groups of clients using available resources. A global perspective, and personal, ethical, and
legal accountability in providing competent and compassionate nursing care is emphasized.
Theory content presentation begins with a brief review of healthy anatomy and
physiology, progresses through a presentation of complications or disease processes (health
changes) and the effects on the client, and concludes with a nursing focus using the nursing
process. Cultural/global/nutritional/growth and development/alternative therapies and the
SAFETY acronym when appropriate are incorporated into the lecture.
The nursing program requires sequential progression from Fundamentals through Adult II
to ensure mastery of skills as well as development of critical thinking/clinical reasoning skills.
Courses are placed in a sequence beginning with emphasis of basic knowledge and progressing
to more complicated application of theory. Outcome measures provide data necessary to ensure
that students have acquired the skills, knowledge, and behaviors necessary for practicing at the
appropriate level.
Maslow’s hierarchy directs content organization and sequencing. The first course,
Fundamentals, begins with lower needs of a single client, and cumulates in the last course, Adult
II, to holistic (lower and higher) needs of multiple clients and their families. Each level of the
curriculum builds upon the previous level, with clinical experiences directly relating to
concurrent theory content. NOC's curriculum is structured so that theory and clinical
objectives/experiences are related. Measurable behavioral objectives/outcomes for each theory
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course and clinical performance provide each student with visualization of his/her progress.
Table 4.1 is a comparison for flow/congruency/interrelatedness of curriculum.
Table 4.1: Congruence among SLO and Curriculum Organization with Increasing
Difficulty
SLO

Course Objectives

Content

Synthesize
principles from the
psychosociospiritual,
biophysical and
nursing sciences to
implement the
technical nursing
role in structured
and communitybased health care
settings.

Fundamentals
Apply principles
from the biophysical
and nursing sciences
to provide safe
nursing care to an
assigned client

Alteration in
Circulation

Adult I
Identify principles
from the
psychosociospiritual,
biophysical, and
nursing sciences to
provide safe nursing
care
Maternal-Child
Apply principles
from the
psychosociospiritual,
biophysical and
nursing sciences to
manage safe
competent and
compassionate
nursing care to the
childbearing family
and to children
Adult II
Interpret principles
from the
psychosociospiritual,

Alteration in
Circulation

Oxygen
Need

Oxygen
Need
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Theory
Objectives
Describe the
basic anatomy
and physiology
of the
cardiovascular
system

Practicum
Objectives
Apply and
maintain devices
used to promote
venous return
(e.g.,
antiembolic
stockings,
sequential
compression
devices)

Discuss the
pathophysiology,
signs and
symptoms of
hypertension,
atherosclerosis
and coronary
artery disease
Identify the most
common causes
of hemorrhage
during early and
late post- partum
and intervene
appropriately
when caring for
a client

Demonstrate
insertion,
maintenance and
removal of a
peripheral
intravenous line

Describe the
pathophysiology,
signs and
symptoms and

Demonstrate and
discuss at least
three pertinent
client

Demonstrate
accurate blood
administration
techniques and
monitor
administration of
blood and blood
products in the
clinical setting

SLO

Course Objectives
biophysical and
nursing sciences to
manage safe
competent and
compassionate
nursing care to a
select group of
clients in structured
acute care and in
community-based
health care settings
Seminar I
Analyze and apply
pharmacological
principles in
administering
medications safely to
client population

Seminar II
Integrate written and
verbal
communication
techniques to
contribute to an
effective transition
from student role to
that of a beginning
AD nurse
Incorporate critical
Fundamental
thinking/clinical
Utilize clinical
reasoning and the
reasoning and the
nursing process to
nursing process to
manage the needs of provide nursing care
clients experiencing to an assigned adult
health changes with client with simple
relatively predictable disruptions of basic
outcomes throughout needs
the lifespan.
Adult I
Apply critical
thinking/clinical
reasoning and the
nursing process to

Content

Theory
Objectives
physiological
changes that
occur in a client
having a
cardiovascular
interruption

Practicum
Objectives
assessments
before, during
and after a
cardiac cath

Oxygen
Describe how
Antithis
hypertensives classifications
work and the
therapeutic
responses
expected (antihypertensives)
Describe
methods to
enhance nursing
practice with
evidence-based
practice

No clinical
component

Nursing
Process

Define the
nursing process

Describe the
difference
between an
admission
assessment and a
change of shift
assessment

Nursing
Process

Apply the
nursing process
in critical
thinking/clinical
reasoning to pre

Demonstrate
admission and
discharge
procedures
correctly
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No clinical
component

SLO

Course Objectives
provide nursing care
to clients with a
disruption of basic
and higher needs
Maternal Child
Combine critical
thinking/clinical
reasoning and the
nursing process to
provide/manage
holistic nursing care
of childbearing
mothers, newborn
infants, children and
families
Adult II
Synthesize critical
thinking/clinical
reasoning skills and
the nursing process
to provide/manage
holistic nursing care
to clients, their
families and the
community
Seminar I
Evaluate
pharmacological
effects of a limited
number of
classifications on
clients in health care
agencies
Seminar II
Apply critical
thinking/clinical
reasoning in solving
nursing situations

Content

Theory
Objectives
and post-op
clients

Practicum
Objectives

Nursing
Process

Apply the
nursing process
critical
thinking/clinical
reasoning and
SAFETY for
growth and
development
issues and
communication

Incorporate
developmental
tasks and roles
of the various
ages into the
nursing care plan

Nursing
Process

Apply the
nursing process
and critical
thinking/clinical
reasoning to
clients with
malignancy

Demonstrate and
discuss at least
three pertinent
client
assessments
performed on
clients receiving
chemotherapy

Nursing
Process

Describe nursing
care to clients
who receive
these types of
drugs
(respiratory)

No clinical
component

Nursing
Process

Describe basic
nursing
competencies
required to
develop client
care
management
skills expected
of an entry-level
AD nurse

No clinical
component
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Table 4.2: Congruency among SLO, Delivery of Instruction, Activities and Evaluation
SLO

Delivery of
Instruction
Synthesize
• Case studies
principles from the
• ITV & live
psychosociospiritual,
lectures
biophysical and
• ATI
nursing sciences to
• Clinical
implement the
• Clinics
technical nursing
• Daycares
role in structured
• Various
and communitybased health care
community
settings.
settings

Learning Activities

Evaluation

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Group and individual
participation in case
studies
Live and lecture
capture
Classroom activities
Clinical assignments
Care plans
Reading assignments

•
•

•

•
Incorporate critical
thinking/clinical
reasoning and the
nursing process to
manage the needs of
clients experiencing
health changes with
relatively predictable
outcomes throughout
the life span.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Same as above
PLUS
Simulations
with debriefing
SimChart
Skills Lab
Pre & post
conference
Seminar II

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
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Participation in
•
Simulations
Live and lecture
•
capture
Classroom activities
ATI Nurse Logic
ATI skills module
Group and individual
participation in case
studies
SimChart unfolding
case studies, care
plans and
documentation
Skills Lab 3 station
exit exam (includes a
focused assessment,
skill, problem station
and nursing process)
ATI Nurse Logic,
testing and
remediation module

Quizzes
Theory Exams
ATI proctored and
non-proctored
exams
Clinical evaluation
tool
Observation of
student
performance by
faculty
Weekly clinical
grade for
performance and
assignments
Verbal feedback
Same as above
PLUS
“Ticket” into skills
lab of completed
post test for
assigned ATI skills
module

SLO

Delivery of
Instruction

Learning Activities
•

•

Create relationships •
by combining
therapeutic
•
communication and •
interpersonal skills
to facilitate
achievement of
holistic health within
the cultural context.

Same as above
•
PLUS
Health care fairs
Role playing
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Manage, prioritize
and provide nursing
care for clients and
groups of clients,

•
•
•

Team Leading
Clinical
Heath care fairs

•
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Assignments and
learning activities for
pre & post
conference
Introductory
concepts for
evidence based
practice research and
informatics in
fundamentals and
reinforced in
Seminar II
Voluntary and
mandated
participation in
Simulations
Live and lecture
capture
Classroom activities
ATI Nurse Logic
Participation in
assigned case studies
“Bring a Friend Day”
for communication
and physical
assessment
techniques
Atlantic Hope for
disaster
preparedness,
leadership,
communication and
negotiation
techniques
Vital sign (blood
pressure) and
handwashing clinics
ATI Pharmacology
Made Easy modules-

Evaluation

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Quizzes
Theory Exams
ATI proctored and
non-proctored
exams
Clinical evaluation
tool
Observation of
student
performance by
faculty
Weekly clinical
grade for
performance and
assignments
Verbal feedback
Case studies grades
by criteria listed in
work guide

Same as above
PLUS

SLO
utilizing resources
throughout the
community.

Delivery of
Instruction
• ITV & live
lectures
• ATI
• Seminar II

Learning Activities

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Express personal,
ethical, and legal
accountability in
providing competent
and compassionate
nursing care.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ITV & live
lectures
ATI
Clinical
Skills Lab
Mastery
Math exam
OSHA Exam
Hospital
orientation

•
•
•
•
•
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Evaluation

homework
•
assignments
Live and lecture
capture
Classroom activities
“Bring a Friend Day”
for communication
and physical
assessment
techniques
Atlantic Hope for
disaster
preparedness,
leadership,
communication and
negotiation
techniques
Vital sign (blood
pressure) and
handwashing clinics
Performance as team
leader on med-surg
floor using students
and or members of
the health care team
In Seminar II
exercises for team
building, delegation
and communication
in class activities
Live and lecture
•
capture
Classroom activities •
Participation in
Simulations
Complete math and
OSHA exam
•
Attendance at
orientation

Completed ATI
pharmacology
modules evaluated
for a grade

All the above
PLUS
Math test must be
completed at 92%
for freshman and
100% for
sophomores
OSHA exam must
be completed with
a 100%

SLO

Delivery of
Instruction
• Student
Handbook
• Sophomore
med pass skills
lab
• Seminar II

Learning Activities

Evaluation

•

•

•

•

Collaborate with the
client, family, and
multidisciplinary
members of the
health care team to
provide caring,
holistic client
support.

•
•
•
•

ITV & live
lectures
ATI
Clinical
Skills Lab

•
•
•
•

Sign and complete
confirmation of
compliance form
Sophomore students
prepare medications
for multiple clients
in the skills lab
In Seminar II class
activities for legal &
ethical and NCLEX
application and
preparation
Live and lecture
capture
ATI Nurse Logic
Skills Lab
Clinical Interactions

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Facilitate the
client/family in
acquiring
information and

•
•
•

ITV & live
lectures
ATI
Clinical

•
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SimChart unfolding
case studies, care
plans and
documentation

•
•

Student, faculty
and facility
evaluation of
clinical
experience
Sophomore
students graded on
med pass criteria
listed in work
guide

Completed ATI
pharmacology
modules evaluated
for a grade
Quizzes
Theory Exams
ATI proctored and
non-proctored
exams
Clinical
evaluation tool
Observation of
student
performance by
faculty
Weekly clinical
grade for
performance and
assignments
Verbal feedback
Case studies
grades by criteria
listed in work
guide
Same as above
PLUS
“Ticket” into
skills lab of

SLO
skills to achieve
optimal level of
holistic health.

Evaluate healthcare
issues in a global
prospective.

Delivery of
Instruction
• Skills Lab
• Documentation
and skills
mastery

Learning Activities

•

•

•
•

ITV & live
lectures
Community
service
Health fairs

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Live and lecture
capture
ATI Skills Modules
Skills Lab
Clinical
Elementary Health
Teaching
Completion of
Disaster
preparedness using
curriculum from
health department
Volunteer Hours
Live and lecture
capture
Clinical
Atlantic Hope

Evaluation
completed post
test for assigned
ATI skills module

•

•

Evaluation of
mandatory
volunteer hours
including
voluntary disaster
preparedness
training for 4
hours of
community
service
Atlantic Hope
disaster
preparedness
voluntary
participation
observed by
faculty

4.3 The curriculum is developed by the faculty and regularly reviewed to ensure integrity, rigor,
and currency.
The Nursing Advisory Committee, clinical agencies, current students and graduates
provide feedback to evaluate rigor, currency, integrity, and cohesiveness of the curriculum and
program. The nursing faculty are committed to maintaining consistent quality of the nursing
curriculum. Other key methods for curriculum development and evaluation are results from the
ATI course content tests, ATI RN predictability test, ATI Pharmacology Made Easy, top 200
drug products (in Adult II) and alumni input and employers’ perspectives. Additionally, the
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faculty compare the curriculum to the results of the NCSBN’s RN Practice Analysis: Linking the
NCLEX-RN Examination to Practice.
The division chair and faculty are responsible for planning, implementing and evaluating
the entire curriculum. The curriculum is developed by the nursing faculty under the direction of
the nursing chair. Monthly faculty, team and various committee meetings are utilized to achieve
ongoing revision and successful execution of the curriculum. The curriculum committee and/or
faculty and/or chair present proposals and the faculty discuss and vote on changes based upon
existing data, best practices, and needs of the program as well as program and student learning
outcomes. Major content revisions are often completed in faculty retreats/meetings and require
approval of the full nursing faculty. Minor content revisions are conducted on the team level for
each course. The curriculum/critical thinking committee is another avenue for revisions.
4.4 The curriculum includes general education courses that enhance professional nursing
knowledge and practice.
The nursing philosophy states that the “faculty views client as a holistic being” and that
nursing education should be “based on principles derived from general education, adult learning,
psychosocial, biophysical, and nursing sciences.” General education courses, including
Psychology and Sociology, assist the student in understanding a client as an individual and a
social/cultural being as well as correlate to the Psychosocial Integrity on NCLEX. Biology,
Anatomy and Physiology, and Microbiology build a knowledge base related to a client’s
physical well-being and how diseases affect the body as well as correlate to Physiological
Adaptation and Safety and Infection Control on NCLEX. English courses assist in developing
the student's communication skills as well as correlate to the integrated process of
Communication and Documentation on NCLEX, while History and Government help meet the
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program outcomes related to the graduate as an accountable member of the discipline of nursing
and as an accountable citizen for social responsibility. Two (2) hours of physical education are
required for the students on the Tonkawa and Enid campuses and correlate to the Health
Promotion and Maintenance on NCLEX.
4.5 The curriculum includes cultural, ethnic, and socially diverse concepts and may also include
experiences from regional, national, or global perspectives.
Emphasis on cultural and spirituality as well as alternative medicine is incorporated into
the Fundamentals class and is carried throughout the curriculum in each course. This emphasis
is based on the increased diversity of client census and the use of alternative medicines by clients
based upon various cultural, ethnic and socially diverse beliefs. The faculty deem this important
as one of the SLO is evaluating health care issues in a global perspective. Another component is
providing training in bioterrorism as evidenced by Medication Mass Dispensing exercise at local
health departments. Following are other examples in the curriculum:
Course:

Fundamentals

Trend:

Multicultural diversity

Topic:

Culture and Spirituality

Objective:

Identify client cultural practices and beliefs when planning and providing care.

Clinical:

Stillwater Medical Center provides adult care for a multicultural diverse
population from Oklahoma State University. Ponca City Medical Center (PCMC)
in Ponca City has a large population of Native Americans. Integris Bass and St.
Mary’s in Enid have a growing Spanish American population. A population that
is unique and served in the Enid area are the Marshallese, Pacific Islanders.
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Course:

Adult I

Trend:

Cultural

Topic:

Alterations in Nutrition: Diabetes Mellitus

Objective:

Apply cultural and spiritual principles to an adolescent and/or an adult diabetic
client.

Clinical:

A Diabetic case study incorporates the following question: The primary care
provider has prescribed an 1800 kcal diet for MM. Develop a diet for MM,
include cultural preferences. Students must research and find cultural preferences
that relate to diet for an African American.

Course:

Maternal-child

Trend:

Cultural & Social Diversity

Topic:

Newborn and Pediatric: Blood

Objective:

Provide care, education, alternative/complimentary therapies for the needs of a
newborn/pediatric client.

Clinical:

All sophomore students attend OU’s Children Hospital to broaden clinical
experiences with culturally and socially diverse populations of pediatric clients.

Course:

Adult II

Trend:

Multicultural Nursing

Topic:

Malignancy

Objective:

Assess psychosocial, spiritual and occupational factors affecting care and plan
interventions as appropriate.
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Clinical:

One of the clinical assignments for a specialty area entitled “Multicultural
Nursing” includes the following objectives:
(1) Demonstrate and discuss at least three pertinent client assessments performed
to distinguish important cultural data; (2) Demonstrate culturally sensitive
care; (3) Discuss aspects of diet, beliefs, and home/folk remedies based upon
the different cultures.

Course:

Seminar I

Trend:

Cultural Effects on Pharmacology

Topic:

Pharmacogenetics

Objective:

Describe factors that can affect pharmacology.

Clinical:

Does not have a clinical component. However, race and pharmacogenetics are
discussed in class with the following examples: African American-ACE inhibitors
work better than beta-blockers; Asians-need smaller doses of beta blockers.

Course:

Seminar II

Trend:

Sexual Harassment

Topic:

Work Place Issues

Objective:

Describe some work place issues that you may encounter.

Clinical:

Does not have a clinical component. However, sexual harassment is defined and
discussed with an overview in preventive methods as well as interventions to
employ if needed.
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4.6 The curriculum and instructional processes reflect educational theory, interprofessional
collaboration, research, and current standards of practice.
The nursing faculty structure educational experiences to incorporate many different
teaching methods and modalities. Teaching/learning can be enhanced by providing a variety of
options for all types of learners that involve active participation of students.
EDUCATIONAL THEORY
The faculty plan interactions and experiences to stimulate the cognitive, affective and
psychomotor development of the individual. The course objectives/outcomes and the needs of
the student are utilized to select learning experiences. Progression toward independent
functioning of the student can be seen in the objectives/outcomes of each nursing course.
The ATI system is initiated in the Fundamentals course and continued throughout the
whole two (2) years of the curriculum. The ATI system includes content series mastery books,
non-proctored computerized tests, and proctored achievement content mastery tests. These
products augment student learning resources that are readily accessible and available anywhere
there is internet connection.
Objectives/outcomes of the course, instructor preference and style, and
mission/philosophy of the nursing program determine the methods of instruction.
Teaching/learning principles implemented in the nursing program are based on adult-learning
theories. The student is viewed as an individual with unique needs and expectations. Nursing
theory is presented by lecture/discussion, use of the syllabus/work guides, web streaming/lecture
capture, guest speakers, small group activities, required and recommended readings, computer
assisted instruction, and internet assignments.
Teaching methods/materials used in clinical include: skills lab, required and
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recommended readings, use of syllabus/work guide, small group activities, written assignments,
client pre-planning, observational experiences, simulations, and provision of client care, case
studies, and conference discussions.
Teaching/learning can be enhanced by providing for all types of learners: kinesthetic,
auditory, and visual. Stimulating the cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains of learning
using evidence based practice and best practices will ultimately improve SLOs.
Table 4.3: Interrelatedness of Educational Theory
Teaching
Methods/Material
THEORY
Lecture/discussion

Rationale

Auditory learner

Cognitive

Use of syllabus/work guide
Web streaming

Visual learner and structure
Visual/auditory learner

Cognitive
Cognitive

Guest speakers

Cognitive and Affective

Small group activities

Varied stimuli and expert
input
Fosters active involvement

Required and recommended
readings

Visual learner, incorporates
professional literature

Computer assisted instruction Visual/auditory learner and
active involvement
Internet assignments
Visual/auditory learner and
active involvement
You Are Smarter Than You
Identifies learning styles, with
Think
tips to foster receiving,
reorganizing, and retaining
information, based upon
students’ identified learning
styles
ATI
Applies theoretical
knowledge to application
principles
Instructor led study sessions
Applies theoretical
prior to unit exams
knowledge to application
principles
SOS Remediation Policy
Enhances student learning
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Comments

Cognitive and Affective
Best practices
Cognitive

Cognitive
Cognitive
Cognitive, Affective,
Psychomotor and
Evidence-based

Cognitive, Affective and
Psychomotor
Cognitive and Affective

Cognitive, Affective,

Teaching
Methods/Material

Rationale

Comments

style to successfully pass unit
exams
Facilitates and guides student
understanding of rationale for
correct nursing actions

Psychomotor and
Evidence-based
Cognitive and Affective

CLINICAL
Skills lab practice

Kinesthetic learner

Required and recommended
readings
Use of syllabus/work guide

Visual learner, incorporates
professional literature
Visual learner and structure

Cognitive and
Psychomotor
Cognitive

ATI skills module

Visual/auditory learner

Cognitive and Affective

Small group activities

Fosters active involvement

Written assignments

Applies theoretical
knowledge in a written format
Fosters purposeful reflection

Cognitive and Affective
Best practices
Cognitive

Instructor led test review

Journaling
Client pre-planning
Observational experiences
Provision of client care

Provides guidance and
verification of critical data
Exposes and introduces a
variety of nursing roles/theory
Applies theoretical
knowledge/skills

Case studies

Applies critical thinking skills

Simulations

Applies critical thinking skills
in “real life” setting in a
“safe” learning environment
Reinforces theory with
practice

Conference discussions

Cognitive

Cognitive and Affective
Best practices
Cognitive
Cognitive, Affective and
Psychomotor
Cognitive, Affective and
Psychomotor
Cognitive, Affective and
Psychomotor
Best practices
Cognitive, Affective and
Psychomotor
Best practices
Cognitive and Affective

INTERPROFESSIONAL COLLABORATION
Interprofessional collaboration is introduced in the first semester of the nursing program.
During Fundamental’s theory students are introduced to the various roles of the healthcare team
members. Also, in Fundamentals, the clinical setting provides for an introduction to the
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functioning of a health care team. This progresses through the curriculum with greater exposure
to other clinical areas as the student continues in the program. Adult I introduces concepts of
mental health. During this semester, students spend a clinical day in a drug treatment facility,
observing substance abuse counselors and interacting with treatment team. Throughout the
curriculum, many alternative assignments provide exposure to numerous areas in and out of the
hospital setting. Some examples are radiology, ultrasound, case management, cardiac
rehabilitation, wound care, day cares, schools and outpatient clinics.
RESEARCH
During the first course of Fundamentals, the students are exposed to evidence based
practice and research. Some of the adopted textbooks include highlighted sections for evidence
based practice. ATI provides a module in Nurse Logic for evidence based practice. Seminar II
allows the student to broaden their perspective on the concept of evidenced based practice.
However, since NOC is an Associate Degree program, the focus is on a general understanding of
the concepts, not an emphasis on the research process. The goal is to stress the importance of
how evidence based practice improves not only client care but the healthcare system.
CURRENT STANDARDS of PRACTICE
The faculty regard these as essential components of the curriculum. As previously
mentioned the primary method that faculty use to evaluate the curriculum against current
standards of practice is by the use of NCSBN 2011 RN Practice Analysis: Linking the NCLEXRN Examination to Practice (Vol. 53), https://www.ncsbn.org/1235.htm and ANA’s Standards of
Practice.
One of the nursing program’s outcomes is to “Express personal, ethical, and legal
accountability in providing competent and compassionate nursing care.” Ethical behaviors and
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legal rights and responsibilities are introduced in Fundamentals and re-emphasized in following
courses for relevancy to each course. For example, Adult I covers legal aspects of mental health,
and Maternal-child emphasizes different types of abuse and corresponding legal requirements.
In Nursing Seminar II, ethical and legal issues are recapped.
This program strives to provide students and faculty with up-to-date educational
opportunities for the review of the ethics, values and accountability involved with the nursing
profession. Didactic lecture, review of clinical experiences in post conferences with peers and
faculty, and role playing are some ways that these subjects are delivered to students. In addition,
case studies of legal and ethical dilemmas are discussed. Clinically, students are held
accountable for their actions and are expected to follow the policies of both the college and the
agency. Students in the sophomore year are asked to identify ethical dilemmas they observe in
practice. The clinical evaluation tool used by faculty also evaluate these behaviors on a weekly
basis under the heading of “Professional Accountability.”
Faculty members incorporate the current trend of safety and prevention of errors in the
health care system by not only having Fundamental students pass a math dosage calculations test
but also reinforces this skill by placing items that involve calculation of medication dosages on
theory tests. The National Patient Safety Goals are emphasized in each course. In the clinical
area, students are graded weekly on safety.
All nursing campuses have chapters of the Oklahoma Student Nurses Association.
Monthly meetings are held to conduct business and foster professional growth through guest
speakers. Members participate in social gatherings and community service projects. This
encourages the continuance of professional involvement and values after graduation.
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4.7 Evaluation methodologies are varied, reflect established professional and practice
competencies, and measure the achievement of the student learning outcomes.
At the beginning of each course, students are given a course orientation and overview
using the course syllabus and work guide as a guide. Each student purchases a course syllabus
and work guide. The methodologies and tools for evaluation of theory and clinical/practicum
content are given in the syllabus and work guide as well as detailed descriptions of point
allocations allowing for fair, consistent, and valid evaluation of the student by the faculty.
Nursing faculty evaluate the methods of evaluation at retreats to maintain, improve, and
augment the total program and student learning outcomes. Based upon trended data and/or
current trends and results from program outcomes, evaluation methods may be changed, altered
or continued to be used. In Table 4.4 is a list of current evaluation methods.
Table 4.4: Evaluation Methods
Various Evaluation
Methods
Pen-and-paper
multiple choice test
items, alternate style
questions included.
Summative and
formative evaluation
by unit exams and a
comprehensive final.
Test item analysis for
every written unit and
final exams.
SOS Remediation as
per guidelines in work
guides-only for
students making <74%
on unit exams. Points
deducted from unit
exam grade if not
completed.

Professional and
Practice
Competencies
NCLEX Blueprint
Bloom’s Taxonomy

Theory or Clinical
or Skills Lab

SLO/Measurements

Theory

Outcomes 1-8
Please refer to
Standard 4.1 for
specific outcomes

Statistically based
results

Theory

Outcomes 1-8

Researched based
specifically for NOC
students based upon
retention and
NCLEX results

Theory

Outcomes 1-8
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Various Evaluation
Methods
Vocabulary quizzes
NCLEX Questions
assigned to
sophomores
ATI Proctored and
Non-proctored
computer based exams

ATI skills module
assignment. Student
must complete prior to
skills lab class.
Skills Mastery using a
skills checklist,
student must master at
74% and miss no
starred/critical items in
specified time frame.
Students required to
practice 3 times with
peers and receive
signatures prior to
mastery with an
instructor. Mastery
must be completed
before performance in
the clinical area.
Freshman skills final
includes:
(1) Problem stations,
(2) Skills stations, (3)
Assessment station for
first semester or Care
plan station for second
semester.
Weekly clinical
evaluation tool that
demonstrates
progression of student
skills and knowledge

Professional and
Practice
Competencies
Medical
Terminology
NCLEX Blueprint

Theory or Clinical
or Skills Lab

SLO/Measurements

Fundamentals
Theory
Sophomore Theory

Outcomes 3 & 6

Research based
modules,
pharmacology,
content mastery
series and RN
Predictability exam
ANA current
standards of practice
Safe psychomotor
skills
ANA current
standards of practice
Safe psychomotor
skills

Theory and Skills
Lab

Outcomes 1, 2 & 4

Skills lab

Outcomes 1-4

Skills lab

Outcomes 1-4

Safe psychomotor
skills

Freshman skills lab

Outcomes 1 & 2

Patterned after the
NLN, Associate
Degree Nursing
graduate roles
outcome criteria and

Clinical

Outcomes 1-7
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Outcomes 1-8

Various Evaluation
Methods
utilizing coordinator
of care and
professional
accountability.
Specialty and
Observational Areas,
guidelines as specified
in each work guide.
Clinical assignments:
Pre care plans, written
assignments,
presentations, vital
sign
assignment…more
details in each work
guide.
Case studies
Written and verbal
instructor feedback.
When needed
counseling forms are
utilized

Professional and
Practice
Competencies
OBN Nursing
Competencies by
Educational Level

Theory or Clinical
or Skills Lab

SLO/Measurements

Interprofessional
collaboration
Community-based
agencies
ANA current
standards of practice
Safe psychomotor
skills

Clinical

Outcomes 1-8

Clinical

Outcomes 1-8

Group process
Best practices
Knowles Adult
Learning principles

Clinical-Freshman
only
Theory
Clinical
Skills Lab

Outcomes 1-7
Outcomes 1-8

4.8 The length of time and the credit hours required for program completion are congruent with
the attainment of identified student learning outcomes and program outcomes and consistent with
the policies of the governing organization, state and national standards, and best practices.
The length of the program is satisfactory in helping students achieve the program
outcomes and obtain sufficient knowledge and skills necessary for nursing employment. This is
based on the following findings: (1) employments rates, 86-100% within six (6) months; and (2)
desirability of graduates, 100% of employers would hire/rehire Northern’s nursing graduates.
The length of the program also allows sufficient time for LPNs and students that transfer into
Northern to graduate with a seamless progression.
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The curriculum of the nursing program meets the requirements of Northern and the
Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education. It satisfies the statutory requirements of the
OBN (64 credit hours) for eligibility to write the NCLEX-RN. Nursing uses NOC, state, and
ACEN standards for the ratio of lab/clinical to theory (3:1). The nursing program at Northern
includes fifteen (15) or thirteen (13) credit hours of general education courses (difference is from
the PE elective, which will be removed for fall, 2014 after ACEN approval), eighteen (18) credit
hours of core courses (non-nursing courses required by the division of nursing), and thirty-seven
(37) credit hours of nursing, indicating nursing courses are 52.9% of the curriculum.
Table 4.5, which follows, shows a breakdown of the total nursing curriculum plan with
theory and clinical credits identified.
Table 4.5: Total Program Curriculum Plan
Classroom Lab Total
Clock
Clock Credit
Hours
Hours Hours

Semester I

ORNT 1101
NURS 1114
NURS 1124
*BISI 1114
*CHEM 1314
*PSYC 1113
HPEA

Semester II
NURS 1234
NURS 1244
*BISI 2214
*BISI 2104
*SOCI 1213
*SOCI 2223
ENGL 1113

Freshman Orientation
Fundamentals of Nursing
Fundamentals of Nursing Practicum
General Biology or Biology for Majors or
General Chemistry I
General Psychology
Activity Elective
Sub Total

1
4
0

0
0
12

1
4
4

3
3
1
12

2
0
0
14

4
3
1
17

Nursing of Adults I
Nursing of Adults I Practicum
Human Anatomy & Physiology or Human
Anatomy and Human Physiology
Principles of Sociology or
Social Problems
English Composition I
Sub Total

4
0

0
12

4
4

3

2

4

3
3
13

0
0
14

3
3
18
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SEMESTER III
NURS 2334
NURS 2344
NURS 2071
*BISI. 2124
ENGL 1213
HPEA

Semester IV
NURS 2415
NURS 2425
NURS 2072
HIST 1493
HIST 1483
POLI. 1113

Maternal-Child Nursing
Maternal-Child Nursing Practicum
Nursing Seminar I
Microbiology
English Composition II
Activity Elective
Sub Total

4
0
1
3
3
1
12

0
12
0
2
0
0
14

4
4
1
4
3
1
17

Nursing of Adults II
Nursing of Adults II Practicum
Nursing Seminar II
American History since 1865 or
American History to 1865
American Government
Sub Total
Totals

5
0
2

0
15
0

5
5
2

3
3
13
50

0
0
15
57

3
3
18
70

*Core Courses
4.9 Practice learning environments support the achievement of student learning outcomes and
program outcomes.
Based upon changes in healthcare trends, today’s healthcare environment requires nurses
to manage multiple demands with effective strategies. The faculty continually find creative ways
to offer students meaningful clinical experiences to meet these demands. Nursing faculty are
responsible for selecting learning experiences that are congruent with the mission, student
learning and program outcomes. Currently, students have the opportunity to visit long-term care
facilities, hospitals, various clinics, daycare agencies, mental health facilities and substance
abuse clinics.
Clinical activities are planned to provide the knowledge base and experience necessary to
become a safe practitioner of nursing. The clinical experiences are organized in a manner that
allow student learning to progress from identifying and meeting an individual’s basic
physiological needs to considering the total needs of client groups and their support people. For
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example, Fundamentals, the first course, focuses on the basic/lower needs of an individual client.
Adult I, the second course, progresses to caring for two (2) clients, incorporating both lower and
higher (holistic) needs by allowing the students to care for clients in the mental health and medsurg settings. The third course, Maternal-Child nursing, then moves to caring for
mothers’/babies’/children’s holistic needs and their families. Adult II, the last course, culminates
in students managing care for groups of clients and their support systems. Specialty areas, such
as ICU, ED, OR, outpatient and hospice/cancer centers are also utilized during this time.
Students have the opportunity to visit various clinical facilities. Eleven (11) hospitals
provide the majority of the clinical learning experiences. Nursing homes and community-based
agencies provide another major portion of clinical time. See Table 4.6 for description of agencies.
Table 4.6: Description of Agencies
Agency

# of
Beds

Average
Daily
Census

Approving Bodies

Areas Used

150

106

Long term care
Severe and
moderate physical
disability

United Methodist
Home-The
Commons, Enid

129

125

5 star rating from the
Oklahoma Health Care
Authority
Medicare
Medicaid
OL Licensed LTC facility
Medicare
Medicaid

Grace Living Center,
Stillwater

112

85-90

Hillcrest Manor
Nursing Center,
Blackwell

137

65-75

Ponca City Nursing

150

90

Long Term Care
Greenbrier, Enid

Medicaid
Medicare
VA
Oklahoma State
Department of Health
Medicare
Medicaid
Oklahoma State
Department of Health
Medicare
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Long term care
Assisted living
Clients with
Alzheimer’s
Long term care
Skilled Nursing
All areas

Long term care
Skilled care

Long term care

Agency

# of
Beds

Average
Daily
Census

& Rehabilitation
Center
Redbud Assisted
Living, Perkins

30

22

Renaissance of
Stillwater
Via Christi Village
(previously
Westminster), Ponca
City
Westhaven,
Stillwater
Acute Care Hospitals
Cushing Regional

72

53

163

106

125

73

99

24

Integris Bass Baptist
Health Center, Enid

133

98.9

Integris Blackwell
Regional Hospital

52

10

Northwest Specialty
Hospital, Enid

24

7.35

OU Children’s
Hospital of
Oklahoma City

322

197

OU Medical Center
Oklahoma City

351

269

Approving Bodies

Areas Used

Medicaid
Oklahoma licensed LTC
Facility
Private Pay only
Does not accept Medicare
or Medicaid
Oklahoma State
Department of Health
Oklahoma State
Department of Health
Medicare
Medicaid
Medicare
Medicaid

Severe and
moderate physical
disabilities
Long term care

DNV
Top 20 hospitals
nationwide for pneumonia
readmission rates
JCAHO
American
Hospital Assoc.
Medicare
JCAHO
Medicare
Medicaid
Top performer on key
quality measures for
pneumonia for last 3 years
JCAHO
American
Hospital Assoc.
Medicare
Medicaid
TJC
CMS

Med-surg and
Geriatric psych

TJC
CMS
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Long term care
Long term care
All medical areas

Long term care
All areas

Med-surg
Specialty units
OB
Med-surg

Long term acute
care
Rehab

Peds-Med-surg,
Oncology
Infant-Med-surg
PICU
NICU Level IV
Level one Trauma
Center
Med-surg and
specialty units

Agency

# of
Beds

Average
Daily
Census

Approving Bodies

OB
Level one Trauma
Center
Med-surg and
specialty units
Med-surg

OU Medical Center
Edmond
Perry Memorial
Hospital
Ponca City
Medical Center

85

36.2

26

8

140

30

St. Mary’s Hospital,
Enid

244

76

Stillwater Medical
Center

117

48

DNV
Medicare

Med-surg
Rehab
Skilled unit
Specialty units
OB

26

23

JCAHO & OK

50

42.65

28

28

JCAHO
DHS
State Health Department
Medicare
Medicaid
JCAHO

Drug and alcohol
rehab
Child, Adolescent,
Dual Diagnosis

200

145.5

ODMHSA

Adult psych

70

Fluctuate
s daily

JCAHO
ODMHSA

Drug and alcohol
rehab/psych

Behavioral Health
Light House,
Woodward
Integris Bass
Behavioral Health
Hospital, Enid

Northwest Center for
Behavioral Health,
Ft. Supply
Oklahoma Forensics
Center, Vinita
Valley Hope,
Cushing
Community Health
Area Schools and
Businesses

TJC
CMS
Medicare
Medicaid
JCAHO
Medicare
Medicaid
JCAHO
Medicare
American Hospital Assoc.

Areas Used

Med-surg
Specialty units
OB
Med-surg
Specialty units
OB

Adult psych

Vital signs,
handwashing
clinics & health
care teaching
based on
developmental
level
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Agency

# of
Beds

Average
Daily
Census

Approving Bodies

Area Daycare
Centers
Area Community
Settings

Areas Used

Assessment using
ASQ forms
Community
teaching and
resource project,
Health Fairs and/or
Flu Clinics
Hospice and home
health
Cancer care

Hospice and Home
Health
Oncology Units

The majority of clinical sites are within one (1) hour of the respective campuses. Some
freshman students and faculty travel to either Oklahoma Forensics Center or Northwest
Behavioral Health Center, a range of 60-130 miles, for two (2) to three (3) day rotations in
mental health facilities. The sophomore students and faculty travel to Oklahoma City, a range of
50 to 92 miles from respective campus for an intense four (4) day experience in Children’s
Hospital of Oklahoma. Students pay for their carpooling and lodging expenses and make their own
travel accommodations. They often share expenses, with three (3) to five (5) students occupying
one (1) hotel room. The college pays for the faculty’s travel and lodging expenses.
Clinical facilities must be willing to participate in nursing education within the
philosophy and outcomes of Associate Degree education. The clinical facility must maintain
normal staffing and not rely on students to meet nursing requirements. The faculty continuously
seek facilities in the community that will provide the best experiences to meet the clinical
objectives/outcomes of each course. Freshman and sophomore faculty teams select the
practicum-facilities yearly. Each clinical/practicum faculty is responsible for contacting these
agencies with which agreements have been made for specific learning experiences.
On the medical-surgical, psychiatric, obstetrics and pediatric areas, there are a variety of
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clients with varied diagnoses that are available for student experiences. The facilities are staffed
with sufficient numbers of health care providers to assist students so as to obtain a positive
clinical/practicum experience. Students’ perceptions are evaluated each semester with the
following results (please see Table 4.7) for “I had various clinical experiences”, (choices range
from strongly disagree, disagree, agree, and strongly agree). The percentages are for agree and
strongly agree.
Table 4.7: Student Evaluation of Clinical Experience
Various
Level
Clinical
Experiences
Tonkawa
Freshman
Sophomore

Spring
2013

Fall 2012

Spring
2012

100%
100%

97%
87%

100%
No data

Enid

Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore

96%
96%
88%
97%

96%
100%
96%
97%

90%
100%
86%
100%

Both
Freshman
and
Sophomore

96%

95%

93%

Stillwater

Total
Program

Student Comments
for percentages
below 90
Wants theory and
practicum grade
combined. Want more
hours. Some specialty
areas do nothing for
us.
Outcome criteria met
Less skills lab and
more time in clinical.
Focus more on
independent nursing
interventions.
Outcome criteria met

Faculty review comments and makes adjustments as needed. Based upon results listed in
the table above, faculty reviewed credit hours and clinical hours of the 3:1 ratio. Additionally,
the state mean for 2012 ADN clinical hours is 517 and NOC is 520 hours. Faculty are also
cognizant of the fact that specialty areas purpose is fully explained and listed in the work guide.
The faculty address independent versus dependent nursing interventions in theory and skills lab.
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Table 4.8: Student Evaluation of Critical Thinking Skills in Clinical/Practicum
Use of
Critical
Thinking
Skills
Tonkawa

Level

Spring
2013

Fall 2012

Spring
2012

Freshman
Sophomore

100%
87%

88%
100%

Enid

Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Both
Freshman
and
Sophomore

100%
96%
96%
100%
96%

100%
100%
100%
97%
97%

100%
Freshman: Our practicum
No data teaching was abysmal, to say
the least; we were barely out of
our chairs in the lab; want more
than one instructor to teach lab
Sophomore: During clinical let
us actually act like nurses
instead of glorified aides
89%
Freshman: No comments
100%
specific to critical thinking
93%
Outcomes met
100%
96%
Outcomes met

Stillwater
Total
Program

Student Comments for
percentages below 90

Based upon the student comments, faculty will focus on critical thinking/clinical
reasoning in the skills lab and on the floor by questioning, pre/post conferences and rounding
with students.
The students and faculty complete an evaluation of each clinical agency utilized for
clinical rotation. The agency is evaluated regarding its ability and willingness to meet specific
learning experiences. The agency also completes an evaluation of the clinical experience of the
nursing students. All parties have the opportunity to make comments and suggestions to identify
factors for improvement of the clinical experience. The evaluations are then reviewed by the
faculty. The selection of clinical/practicum agencies by faculty is based on the review of the
evaluations and the agency’s ability to meet the specific learning objectives/outcomes. If needed,
the comments and suggestions are utilized to guide the revision of learning outcomes in order to
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improve the clinical experience for the following academic year. Steps are taken to strengthen
any deficiencies before the clinical rotation occurs again by both parties. Each student is able to
provide feedback to the clinical instructor at any time in reference to clinical facilities and needs
in the clinical area for informal evaluations. No intervention is needed unless a problem is
identified by the facility or the faculty. Based upon the students’ and faculties’ evaluation, some
agencies have not been used the following semester. Input and gathered data are used to guide
decisions. The variety of clinical facilities and experiences are a strong asset to the program
which is substantiated by current student evaluations (fall 2012, 95%; spring 2013, 96%).
4.10 Students participate in clinical experiences that are evidence-based and reflect
contemporary practice and nationally established client health and safety goals.
National and local trends in health care include the following: increased use of
alternative medicines/therapies by clients and the health care team, increased delegation issues,
increased use of computerized health information networks/informatics, increased awareness of
global issues, emphasis on evidence-based practice/best practices, increased advocacy for safe
client and work environments, and increased quality control in hospitals and learning
environments. The Nursing Division is aware of these trends in health care delivery and has
integrated these issues into the curriculum. Didactic instructions on these concepts are integrated
throughout the nursing curriculum. Clinical experiences augment the theory content relevant to
these trends.
Faculty members incorporate the current trend of safety and prevention of errors in the
health care system by not only having Fundamental students pass a math dosage calculations test
but also reinforces this skill by placing question items that involve calculation of medication
dosages on theory tests which is carried throughout all four (4) semesters. SAFETY is another
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component that addresses this issue in lecture and clinical content.
Skills lab is designed for students to achieve psychomotor skills before attending the
clinical area to care for real life clients. Simulations help students think on their feet and provide
a realistic, but safe environment for learning. SimChart is also utilized to enhance computer
usage and charting. Case studies provide a method for student to work within a group to obtain
knowledge and skills necessary for both theoretical and interpersonal/collaborative learning.
The National Patient Safety Goals are presented to students at various times throughout
the curriculum. In clinical the students each week are evaluated on safety issues.
4.11 Written agreements for clinical practice agencies are current, specify expectations for all
parties, and ensure the protection of students.
Depending upon the facility, some of the contracts are initiated and mailed by Northern;
others are initiated and mailed by the facility. Approval of the contracts is the responsibility of
the nursing chair and the designated representative for the facility.
The contract’s basic format stays the same with responsibilities of the school and
responsibilities of the facility delineated in outline format; however, depending upon the facility,
some provisions are added/changed/deleted. Expectations between the college and each facility
in the areas of insurance coverage, termination, confidentiality, HIPAA compliance,
immunizations, background checks, urine 10 panel drug screen and nondiscrimination are listed.
Contractual agreements are reviewed annually or as specified by the agency for renewal
by the nursing chair and the facility representatives. When the contract is received by the chair
and no revisions are indicated, the contract is renewed. If changes are indicated, these mutually
agreed upon changes are made and then the contract is renewed and signed. Copies of all current
clinical affiliation agreements are available at the Tonkawa campus Nursing Division.
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Written contractual agreements include a clause assuring that the faculty are responsible
for selecting learning experiences. If any questions concerning new contracts or revisions in
present contracts arise, the document is reviewed by the chair and if needed is forwarded to the
Vice President for Financial Affairs and is referred to legal counsel if necessary.
Termination clauses in all agreements provide assurance of continuity of learning
experiences for the student. These clauses state that the contract will be in effect for eight (8)
months to one (1) year, with some contracts up to three (3) years.
4.12 Leaning activities, instructional materials, and evaluation methods are appropriate for all
delivery formats and consistent with the student learning outcomes.
In summary, NOC’s nursing program employs a proactive, coordinated, and
comprehensive approach to curriculum planning and course delivery in order to prepare students
for safe practice and NCLEX-RN success upon graduation. This planning incorporates
assessment methods and interventions in each semester of the curriculum to facilitate that
success regardless of the site students attend. The ultimate goal is for every student accepted
into the nursing program to meet the standards for safe care and every graduate to pass the
NCLEX-RN boards. In short, the nursing program wants students to succeed in meeting the
student learning outcomes.
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RESOURCES
Standard 5: Fiscal, physical, and learning resources are sustainable and sufficient to
ensure the achievement of the student learning outcomes and program outcomes of the
nursing education unit.
5.1 Fiscal resources are sustainable, sufficient to ensure the achievement of the student learning
outcomes and program outcomes and commensurate with resources of the governing
organization.
The budget for Northern is derived from state appropriations and student fees. The
legislature appropriates a lump sum to the Oklahoma State Regents, who in turn divide this
among all state educational institutions.
Administrative support for the unit in nursing has been adequate. Requests for supplies
have been honored. Major equipment purchases are considered in light of priority institutional
needs. If concerns or questions arise, an open, accessible communication line is available
between the nursing chair and VP for Financial Affairs, VP for Academic Affairs, or the
President depending upon the situation.
Currently there are two (2) other funds that assist in the administration of the nursing
program. Section 13 monies are allotted for capital expenditures so these are not taken directly
from the nursing budget. Another source is the nursing activity fund. Each semester nursing
students pay a fee to be allotted to this fund. Skills lab supplies, some computer programs, and
student related learning activities come from this fund.
BUDGET
The nursing budget will be placed in Table 5.1 for ease of reading. Table 5.2 will depict
the nursing budget in comparison to other divisions at Northern. Table 5.3 will compare NOC
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nursing salaries to the state standard.
Table 5.1: Budget
Categories

Year Prior to
Visit
2012/2013

Year of Visit
2013/2014

Teaching salaries

705,550

690,754

Projected Budget
Year Following
Visit
2014/2015
711,477

Wages-nonprofessional

103,904

72,382

74,553

Fringe benefits

264,111

262,826

283,852

FICA fringe benefits

59,475

57,057

61,622

Travel

23,600

13,500

13,500

Travel by college vehicle

10,200

10,200

10,200

Utilities

0

0

0

Telecommunications

8,750

8,750

8,750

Rental Lease Agreements

72,075

73,470

77,144

Insurance Expense

4,355

6,065

6,672

Ancillary Support Expense

27,845

27,844

27,844

Supplies and other

54,340

54,340

55,970

TOTALS

1,334,205

1,277,188

1,331,584

Percentage of total budget

12.04

11.68

NA

Table 5.2: Comparison of Nursing to Other Northern Divisions
Divisions
Instruction IT & Other Support-All Divisions
HPE&R
Fine Arts
NURSING
Sponsored Programs-TANF, Child Development
Business
Social Science
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Percentage of Budget
11.63
3.28
8.12
11.68
4.37
7.82
12.61

Divisions
Language Arts
Science & Math
TOTAL

Percentage of Budget
14.66
25.83
100.00

Table 5.3: Comparison of Nursing Salaries
Categories
Northern
Oklahoma ADN
Colleges/Programs

FT Salary Average (9 month contract)
$45,918
$43,113

5.2 Physical resources are sufficient to ensure the achievement of the nursing education unit
outcomes, and meet the needs of the faculty, staff, and students.
The major facilities are located in Renfro Center for Tonkawa; Zollar’s Library for Enid;
and Fountain Square for Stillwater.
CLASSROMS, CONFERENCE ROOMS, CLINICAL SKILLS LABORATORIES
Six (two at each campus) ITV classrooms are equipped with tables, chairs, cameras,
computers, Elmos, TVs, lecture capture equipment, and microphones. These rooms are shared
with other Northern ITV classes. Data regarding the physical facilities is included in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Capacity of Physical Facilities
Facilities
ITV classroom with
student capacity

Computer rooms with
computers capacity

Tonkawa
48 (capacity 50)
Renfro Center –
Freshman

Enid
40 (capacity 50)
Zollar’s –Freshman

Stillwater
36 (capacity 50)
Fountain Square –
Freshman

46 (capacity 50)
Renfro Center -Sophomore
1 room in the Renfro
Center with 12
computers
1
Printer & copier

41 (capacity 50)
Zollar’s -- Sophomore

43 (capacity 50)
Fountain Square –
Sophomore
1 room in Fountain
Square with 13
computers
1
Printer
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1 room in Zollar’s
with 16 computers
1
Printer

Facilities
Conference room with
capacity limit

Skills lab room with
student capacity

Student lounge with
student capacity

Faculty lounge with
faculty capacity

Tonkawa
15
Renfro Center

Enid
20
Teacher’s Lounge in
Zollar’s

Stillwater
15
Student Lounge at
Fountain Square
combines for a
conference room
25
33
25
Large skills lab with
Large skills lab with
Large skills lab with
storage (washer and
storage (washer and
storage (washer and
dryer) that has the
dryer) that has the
dryer). There are
capabilities of
capabilities of
seven (7) mannequins
dividing off the large dividing off the large
and seven (7) patient
room by a sliding,
room by a sliding,
units with working
thick, accordion
thick, accordion door. headwalls that contain
door. There are
There are seven (7)
oxygen and suction
seven (7)
mannequins and seven set ups. Handwashing
mannequins and
(7) patient units with
facilities and tables
seven (7) patient
working headwalls
and chairs are also
units with working
that contain oxygen
available.
headwalls that
and suction set ups.
Medication carts used
contain oxygen and
Handwashing
for simulation and
suction set ups.
facilities and tables
administration
Handwashing
and chairs are also
mastery.
facilities and tables
available.
White and Smart
and chairs are also
Medication carts used
boards in skills lab.
available, as is a
for simulation and
Simulation areas are
crib.
administration
available.
Medication carts
mastery.
used for simulation
White and Smart
and administration
boards in skills lab.
mastery.
Simulation areas are
White and Smart
available.
boards in skills lab.
Simulation areas are
available.
20
20
15
With tables, chairs,
With tables, chairs,
With couch, table,
couch, sink, storage,
couch, sink, storage,
chairs, library that
refrigerator and
refrigerator and
connects to a
microwave.
microwave.
kitchenette equipped
with refrigerator,
microwave, sink, and
cabinets.
10
20
15
With couch, sink,
With tables, chairs,
Faculty lounge is
storage, table, chairs,
sink, storage,
combined with the
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Facilities

Tonkawa
refrigerator,
microwave and
bathroom facilities.

Enid
refrigerator and
microwave.

Stillwater
student lounge. See
above.

OFFICE SPACE
The main Tonkawa nursing offices are located in the Renfro Center. The nursing chair
has a spacious office with a desk, bookcase and chairs. The nursing staff assistant is placed in an
outer office adjacent to the nursing program chair’s office equipped with a fax and copy
machines. This area is large and also serves as a reception area. Behind the staff assistant’s
office is a supply/file room that contains divisional files, shredder, supplies, and bookcases.
Every full- and part-time faculty at all three (3) sites has a private office, providing a
place for confidential student counseling. Each faculty member has a personal computer with
internet access and e-mail capabilities.
Every part-time staff assistant has an office, adequately furnished. On the Enid site the
staff assistant’s office houses the fax and copy machine.
Each semester the freshman and sophomore students evaluate the physical facilities. Please
refer to Table 5.5 for the results (choices range from strongly disagree, disagree, agree, and
strongly agree.) The percentages are for agree and strongly agree.

Table 5.5: Student Evaluation of Nursing Physical Facilities
Nursing
Physical
Facilities
Renfro

Site

Level

Spring
2013

Tonkawa

Freshman
86%
Sophomore 86%

Fall
2012

Spring Student Comments for
2012
percentages below 90

94%
90%

99%
No
data
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Freshman: Paper is not
supplied in computer
lab; have to supply
paper; classes are large
and often hard to hear

Nursing
Physical
Facilities

Site

Zollar

Enid

Fountain
Square

Stillwater

All Sites

Tonkawa,
Enid, and
Stillwater

Level

Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore

Spring
2013

96%
92%
96%
100%

Freshman
92%
Sophomore

Fall
2012

Spring Student Comments for
2012
percentages below 90

92%
100%
100%
97%

90%
85%
100%
85%

95%

90%

Sophomore: Should be
able to use building
whenever we want
No comments specific to
nursing facilities
More access to what we
need; keypads on the
computer lab would be
good (done).
Outcome met

Based upon student comments, faculty instituted the following interventions: Suggested
SNA supply paper for computer labs; and computer lab at all three (3) campuses have electronic
key code access so students can access lab during building hours. Stillwater, Fountain Square, have
electronic ID’s for access to building, students requested that they have access to building until
8:00 pm Monday through Friday, request granted and implemented this semester.
5.3 Learning resources and technology are selected with faculty input and are comprehensive,
current, and accessible to faculty and students.
The nursing program has interactive programs, Internet access, practice tests and internetaccessible videos/modules available at all three (3) sites for learning resources. Each team
verifies relevancy, currency, comprehensiveness and adequacy of all learning resources. If a
certain content area needs updated or added to, a request is made to the chair for purchase after
the learning resources are reviewed for accurate, current content. Steps are taken to strengthen
deficiencies before the course is taught again. Faculty have input into the development, purchase
and maintenance of these resources.
Technology resources includes ITV, multimedia, and computer programs. Support
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personnel are available by phone and email. There are phones in the classroom to notify any of
these services when needed.
The resources and facilities accommodate the needs of the faculty and students at all
three (3) sites. The renovations on all three (3) campuses have greatly enhanced the learning
experience and physical environment.
MULTI-MEDIA LEARNING RESOURCES and EQUIPMENT
The nursing program has interactive programs, internet access, SimChart (case studies,
care plan/concept maps, documentation), ATI video/tutorials/modules, and practice/proctored
online tests available at all three (3) sites for multi-media learning resources. Each team verifies
relevancy, currency, comprehensiveness and adequacy of all multi-media resources. If a certain
content area needs updated or added to, a request is made to the chair for purchase after the
resource is reviewed for accurate, current content. The faculty have input into the development,
purchase and maintenance of these resources.
The amount of funding for multi-media instructional resources for the last three (3) years
is as follows:
•

2012

$2,984.36

•

2011

$15,445.80 (This amount included monthly internet service charges)

•

2010

$3,032.00

The nursing program augments learning by using Assessment Technologies Institute
(ATI) services, which supplies computer software for theory content as well as numerous skills
lab procedures and pharmacological therapies. Also, ATI provides online non-proctored NCLEX
style questions which are available to the students twenty-four (24) hours a day. ATI proctored
online tests are scheduled throughout the curriculum. For Tonkawa and Stillwater nursing
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students, individual laptops may be used to complete the ATI proctored test in an instructor-led
secure environment using ATI’s secure site and proctor guidelines. Enid nursing students are
able to take the test in one large computer room (when available) using NOC computers.
Textbooks are purchased that have online courses (not utilized currently), online
supplements and/or programs that have the entire book online or the capability to be
downloaded. The online ATI skills module provides numerous videos of basic and advanced
skills.
Additionally, every theory lecture is lecture captured for student access 24/7. Students
may watch the presentations as often as needed or repeatedly play sections to reinforce their
learning.
COMPUTERS
Instruction manuals are located on the portal for computer and internet access for student
use. IT, nursing faculty and staff assistants are also available for support. Each site has identical
programs available on the computers.
The nursing program;s goal is to provide students with a venue of obtaining additional
self-paced instruction that is interactive. All freshman students are oriented to the computer lab.
The computers also allow students the ability to type required assignments and care plans, if
needed. Wireless is available on all three (3) sites. A printer is located in each nursing computer
lab for student use.
Currently the nursing division has assignments, grades, announcements, handouts, and
blueprints available via SimChart and Blackboard (a learning management system). Students
have access to the nursing computer labs during building operating hours.
SKILLS LAB
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The faculty at NOC view the skills lab as an important learning resource in the nursing
curriculum. The skills labs allows integration of nursing skills into the curriculum, provides
space for demonstration of skills in a simulated hospital setting, and allows students to practice.
The human simulation experiences enhance student’s performance and confidence prior to
performing in the clinical areas. Students demonstrate mastery of clinical skills in the simulated
labs with faculty present. Practice with other students is required before mastery. Students have
access at all three (3) sites during regular business hours, Monday through Friday, 0800-1700.
Equipment is upgraded and purchased in triplicate in order to standardize the campuses.
Each campus is equipped with usual nursing equipment and supplies, i.e. foley retention
catheters, IV supplies, suction supplies and equipment, bedpans, urinals, enema kits, central line
dressing kits, non-sterile and sterile gloves, gowns, masks, and etc.
Special equipment for the skills lab includes:
•

Each campus has three (3) Human Simulation Manikins (Sim-Man, Birthing Noelle with
newborn manikins, and a “Kelly” manikin) as well as other non-simulation manikins.

•

Each campus has one (1) newborn mannequin. Enid has a “Vital Sim baby”, which can be
transported to all sites during simulations, if needed. Tonkawa campus has one (1) “Vital
Sim Child” that is not fully functional, control unit requested.

•

Each campus has a “Chester Chest” for accessing and maintaining central lines.

•

Each campus has a heart and lung sound auscultation trainer.

•

Each campus has standard IV arms.

Procedure to ensure adequacy, currency, comprehensiveness and maintenance of equipment
•

Each faculty member is allowed to request equipment and supplies each semester. The
equipment purchased is new. However, if the equipment is large, such as a bed, new or
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refurbished equipment that is in good working condition may be purchased. Area facilities
donate equipment and supplies. Faculty on each campus are responsible for cleaning,
organizing and maintaining equipment. On the freshman level, one faculty member from
each team is designated for the skills lab.
•

If service maintenance or troubleshooting is needed for the simulation manikins, Laerdal
or Gaumard is notified.
Students evaluate the nursing skills lab and equipment each semester. Percentages
in Table 5.6 are for agree to strongly agree (choices range from strongly disagree, disagree,
agree, strongly agree).

Table 5.6: Student Evaluation of Skills Lab & Equipment
Nursing
Skills Lab
and
Equipment
Tonkawa

Level

Spring
2013

Fall
2012

Spring
2012

Freshman
Sophomore

83%
53%

94%
57%

Enid

Freshman
Sophomore

100%
88%

100%
100%

96%
94%
86%

96%
94%
90%

82%
Freshman: Not enough
No data materials in lab, sometimes
had to share and reuse
equipment; supplies were low
in lab; not supplied with
enough catheters
Sophomore: Equipment was
out of date and had to share
kits; skills lab needs to be
updated; wish we could
practice on each other;
equipment always broken;
access to more lab supplies
and usage
96%
Sophomore: Often wasn’t
93%
enough supplies; old or not
current; lab could be better;
more equipment
89%
Freshman: Equipment varies
93%
90.6%
See above for comments

Stillwater

Freshman
Sophomore
Total Program Both
Freshman and
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Student Comments for
percentages below 90

Nursing
Skills Lab
and
Equipment

Level

Spring
2013

Fall
2012

Spring
2012

Student Comments for
percentages below 90

Sophomore

Based upon the student comments, the faculty discussed the following: appropriate use of
skills supplies and faculty should plan on 2 supplies per student, one to practice with and one for
skills mastery. The sophomore level provides students with a pre-made skills kit that contains all
supplies needed for practice and mastery at the beginning of the fall semester. Faculty developed
a supply list which states how many supplies each campus currently has available and how many
supplies each site and team will need to order. Supplies are ordered and sent to Enid skills lab for
inventory and dispersal. Some out of date supplies are donated by facilities to use in skills lab.
Faculty have discussed purchasing IV pumps, but after discussion, it was determined that each
hospital uses different pumps and tubing and each student is oriented to equipment during
hospital orientation. Therefore, new IV pumps will not be purchased at this time.
LIBRARY
NOC’s goal is to provide a source of nursing and related literature to students that will
augment learning and fulfill course assignments and learning objectives/outcomes. The faculty
coordinate the library offerings to the curriculum.
Tonkawa library
The Tonkawa Vineyard Library has adequate space and is located in the administration
building. This library contains a variety of literature indexes including Cumulative Index to
Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL). CINAHL is in print at the Vineyard Library.
CINAHL is available to all Northern nursing students and faculty electronically through the
Library web page via the database vendor EBSCO Host. Students may access them at school
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using the appropriate library user I.D. and password. The Vineyard Library also participates in
interlibrary loans that provide access to other materials as needed. Electronic resources for the
nursing discipline continue to become more comprehensive through database vendors.
Enid library
The Enid library in Zollar’s has been renovated with modern conveniences. Public
access computer terminals with internet access are available for student use. Copy machines are
also available.
Stillwater library
The onsite library in Stillwater for nursing students is located in the Fountain Square
building. The books and magazines are located in the student lounge for easy accessibility.
Stillwater nursing students have access to EBSCO Host and all online library resources.
Library Hours
Tonkawa Vineyard Library
7:30 a.m. – 9:00 p.m. M-TH
7:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. F

Enid Zollar Library
8:00 a.m. – 9:30 p.m. M-TH
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. F

Stillwater
Fountain Square
8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. M-F

Students evaluate the learning resources each semester. The following results for “The
resources available to me (portal, simulations, textbook online, ATI) are accessible and helpful to
my learning” are listed in Table 5.7 below. Percentages are for agree to strongly agree (choices
range from strongly disagree, disagree, agree, strongly agree). All percentages rated less than 90
will be addressed.
Table 5.7: Student Evaluation of Learning Resources
Learning
Resources
Tonkawa

Level
Freshman
Sophomore

Spring
2013
93%
80%

Fall
2012
94%
100%
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Spring
2012
99%
No data

Student Comments for
percentages below 90
Sophomore: ITV has problems;
Terrible ITV every day; ITV not

Learning
Resources

Level

Spring
2013

Fall
2012

Spring
2012

Enid

Freshman
Sophomore

96%
89%

64%
96%

78%
82%

Stillwater

Freshman
Sophomore
Both
Freshman
and
Sophomore

100%
97%
92%

100%
87%
91%

100%
100%
92%

Total
Program

Student Comments for
percentages below 90
sufficient to learn
Freshman: No comments in
spring 2012. ITV messes up a
lot, ITV needs to work on
getting their equipment up to
date; causes delays in lecture
Sophomore: No comment in
spring 2012. Portal/ITV not
always reliable, video quality
not great, you had to push button
for 15 minutes to verify you
were watching; ITV better
before they messed with it
No comments
Outcome met

Based upon student comments, the faculty interventions included several discussions
with IT department director, Mike Machia, which led to a meeting with President Evans, Vice
President for Academic Affairs and Vice President for Financial Affairs, resulting in discussions
for purchasing and utilizing Lecture Capture for nursing ITV rooms. This was implemented in
fall, 2013. Faculty record their lecture and upload to Blackboard. There have been several
challenges but nursing is continuing to work with IT for resolution.
5.4 Fiscal, physical, technological, and learning resources are sufficient to meet the needs of the
faculty and student engaged in alternative methods of delivery.
Although ITV is used to deliver the theory content, all three (3) sites use the same
nursing budget (fiscal). Each site has their own physical resources (buildings, classroom, skills
lab, computer lab), technological resources (ITV, computers, internet, portal, Blackboard), and
learning resources (library, textbooks, multi-media). To ensure that each site receives a “live”
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lecture, each team assign lecture material evenly to faculty. Faculty travel between sites as
needed. The chair and team coordinators also travel to distant sites.
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STANDARD 6
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OUTCOMES
Standard 6: Program evaluation demonstrates that students and graduates have achieved
the student learning outcomes, program outcomes, and role-specific graduate competencies
of the nursing education unit.
The nursing faculty have developed a written plan for systematic program evaluation
since the program began. Numerous changes have been made to the curriculum, as well as, the
plan, itself, based upon requirements from the OBN, ACEN, healthcare trends, results of trended
data, and NCLEX changes. Maintaining quality of the nursing curriculum is a priority.
Continual effort is employed to maintain quality of not only the curriculum but for students,
faculty, and alumni as well. A systematic evaluation plan not only allows faculty to identify
potential areas of improvement, it encourages thoughtful exploration for change.
The nursing faculty collect, analyze, aggregate and trend data. Results of the findings are
shared in the nursing faculty meeting to determine whether program outcomes and SLOs are
met. If outcomes are met then the faculty refine the process and procedures. If the outcomes are
not met, the faculty discuss and review methods to strengthen, enhance or revise the program
outcomes. Specific deficiencies will be given to the following nursing committees: retention,
NCLEX-RN, critical thinking/curriculum and total program evaluation. These committees will
study the results and bring recommendations to the nursing faculty to implement, revise or reject.
The faculty realize this evaluation plan is dynamic, is a work in continual process, and will
evolve over time as new data is aggregated and trended and the landscape of nursing
requirements change.
6.1 The systematic plan for evaluation of the nursing education unit emphasizes the ongoing
assessment and evaluation of each of the following:
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•

Student leaning outcome;

•

Program outcomes;

•

Role-specific graduate competencies; and

•

The ACEN Standards.
The systematic plan of evaluation contains specific, measurable expected levels of

achievement; frequency of assessment; appropriate assessment methods; and a minimum
of three (3) years of data for each component within the plan.
The program evaluation addresses ACEN standards and outcomes of graduation rates,
performance of licensure examinations, job placement rates, and current
student/alumni/employer program satisfaction results for ongoing assessment and evaluation of
the nursing program. Current students evaluate courses, instructors, clinical/practicum and the
total program anonymously. Current students are free to address faculty and the Chair.
Employers and alumni are included in this process by the use of surveys. Although a formal
basis (surveys) is utilized, an informal basis of face to face input is also obtained by faculty when
in the agencies. Employers who hire NOC graduates have a unique perspective and subsequent
opinion of the competency/quality of the program. Because a primary outcome of the program is
to prepare competent nurses who are assets to their employing institutions, faculty value the
input of these groups of constituents. Just as employers have face to face input, so do alumni.
Alumni are assessed formally at six (6)-month and two (2)-years. The two (2)-year graduate
survey will now become the one (1) year survey. Their input provides valuable information for
program quality.
Upon preparing for the 2006 NLNAC/ACEN and OBN survey visits, the faculty realized
that the following categories had been thoroughly addressed: areas assessed, time frames,
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assessment methods, person(s) responsible and use of data/expected outcomes. Although
expected outcomes had been delineated, specific expected levels of achievement had not been
identified for all components. This was rectified.
After critiquing the 2006 evaluation plan, the faculty determined that the previous plan
was exhaustive, overwhelming and not easily implemented. A new evaluation plan was selected
that focused on SLOs and program outcomes for each site. Another emphasis was the ACEN
standards themselves, including data for each site. An extra component that addressed specific
months for evaluation of each outcome was delineated in the plan. This will provide continuity to
the plan, especially when new hires are employed. The faculty continued to revise and modify
the evaluation plan until the current plan was devised. Please refer to Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Program Evaluation Plan
Components/Require Expected Level of
d Outcomes with
Achievement
Assessment Methods
Program Completion
73%
Analysis of State
board report

Performance on
NCLEX
Analysis of NCLEX
results from OBN

90%

Actual Level of
Achievement/Results

Action

Frequency of
Assessment

All three sites have
met 73% or higher for
the last three years
except in 2012,
Tonkawa had a 61%.
Total Program
2013: Pending
2012: 92.5%
2011: 92.9%
2010: 92%
2013: 92%
2012: 86%
2011: No data
2010: 100%
2009: 100%

See 6.4.2

Annually in
July

See 6.4.1

Annually in
December

Job Placement Rates
90% will have jobs
See 6.4.5
Annually in
Analysis of six month six months after
November
alumni survey data by graduation
item and aggregate
using percentages and
comparing to previous
surveys
Program Satisfaction-Includes Student Learning Outcomes & Role Specific Graduate Competencies
Graduate
90% will rate the
2012: all SLOs 90% or See 6.4.3
Annually in
Analysis of 2 year
program as very
above except for
November,
graduate survey data
well or well for
global perspective was
faculty voted
by item and aggregate meeting the SLOs
86%
to change two
using percentages and
2011: No data
(2) year
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Components/Require Expected Level of
d Outcomes with
Achievement
Assessment Methods
comparing to previous
surveys (will become
the one (1) year
survey)

Graduate
Analysis of 6 months
graduate survey data
by item and aggregate
using percentages and
comparing to previous
surveys

Actual Level of
Achievement/Results

Action

2010: all SLOs 90% or
above except for
managing care was
87%
2009: 100% for all
SLOs
90% will rate the
2013: all SLOs 90% or See 6.4.3
program as very
above
well or well for
2012: all SLOs 90% or
meeting the SLOs
above except for
global perspective was
86%
2011: No data
2010: all SLOs 90% or
above except for
managing care was
87%; collaboration
was 87% and global
was 73%
2009: all SLOs 90% or
above except for
critical thinking 86%
and client information
87%
90% will hire/rehire 2013: 100%
Outcome met
Northern’s graduates 2012: 100%
2011: No data
2010: 100%
2009: 100%

Frequency of
Assessment
graduate
survey to one
(1) year
graduate
survey
Annually in
November

Employer
Annually in
Analysis of Employer
November
survey data by item
and aggregate using
percentages and
comparing to previous
surveys. Verbal
feedback from
Advisory Committee
ATI Tests-Student Learning Outcomes
73% of class will be at or above the expected outcome; results are for the total program; each site is also
assessed and will be available for review in the document room.
Critical Thinking
At or Above 50th
2013: 69 Percentile
Upon review
Annually, Fall
Entrance
Percentile for
2012: 83 Percentile
faculty found no
semester
National Program
2011: 73 Percentile
links between the
Freshman
Percentile
2010: 95 Percentile
critical thinking
2009: 85 Percentile
entrance exam and
NCLEX exam
results. Faculty are
now discussing
focusing on clinical
reasoning rather
than critical
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Components/Require Expected Level of
d Outcomes with
Achievement
Assessment Methods

Actual Level of
Achievement/Results

Critical Thinking Exit
Sophomore

At or Above 50th
Percentile for
National Program
Percentile

2012: 73 Percentile
2011: 76 Percentile
2010: 67 Percentile
2009: 79 Percentile

Fundamentals

At or Above Level 2

2013: 56%
2012: 67%
2011: 54%
2010: 83%
2009: 85%
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Action

thinking since
critical thinking is
used across
multiple disciplines
and is not specific
to the nursing
profession;
whereas, clinical
reasoning
incorporates
knowledge, nursing
process and skill
acquisitions.
No evidence of
why there was a
lower percentage in
2010, however,
upon further
examination no
correlation was
found between the
critical thinking
exit exam and
NCLEX pass rate.
In 2011 faculty
stressed the
importance of the
exit exam to
students prior to
administering
exam. In 2012 it
became a part of
the students’
Seminar II grades.
Changing ATI nonproctored exam to
include a specified
time completion
with a specified
time for
remediation based
upon result (focus
review). This will
be done for form A
and form B. Points
will be awarded for
completion.

Frequency of
Assessment

Annually,
Spring
semester

Annually, Fall
semester

Components/Require Expected Level of
d Outcomes with
Achievement
Assessment Methods
Mental-Health
At or Above Level 2

Actual Level of
Achievement/Results

Action

Frequency of
Assessment

2013: 52%
2012: 71%
2011: 68%
2010: 53%
2009: 55%

Annually,
Spring
semester

Nutrition-started
spring 2013

2013: 70%

Changing ATI nonproctored exam to
include a specified
time completion
with a specified
time for
remediation based
upon result (focus
review). This will
be done for form A
and form B. Points
will be awarded for
completion.
Need further data.
Moving test date to
Adult II in final
semester and will
assess progression.

Standard met,
continue to
monitor. No change
needed.

Annually, Fall
semester

Changing ATI nonproctored exam to
include a specified
time completion
with a specified
time for
remediation based
upon result (focus
review). This will
be done for form A
and form B. Points
will be awarded for
completion.
The faculty also are
evaluating other
textbooks.
Faculty moved ATI
proctored Nursing
Care of Children to
end of Fall
semester.

Annually, Fall
semester

Maternal Newborn

Nursing Care of
Children

At or Above Level
1-lower because
OB/Peds nutrition
information is on
test, students do not
receive this
information until the
third semester
At or Above Level 2

At or Above Level 2

2013: 93%
2012: 78%
2011: 79%
2010: 92%
2009: 66%
2013: 68%
2012: 49%
2011: 62%
2010: 60%
2009: 39.5%
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Annually,
Spring
semester

Components/Require
d Outcomes with
Assessment Methods
Community Health
Nursing-Started fall,
2013
Nursing
Pharmacology

Expected Level of
Achievement

Actual Level of
Achievement/Results

Action

Frequency of
Assessment

At or Above Level 2

2013: 53.4%

Implementing

Annually, Fall
semester

At or Above Level 1
Score is lower
because students
have not completed
Adult II, advanced
med-surg
At or Above Level 2

2012: 86%
2011: 82%
2010: 98%
2009: 92%

Standard met,
continue to
monitor. No change
needed.

Annually, Fall
semester

2013: 82%
2012: 76%
2011: 74%
2010: 69%
2009: 61%

Standard met,
continue to
monitor. Faculty
will incorporate
ATI Pharmacology
Made Easy 2.0 into
lecture content.

Annually,
Spring
semester

Nursing LeadershipWill start spring, 2014

At or Above Level 2

No data until 2014

RN Predictability

90% passing
predictability

2013: 64%
2012: 68%
2011: 78%
2010: 75%
2009: 65%

Implementing
focus review for
results of the nonproctored RN
predictability test
that must be
completed prior to
online proctored
exam in Seminar II.
Data will be
trended after
implementation of
changes regarding
focus
review/remediation
in all courses.

NA

Developed a mission
statement

Reviewed in
faculty meeting
with no revisions.

Adult Med-Surg

Annually,
Spring
semester
Annually,
Spring
semester

ACEN Standards

Standard 1
Mission and
Administrative
Capacity
Philosophy
Analysis of
philosophy and
screening of any
changes made in
outcomes or major
course content against
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Bi-annually,
Spring retreat

Components/Require
d Outcomes with
Assessment Methods
the
philosophy/mission
statement
Standard 2
Faculty and Staff

Standard 3
Students
Policies and Services

Standard 4
Curriculum

Standard 5
Resources
Physical, Learning
and Technology

Expected Level of
Achievement

Actual Level of
Achievement/Results

Action

Frequency of
Assessment

100% full time
faculty Masters
50% of part time
faculty Masters
prepared
Nursing
Faculty Handbook
updated every 2
(two) years.

100%

Standard met,
continue to
monitor. No change
needed.

Annually, Fall

Nursing student
handbook updated
annually
Student surveys90% rank strongly
agree or agree

Completed summer
2013

Curriculum
reviewed according
to the results of
Linking the NCLEX
to practice analysis
Student surveys90% rank strongly
agree or agree

50%

Bi-Annually,
Fall

Completed fall 2013

2013: 98% of current
students agreed or
strongly agreed that
the student handbook
was made available to
them.
Completed in spring
retreat

2013: 89% of current
students strongly
agreed or agreed that
the ancillary student
services have been
helpful.
2013:92% of current
students agree or
strongly agree that the
electronic resources
are accessible and
helpful
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Standard met,
continue to
monitor. No change
needed.

Annually,
Spring
semester

Standard met,
continue to
monitor. No change
needed.

Every 3 years,
Spring retreat

Survey results
forwarded to Vice
President for
Academic Affairs

Annually or
every semester

Students and
faculty have
reported
technological
problems with ITV
connection,
reception and
availability. This
resulted in increase
in communication
with IT department
and the
implementation of
Lecture Capture.

Components/Require
d Outcomes with
Assessment Methods
Standard 6
Outcomes
Overall Evaluated
Methods

Expected Level of
Achievement

Actual Level of
Achievement/Results

Action

Frequency of
Assessment

Faculty input at
monthly meetings

See faculty minutes

Process is ongoing.

Monthly

6.2 Evaluation findings are aggregated and trended by program option, location, and date of
completion and are sufficient to inform program decision-making for the maintenance and
improvement of the student learning outcomes and the program outcomes.
Data is collected, analyzed, aggregated, and trended. The Nursing Advisory committee,
practicum agencies, employers, faculty, current students and graduates also provide feedback
which is used in program evaluation.
The nursing faculty are committed to maintaining quality of the nursing curriculum. This
is accomplished by regular evaluation of all elements of the curriculum and improving and/or
changing the curriculum according to trends and needs. Full- and part-time faculty participate in
this process. Decisions and actions taken as a result of the evaluation process are documented in
individual team meeting minutes and in total nursing faculty meeting minutes under the
appropriate standard heading. Faculty retreats are another avenue in which the program is assess
and evaluated with actions taken connected to the results of surveys and outcome measurements
being documented in the minutes. The faculty wanted to strengthen the overall documentation of
why decisions are made (i.e., linking results to decisions); therefore, the ACEN standards are
being added as a separate column to meeting/retreat minutes.
6.3 Evaluation findings are shared with communities of interest.
Annual reports to the Oklahoma Board of Nursing include completion rates, along with
other significant findings. Another community of interest is the Nursing Advisory Committee in
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which student facility evaluation results are discussed as well as other significant program
evaluations results. The agency representatives are encouraged to share concerns or suggestions
at that time to help in planning or revising the curriculum for future classes. Strategies are
devised to address findings. Plan of Assessment is submitted to the Vice President for Academic
Affairs annually. Nursing Division Highlights are included in the monthly report to the NOC
Board of Regents. A summary of selected results are reported to the Oklahoma ADN Deans and
Directors Council. NLNAC/ACEN Annual Report is completed online with requested
information. Any community partnerships can request this information and receive the data.
Discussion with faculty regarding posting evaluation results on our Nursing Division webpage
are in progress.
6.4 The program demonstrates evidence of achievement in meeting the program outcomes.
6.4.1 Performance on licensure exam: The program’s three-year mean for the licensure
exam pass rate will be at or above the national mean for the same three-year period.
Table 6.2 shows the NCLEX-RN pass rate for all three sites for the past three years.
Table 6.2: Performance of Licensure Examination
Year
Tonkawa
Enid
Stillwater
State
2012
96.77
93.3
87.5
91.45
2011
84.62
97.67
96.3
86.34
2010
92.31
92
91.67
86.77
91.23
94.32
91.82
88.19
2010-2012
Mean
*Official NCLEX results for 2013 will not be available until after March 2014.

National
90.3
87.9
87.42
88.54

Although faculty are pleased with the pass rates, the faculty wants to strengthen the
graduate’s performance on NCLEX. Since the NCLEX pass rate standard was raised, the 2013
NOC results are not trending as high as 2010-2012 mean.
Thorough examination of the statistics regarding the various components of the exam is
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performed. Several of these components follows: (1) ATI’s RN Predictability test is monitored,
however faculty are contemplating using Kaplan review that includes Kaplan’s Predictability
test, (2) RN test blueprint is reviewed, and (3) ATI’s content mastery test and critical thinking
test results are examined.
Since the last survey visit, the faculty recommended and instituted a mandatory live
NCLEX review course for each site. The live, customized three (3) day course was presented by
ATI based upon the results of the ATI RN Predictor exam. Faculty also review the RN blueprint
and adds/deletes content as needed. Topics that have been added include SBAR, primary
healthcare provider orders with emphasis on nursing responsibility for transcribing, disaster
preparedness and emergency response and security plan, and updated laboratory values.
6.4.2 Program completion: Expected levels of achievement for program completion are
determined by the faculty and reflect student demographics and program options.
The following table (6.3) demonstrates documentation of NOC’s defined
completion/graduation rate for three (3) consecutive years. This rate is defined as students who
complete the program within six (6) semesters (150% of program length).
Table 6.3: Completion/Graduation Rates
Year
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009

Tonkawa
81%
61%
74%
61%
72%

Enid
83%
78%
73%
55%
57%

Stillwater
76%
73%
80%
64%
75%

State
73%
68.76%
72.6%
72.7%
78.74%

Expected Outcome

Northern has been above the 73% outcome except for Enid in 2009, 2010 all campuses
and 2012 in Tonkawa. This is a cause for concern. In fall 2012, two (2) current faculty members
were designated as team coordinators. Both team coordinators will travel to each campus as least
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one day per week. Additionally, to eliminate high stake testing requirements, the freshman
faculty reviewed the previous ATI policy and decided to add the following changes: students will
not be dismissed from the program based upon one result of a standardized test. To be dismissed
from the program, they must make less than a Level 1 on the proctored ATI exam and have a
theory test average less than a 74%. On the sophomore level students are required to take the
proctored ATI exam but only remediation is required for scores less than a Level 2. Another area
that the faculty addressed for completion rate was the entrance test. The faculty reviewed
different pre-admission examinations from NLNPAX and HESI. Both companies presented a
mini seminar on their specified pre-admission exams. Faculty discussed pros and cons and
arrived at a decision to use HESI A2 for the ability to choose subject content to be tested. This is
scheduled to begin in January 2014. Students will have the opportunity to choose between the
ACT exam or the HESI A2 exam.
A possible reason for the low completion rate is the type of students who are admitted to
the program. The mean age for nursing students was 28.5-30.9 in 2013. Subsequently, students
that are accepted to the program have other obligations than just being a full-time student. Many
of the students are married with children or are single mothers. A majority of the students,
particularly LPNs, must work while in school to support themselves and/or their families.
Although the students are informed not to work more than 20 hours a week, many do not have
that option. Often there is a conflict with their roles of students and work/family roles.
Currently, the faculty have not found a solution to this dilemma. Efforts by faculty and financial
aid are being enhanced to make students aware of available monies.
In efforts to increase the completion rate, the SOS has been implemented as well as
instructor led study sessions. These efforts are working as the 2013 completion rates have
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increased on all three (3) sites.
6.4.3 Graduate program satisfaction: Qualitative and quantitative measure address
graduates six to twelve months post-graduation.
Faculty measure graduate program satisfaction every six (6) months after graduation.
Previously two (2)-year graduates received a program satisfaction survey. In the future only the
6-12 months post-graduation surveys will be used (i.e., the two (2) year graduate survey will be
discontinued).
Table 6.4: Program Satisfaction by Graduates/2 Year
Year
2012 (2010
graduates)
2011 (2009
graduates)
2010 (2008
graduates)

2009 (2007
graduates)

# of
Meeting SLOs
Responses/Graduates
21/75
All SLOs 90% or
above except for global
perspective was 86%
/91
No data
16/78

23/63

All SLOs 90% or
above except for
managing care was
87%
100% for all SLOs

Rate Education
76% rated good or
very good
No data
94% rated good or
very good

100% rated good or
very good

The outcome for meeting SLOs were met except for global perspective and managing
care. Emphasis was placed on assignments for managing care, which increased rating. The global
perspective outcome was emphasized in the culture and spirituality in lecture content and case
studies. Data will be trended for the global perspective.
Another component that faculty evaluate to determine program satisfaction is the students
perspective of their educational experience. The two year graduate is selected for this
questionnaire because these alumni may have a more realistic perspective than a six month
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graduate who may still be in reality shock. On the 2012 survey, which is from the 2010
graduates, the rating decreased. Upon assessment of this finding, several changes were
implemented. Two faculty members were placed on plans of improvement which ultimately
resulted in being released from their positions. Unfortunately, both of these faculty members
were located on the same site. This was also the year of the lowest completion rates. Another
aspect is the former Division Chair implemented additional ATI requirements for remediation.
Needless to say, students voiced displeasure. However, this is the year instructor led study
sessions were implemented.
Table 6.4a: Program Satisfaction by Graduates/6 Month
Year
2013

# of
Meeting SLOs
Responses/Graduates
11/79
All SLOs 90% or
above for all criteria

2012

22/86

All SLOs 90% or
above except for
global perspective
was 86%

2011
2010

/96
16/75

No data
All SLOs 90% or
above except for
managing care was
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Rate Education
Skill Lab: 77% (equipment) and
46% (testing) and 77% (teaching
methods); all other skills lab
criteria between 85-92% as
helpful/most helpful
Theory: 70% (instruction quality)
and 50% (grading/testing) & 60%
(grading methods); all other
criteria rated between 82-100% as
helpful/most helpful
Practicum: 70% (instruction
quality); all criteria rated 80-90%
as helpful/most helpful
Skill Lab: 73% (equipment); all
other skills lab criteria between 8295% as helpful/most helpful
Theory: 77% (grading/testing &
class size); all other criteria rated
between 82-95% as helpful/most
helpful
Practicum: all criteria rated greater
than 90% as helpful/most helpful
Skill Lab: 75% (equipment) and
62% (grading/testing) and 67%
(teaching methods); all other skills

Year

# of
Responses/Graduates

Meeting SLOs

Rate Education

87%; collaboration
was 87% and global
was 73%

2009

18/91

lab criteria between 80-100% as
helpful/most helpful
Theory: 50% (quality of
instruction) and 50%
(grading/testing) and 69%
(teaching methods); all other
criteria rated between 80-100% as
helpful/most helpful
Practicum: all criteria rated greater
than 87% as helpful/most helpful
All SLOs 90% or
Skills Lab: All criteria rated
above except for
between 81-100% as helpful/most
critical thinking 86% helpful
and client information Theory: All criteria rated between
87%
83-100% as helpful/most helpful
Practicum: all criteria rated
between 81-100% as helpful/most
helpful

The listed satisfaction areas in Table 6.4a are on the survey with rating categories of
“very well or most helpful”, “well or helpful”, “poor”, and “very poor.” Emphasis was placed on
assignments for managing care which increased rating. The collaboration was emphasized in
specialty areas, utilizing various ancillary departments, like cancer care, and cath lab. This area
increased in 2012. The global perspective outcome was emphasized in the culture and
spirituality in lecture content and case studies. Data will be trended for the global perspective
but initially the trend is rising. In 2009 critical thinking was low. A critical thinking class is
available for students. The SAFETY concept was introduced and nursing process was
emphasized. Additionally, faculty devised critical thinking assignments and case studies. In the
following years, critical thinking has not been below 90%.
As for the rate education section, as mentioned before the equipment for the skills lab
was a concern for students; this has proved to be a pattern. Based upon the student comments,
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the faculty discussed the following: appropriate use of skills supplies, faculty should plan on two
(2) supplies per student, one to practice with and one for skills mastery. The sophomore level
provides students with a pre-made skills kit that contains all supplies needed for practice and
mastery at the beginning of the fall semester. Faculty developed a supply list which states how
many supplies each campus currently has available and how many supplies each site and team
will need to order. Supplies are ordered and sent to Enid skills lab for inventory and dispersal.
Grading in the skills lab is hard to quantify since no comments are available. As for
teaching methods students wanted more hands-on rather than seat time. Practice time with
another student is required before mastery and faculty were reminded to involve students in
hands-on activities during skill lab lecture. On the freshman level power point skills lab
presentation were developed for consistency.
Quality of instruction and teaching methods for theory has decreased. While new faculty
are advantageous for providing different perspectives, it does require time for faculty to become
proficient in ITV lecture. Another aspect that has been addressed before is the quality of ITV.
While changes have been implemented, challenges still exist. This can be frustrating for students
and faculty. However, availability of the webstream/lecture capture is an asset.
Grading/testing is also decreased but test item analysis is used after every test to verify
validity. Remediation is also used to strengthen weak areas but students see this as additional
work. Faculty are working on strategies to improve this aspect, including test writing skills and
test review.
Practicum/clinical was decreased in instruction quality in 2013 but has been rated
consistently above that in previous years. This trend will be monitored; however, the response
rate was lower for this year. Overall, the faculty want the response rate increased. Strategies for
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improvement include use of survey monkey for internet capabilities. Student’s email addresses
are obtained and will be used for sending surveys. This will be implemented in 2013/2014
school year. More responses will provide a more realistic data base to make decisions.
Additionally, changes are being made to the 6 month to delineate graduates from each campus.
6.4.4 Employer program satisfaction: Qualitative and quantitative measures address
employer satisfaction with graduate preparation for entry-level positions six to twelve
months post-graduation.
The nursing division utilizes two (2) methods to evaluate employer satisfaction:
employer surveys and verbal feedback by employers at the annual Advisory Committee meeting.
Every one-two years, surveys are sent to at least seven (7) major hospitals (Integris Bass, St.
Mary’s, Ponca City Medical Center, Cushing Regional, Integris Blackwell, Perry Memorial, and
Stillwater Medical Center) in the area to evaluate the graduates. The survey is sent to the
Director of Nursing, who distributes it to whomever the director thinks is best suited to complete
the questionnaire. Therefore, an accurate response rate is hard to calculate since the actual
number distributed is not known. Following is data aggregated and trended from these hospitals.
Every year the program has exceeded the outcome.
Table 6.5: Program Satisfaction by Employers
Year
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009

Relation to Other ADN Graduates
40% above; 40% the same; 20% NA
33.3% above; 66.6% the same
No data
Above-43%; Same-57%
Above-33%: Same 33% NA-17%

Hire/Rehire
100%
100%
100%
100%

6.4.5 Job placement rates: Expected levels of achievement are determined by the faculty
and are addressed through quantified measures six to twelve months post-graduation.
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Table 6.6 demonstrates the job placement rates of Northern’s graduates for the past five
(5) years.
Table 6.6: Job Placement Rates
Year
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009

Job Placement
Rate
92%
86%
No data
100%
100%

Full-Time/Part-Time
93% FT; 0 PT; 1 not employed in healthcare
86% FT; 9% PT; 1 not in nursing
75% FT; 18.8% PT; 6.3% not in nursing
94.1% FT; 5.9% PT

For the last five (5) years the job placement rate has exceeded the expected outcome. In
2012, 86% had jobs within the first six months of graduation, while 95% were employed within
12 months’ time. Situated in a rural area, the majority of graduates stays within the college’s
service area and is employed or has a job upon graduation. Graduates are staff nurses in
surrounding agencies.
In summary, although self-evaluation can be daunting at times, it is crucial to the
effective functioning of the program. A program cannot be left to its own point of view to
determine effectiveness. Input from various entities is needed to form an accurate portrayal of
the overall functioning of the program. Insights from others’ perspectives are enlightening and
lend credence and objectivity to the evaluation process. A successful program is not a perfect
program but a program that embraces continuous self-assessment, planning and improvement to
maintain and enhance educational quality. This is Northern Oklahoma College, Division of
Nursing’s ultimate goal.
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FACULTY PROFILE TABLE
Faculty Profile
Faculty Name

FT/
PT

Date of
Initial
Appoint
ment

Rank

Bachelor
Degree
(credential)

Institution
Granting
Degree

Graduate
Degrees*
(credential)

Institution
Granting
Degrees*

Areas of
Clinical
Expertise

Brian Baird

FT

8/2006

Instructor

BSN
1986

University of
Oklahoma

MS
2009

Southern
Nazarene
University

Intensive Care

June Buller

FT

8/2009

Instructor

BSN
2005

MS
2013

University of
Oklahoma
Health Science

Vickie Crouch

FT

8/2011

Instructor

BSN
2002

Northwestern
Oklahoma
State
University
Langston
University

MSN
2011

University of
Phoenix

Med/Surg
Labor &
Delivery
Long Term Care
Public Health
Med/Surg

Cammie Fast

FT

8/2009

Instructor

BSN
2005

University of
Oklahoma
Health
Science

MS
2011

University of
Oklahoma
Health Science

OB/Labor &
Delivery

April Heitfeld

FT

8/2011

Instructor

BSN
2010

Southwestern
Oklahoma
State
University

MS
2012

University of
Oklahoma
Health Science

Cardiac, Critical
Care
Geriatrics

Kathy Phillips

FT

8/2013

Instructor

BSN
2004

University of
Central
Oklahoma

MS
2013

University of
Oklahoma
Health Science

Med/Surg,
Critical Care
Educator

Teresa Rhynard

FT

8/2004

Instructor

BSN
1998

Northwestern
Ok State
University

MSN-Ed.
2007

University of
Phoenix

Med/Surg
Emergency

Christa Ritz

FT

8/2000

Instructor

BSN
1994

University of
Arkansas for

MS
2006

University of
Oklahoma
Health Science

Cardiac
Psychiatric
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Academic Teaching (T)
and Other (O) Areas of
Responsibility
T
Fund
Adult I
Skills Lab
Simulation
Fund
Adult I
Orientation
Skills Lab
Fund
Adult I
Skills Lab
MaternalChild
Adult II
Orientation
Skills Lab
MaternalChild
Adult II
Skills Lab
MaternalChild
Adult II
Skills Lab
MaternalChild
Adult II
Skills Lab
Fund
Adult I

O
Advising
Sponsor
Advising
Sponsor
Advising
Sponsor
Advising
Sponsor
Team
Coordinator
Advising
Sponsor
Plus 50
Grant
Coordinator
Advising
Sponsor
Advising
Sponsor
Advising
Sponsor

Faculty Profile
Faculty Name

FT/
PT

Date of
Initial
Appoint
ment

Rank

Bachelor
Degree
(credential)

Institution
Granting
Degree

Graduate
Degrees*
(credential)

Institution
Granting
Degrees*

Areas of
Clinical
Expertise

Medical
Sciences

Academic Teaching (T)
and Other (O) Areas of
Responsibility
T
Critical
Thinking
Service
Learning
Skills Lab
MaternalChild
Adult II
Skills Lab

O
Team
Coordinator

MaternalChild
Adult II
Skills Lab
Simulation
Fund
Adult I
Skills Lab

Advising
Sponsor

Tanya Vaughn
Full-time fall
semester
Part-time spring
semester
Jean Wahlgren

FT

8/2012

Instructor

BSN
1991

University of
North Dakota
College of
Nursing

MSN/MHA
2013

University of
Phoenix

Geriatrics
Hospice

FT

9/2000

Instructor

BSN
1973

University of
Nebraska
College of
Nursing

MS
2009

Southern
Nazarene
University

Geriatrics
OB
Med/Surg

Crystal
Westmoreland

FT

8/2013

Instructor

BSN
2011

Oklahoma City
University

MSN
2012

Critical Care

Judith Whitmore

FT

8/2010

Instructor

BSN
2004

Southwestern
Oklahoma
State
University
University of
Oklahoma
Health
Science

University of
Oklahoma
Health Science

MS
2012

OR/PACU
ICU

Fund
Adult I
Nursing
Treatment
Skills Lab

Advising
Sponsor

Marriya Wright

FT

8/2012

Instructor

BSN
2011

Oklahoma
City
University

Oklahoma City
University

MSN
2012

Obstetrics/Med
Surg/
Emergency

Advising
Sponsor

Vanessa Wright

FT

8/2012

Instructor

BSN
2011

Oklahoma
City
University

Oklahoma City
University

MSN
2013

Med/Surg
Emergency
OB

MaternalChild
Adult II
Skills Lab
Fund
Adult I
Skills Lab

* = add doctoral degree after master’s degree if applicable
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Advising
Sponsor

Advising
Sponsor

Advising
Sponsor
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FACULTY PROFILE TABLE
Faculty Profile
Faculty Name

FT/
PT

Date of
Initial
Appoint
ment

Rank

Bachelor
Degree
(credential)

Institution
Granting
Degree

Graduate
Degrees*
(credential)

Institution
Granting
Degrees*

Areas of
Clinical
Expertise

Dawn Koehn
Fall only

PT

8/2009

Clinical
Adjunct

BSN
2005

University of
Oklahoma
Health
Sciences

None

NA

OB/Labor &
Delivery

Lisa Warrington

PT

1/2009

Clinical
Adjunct

BSN
2007

Oklahoma
Wesleyan

MS
2013

University of
Oklahoma
Health Science

Supervisor
Critical Care
Med/Surg

* = add doctoral degree after master’s degree if applicable
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Academic Teaching (T)
and Other (O) Areas of
Responsibility
T
MaternalChild
clinicals
only
Adult II
clinicals
only
MaternalChildclinical
only
Adult IIclinical
only

O

Skills Lab
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NORTHERN OKLAHOMA COLLEGE
DIVISION OF NURSING
STUDENT ASSESSMENT AND COUNSELING
We want you to be successful in the nursing program. Please assist this effort by answering the
following questions as honestly as possible. Your responses will be kept confidential.
NAME ___________________ DATE ___________ INSTRUCTOR
WORK HABITS
How many hours each week do you work?
During this semester, how many times have you worked just prior to a lecture? ___ a test? ___
What financial resources exist for you?
How would you rate your financial condition? (Circle one) Poor
Fair Good Excellent
STUDY HABITS
Do you study daily? _____ How many hours do you devote to study each week?
According to YASTYT, what is your reception style?
your reorganization style?
your retention style?
How do you study (methods)?
Do you complete the required textbook readings? _______ Before or after the lecture?
Do you read the work guide? ______ Before or during lecture?
Do you watch any online videos? (e.g. YouTube, ATI skills, NurseTutor) ___________________
Do you do any computer assignments? (e.g. ATI tutorials, NCLEX study questions, instructor
scenarios)
Do you use a recorder?
Do you view/listen to the webstream?
Do you attend the test review sessions? _____
Do you practice in the skills lab other than assigned skill days?
Do you attend the faculty led study sessions? _______ Do you attend the simulations? _______
Describe your usual study space and environment:
_____________________________________________________________________________
Which of the following are on during your study time? TV Radio/IPOD/Music

Social Network Site

Cell Phone

Are you part of a study group? ______ How would you describe the study group?
_____________________________________________________________________________
List any stressors that may be affecting your ability to study: ____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Is English your primary language?
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CLASSROOM HABITS
How many lecture classes have you missed? _____ How many have you webstreamed?
What interferes with your ability to learn in class?
How often do you feel distracted in class? Rarely Occasionally Frequently

Most of the time

Can you see the screen (ITV) adequately? ______________ Hear adequately?
Where do you sit in the classroom?
What percentage of your time in the classroom do you spend listening to the instructor/taking
notes?
reading workguide/textbook?
whispering to/texting someone?
thinking about other things/drawing/doodling? _____
(Must total 100%)
SUPPORT
Children at home and ages:
Other family/friends living with you:
How are the household chores managed in your home? ________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
How do your family/friends help your efforts to achieve?
How do your family/friends interfere with your efforts?
In regards to school, who is/are your support system?
TESTING BEHAVIORS
Describe a typical night before the test? (What you do and for how long, how you feel, when
you go to bed, and when you get up on test day)
_____________________________________________________________________________
What feelings do you have when the test is being distributed?
What physical symptoms do you experience during a test? (e.g. sweaty palms, nausea,
headache, “butterflies”, heart racing, etc.)
How would you rate your anxiety level during a test? Mild

Moderate

Severe

Panic

What distracts or annoys you during a test?
How often do you feel distracted during a test? Rarely Occasionally Frequently Most of the time
Do you finish the test within the allotted time? _____ How much time is usually left? _________
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NORTHERN OKLAHOMA COLLEGE
DIVISION OF NURSING
STUDENT ASSESSMENT RUBRIC
0

1

2

3

<8
No

8.1 – 16

16.1 – 24

>24
Yes

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

0

1

2

3

>15

10.1 – 15

5.1 – 10

<5

Always
correlates with
learning style
Quiet without
interruption
Before lecture &
daily
Task oriented

Mostly correlates
with learning
style
Quiet, but with
few interruptions
During lecture &
daily
Study 80%
when meet

Occasionally
correlates with
learning style
Background
noise/activity
Once before test

Does NOT
correlate with
learning style
Multiple
distractions
Night before test

Study 60%
when meet

Study <50%
when meet

Work Habits
Hours per week
Worked before
lecture or test
Financial
condition

Study Habits
Hours of
study/week
Method of study
Study
environment
Text/Notes
review
Study group

Classroom Habits
Attendance

0

No absences or
has
webstreamed
all missed
lectures
Interference/distractio Rarely
n
distracted in
class
Vision/hearing
See & hear
without
impairment
Behavior

Actively
listen/participat
e 91-100% of
classtime

1

2

3

1 -2 absences
without
webstream

3 – 4 absences
without
webstream

>4 absences
without
webstream

Occasionally
distracted in
class
Mild
impairment of
vision or
hearing
Actively
listen/participat
e 71-90% of
classtime

Frequently
distracted in
class
Moderate
impairment of
vision or
hearing
Actively
listen/participat
e 51-70% of
classtime

Distracted most
of the time
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Severe
impairment of
vision or
hearing
Actively
listen/participat
e <50% of
classtime

Support
Caregiving
responsibilities

0

1

2

Lives with
parents or in
dorm

Only cares for
self

Cares for self
and significant
other

Household chores

None

Shared with
family/friends

Support system

Multiple
family/friends
will listen & help

Significant other
will listen & help

Shared with
significant other
only
Only classmates
will listen

Testing
Behaviors
Night before
test
Anxiety level
during tests
Physical
symptoms
Distractions
Time on test

0

1

3
Cares for self,
significant
other, children,
and/or someone
else
Shared with no
one
No one will
listen

2

3

Slept >6 hours

Slept <6 hours

Physically ill

Worked

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Near panic

None

One
sign/symptom
Occasionally
distracted during
test
Finish when time
called

Two
sign/symptoms
Frequently
distracted during
test
Occasionally not
finished when
time called

Three or more
sign/symptoms
Distracted most
of the time
during test
Rarely finish all
of test

Rarely
distracted
during test
Finish with time
to spare
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NORTHERN OKLAHOMA COLLEGE
DIVISION OF NURSING
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SUCCESS
(Circle as applicable)
NAME ____________________ DATE _________INSTRUCTOR
TOPIC

RECOMMENDATION

Work Habits

Reduce number of work days and/or hours
Avoid working night before tests
Referral to Financial Aid Office

Study Habits

Read assignments before class
Organize material into lists or groups of information
Place material into shapes/symbols (concept mapping)
Work with an efficient study group
Work with a tutor
Do computer assignments
Change study environment (specify)
Stay at school an extra hour/day to study
Change study methods (specify)
Change amount of study time (specify)
Referral for assessment of learning disability
Review lecture webstream
Play lectures when traveling
Use review books
Use computer review tests (NCLEX, ATI, textbook)
Read notes everyday
Use colors to highlight material
Meet with instructor (studying textbook, notetaking)
Read ATI text
Attend faculty-led study sessions
Attend simulation sessions
Follow YASTYT ideas page __________

Classroom Habits

Actively pay attention to lecture
Ask relevant questions
Record lecture
Take quality notes
Referral for note taking help
Referral for vision or hearing screening
Attend class as scheduled
Select/request a more suitable place to sit

Support

Call on family or friends for support
Assign homemaking tasks to others
Delegate non-essential homemaking tasks
Discuss personal priorities with family or friends
Referral for counseling
Referral to NOC counseling

Testing Behaviors

Referral for assessment of testing behaviors
Referral for test taking skills
Learn and practice relaxation techniques
Improve sleep habits (specify)
Make a list of goals and post where it can be seen
Use positive self talk: "I am successful"
Stay positive
Ask for help

Other recommendations

______________________________________________
______________________________________________

Student Signature ____________________ Faculty Signature ____________________
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NORTHERN OKLAHOMA COLLEGE
DIVISION OF NURSING
FOLLOW-UP TO THE STUDENT ASSESSMENT AND COUNSELING FORM
Name______________________ Date____________ Instructor____________________
For each of the listed behaviors, identify whether or not you attempted the recommended
change, whether you perceive the behavior to be helpful in promoting your learning, and
whether you will likely continue the change:
Test Scores:____
_____
_____
______
______
______
______
______
__Behavioral Change

_______Attempted

Helpful

Likely Continue_

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
What other changes in your approach to studying/learning did you attempt since our last meeting?
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Have there been any changes in your work, family, or other circumstances that might
influence your ability to study?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Did you complete the assigned readings for the lectures tested on this exam? ___________
Before or after the lectures? __________________________________________________
Recommendations
1. ________________________________________________________________________
2.________________________________________________________________________
3.________________________________________________________________________
Student Signature _____________________________
Faculty Signature _____________________________
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Systematic Plan for Program Evaluation
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PROGRAM EVALUATION
ACEN Standard 1 Mission and Administrative Capacity
PLAN
Expected Level of
Frequency of
Achievement
Assessment

Component

1.1 The
mission/philosophy
and program outcomes
of the nursing
education unit are
congruent with the
core values and
mission/goals of the
governing
organization.

100% congruency
between the
institution’s
mission and
outcomes and the
nursing program
mission and
outcomes.

IMPLEMENTATION
Results of Data Collection and
Actions for
Analysis
Program
Development,
Maintenance, or
Revision
Biannually/annually Analysis of
2013, Northern Oklahoma College
Assess and review
spring retreat
philosophy and
mission, vision and core values were
in Spring retreat,
screening of any
revised based upon the new strategic
2014
changes made in
plan. Nursing faculty was involved in
outcomes or major this process. During this time, the faculty
course content
developed a mission statement.
against the
Components were reviewed in faculty
philosophy/mission meeting with no revisions. 100%
statement
congruency was achieved.
Student Understanding of the Nursing
Mission Statement and Nursing
Philosophy, starting spring 2013 and
ending with spring 2012
Outcomes met
Student Understanding of the Nursing Mission Statement

Renfro

Tonkawa

Zollar

Enid

Freshman
Sophomore

Assessment
Method/s

100%
86%

97%
92%

100%
No student comment
No data specific to mission
statement
90%
Outcome met
96%
97%
Outcome met
100%
97%
Outcome met

Freshman
96%
96%
Sophomore 92%
100%
Fountain Square
Stillwater
Freshman
96%
100%
Sophomore 100%
100%
All Sites
Tonkawa, Freshman
95%
98%
Enid, and
and
Stillwater
Sophomore
Student Understanding of the Nursing Philosophy
Renfro
Tonkawa Freshman
100%
94% 100%
Outcome met
Sophomore 93%
100% No
Data
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Zollar

Freshman
Sophomore
Fountain Square Stillwater Freshman
Sophomore
All Sites
Tonkawa, Freshman
Enid, and and
Stillwater Sophomore
1.2 The governing
organization and
nursing education unit
ensure representation
of the nurse
administrator and
nursing faculty in
governance activities;
opportunities exist for
student representation
in governance
activities.
1.3 Communities of
interest have input into
program processes and
decision making.

Enid

100% of full-time
nursing faculty will
be a member of at
least one (1)
institutional
committee.
Students will
participate as
nursing student
representatives and
the college’s student
government
organization.
Host or attend
annual meeting for
community of
interest:
-Advisory
Committee
-Clinical hub
-Clinical
negotiations
-Plus 50 Grant.

96%
92%
96%
100%
95%

100%
100%
100%
100%
98%

90%
96%
100%
100%
98%

Outcome met
Outcome met
Outcome met

Annually,
beginning of fall
semester

-Review faculty
committee
assignments
-Elect student
representation
from each campus
and each level
-Assign SNA
representative to
attend student
governance
organization

-100% of faculty are assigned at least one
(1) institutional committee and to at least
two (2) nursing committees.
-100% nursing representatives attend the
nursing meetings as needed and participate
in the institution’s student government.

Continue faculty
and student
membership in the
institutional and
divisional
committees in fall,
2014.

Annually in
March-Advisory
Committee

-Advisory
committee
minutes

Continue to host an
annual meeting in
March.

Biannually, spring
and fall-Clinical
hub and
negotiations

-NESA (clinical
hub) and
negotiation
minutes

-Student, faculty and agency evaluations
discussed and changes implemented based
upon data and input from advisory
committee, such as implementing 12 hour
shifts for Stillwater Medical Center,
limited access to electronic medical
records resulting in use of SimChart on the
sophomore level.
-Scheduling of clinical availability is
completed by faculty after facility posts
available time slots. Some challenges
include difficulty navigating the software,
time consuming and at times limited
clinical availability.
Clinical negotiations occur each semester
prior to the scheduling of the following
semester.
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Continue to
participate and/or
host meetings for
clinical hub and
negotiations
In order to better
meet the needs of
the facilities and
students, Northern
Oklahoma College

At least monthlyPlus 50 Grant

1.4 Partnerships that
exist promote
excellence in nursing
education, enhance the
profession, and benefit
the community.

Participate with the
following
partnerships:
-Community Health
Foundation
Scholarships
-Northwest
Oklahoma
Healthcare
Coalition
(NWOHC)
-Physician
Manpower
-Garfield County
Health Department
-Northwestern
Oklahoma State

Annually, fall and
spring except for
Garfield and
Nursing Career
Day and
community
partnerships
which will be
annually.

-Grant meeting
minutes

-Review reports as
available.
-Student
participation in
bioterrorism
exercise and
nursing career day

SNA monthly
meetings at each
site.
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-$15,000 grant over three (3) years to
recruit, maintain and prepare the older
non-traditional student for the healthcare
work force.

-Foundation awards up to five $1000.00
scholarships to NOC’s Tonkawa nursing
students each semester. The Foundation
awards the scholarships based on financial
need and GPA, etc. (application form
available in document room).
-NWOHC provides faculty professional
development by offering registration
monies for simulation workshop.
The NWOHC has awarded $7500.00 to
Enid nursing students since 2006.
-Physician Manpower has provided NOC
nursing students with $105,000 from state
funds since 2007.
-Garfield County Health Department
Provided disaster Training to students to
enhance civic engagement. Students

adapted theory
schedule
(theory/lecture days
changed from
Monday & Friday to
Tuesday and
Thursday) to
accommodate the
need for clinical
space.
Continue with
monthly meetings
for length of grant.
The Grant Advisory
Board is currently
evaluating the data
obtained from the
needs assessment
and will make
recommendations
based upon trended
data.
Continue to
maintain and
participate with area
community
partnerships

University Bridge
Program
-LPN-RN
Agreements
-RN-BSN
Agreements
-Nursing Career
Day
-Community
Partnerships
-SNA.

complete required training to assist in the
medication dispensing in the event of a
mass exposure to biological weapons.
- Bridge program, this symbolizes the
2007 Northern Oklahoma College
/Northwestern Oklahoma State University
dual admission agreement.
As a result of the agreement Northwestern
offers special financial aid incentives in the
form of transfer scholarships to students
who graduate from NOC with an
associate’s degree. Northwestern will offer
$1,000 scholarships to NOC graduates with
the amount increasing up to $1,900 per year
for students with high grade point averages.
Northwestern operates campuses in Alva,
Enid and Woodward while NOC has
campuses in Tonkawa, Enid and Stillwater.
The agreement covers students at all
campuses.
-LPN-RN Agreements are formal
agreements with various area technology
centers for direct articulation or challenge
of LPN to RNs. The policy can be found
in the nursing student handbook on pages
20-27.
-RN-BSN Agreements with NWOSU has
recently started an online RN to BSN
program through the University Center in
Ponca City.
-Nursing Career Day is held each January,
vendors from area health facilities attend
and recruit future graduates.
Universities with RN-BSN programs are
invited to encourage students to continue
their education.
-Community Partnerships include area
public schools: handwashing clinics (Enid
224 students; Stillwater 643 students;
Tonkawa 320 pre-K and elementary
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1.5 The nursing
education unit is
administered by a
nurse who holds a
graduate degree with a
major in nursing.

100% compliance
with required
qualifications of the
nursing
administrator.

Upon licensure
renewal and with
new hire

-Review of
transcripts and
required
documentation for
Division Chair in
compliance with
OBN & ACEN
standards

1.6 The nurse
administrator is
experientially
qualified, meets
governing organization
and state requirements,
and is oriented and
mentored to the role.

100% compliance.

Annually, April

1.7 When present,
nursing program
coordinators and/or
faculty who assist with
program administration

100% compliance
with required
qualifications of the
nursing

Upon licensure
renewal and with
new hire

-Review job
description and
ability to fulfil
responsibilities for
the nurse
administrator role
-Mentoring by
various
individuals
-Review of
transcripts and
required
documentation for
Team
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students taught how to wash hands
properly).
Area businesses: Vital sign clinic (Enid
252 clients served; Stillwater 385 clients
served; Tonkawa 221 clients served).
Area Nursing Homes: Feeding clinic (Enid
32 clients; Stillwater 34 clients; Tonkawa
37 clients).
-SNA: Faculty serve as advisors. Students
have volunteered time and commitment to
community involvement by participating
in the following events: various health
fairs, chili cook off, blood drives, various
Christmas events/drives for
underprivileged families, and food drives.
-RN license in Oklahoma since 1986
-Master’s degree in Science with a major
in Nursing since 2005
-Curriculum Vitae available in document
room on site
-Seventeen (17) years of experience in the
medical surgical, oncology areas as a staff
nurse.
-One (1) year of experience in the family
clinic area as a nurse practitioner
-Full-time Nursing faculty since 2006
-The current chair was mentored by Vice
President for Academic Affairs, Associate
Vice President for Academic Affairs,
former nursing division chair,
representative from the Oklahoma Board
of Nursing, and members of the ADN
Directors Council.

Freshman Team Coordinator:
• Nursing faculty since 2000
• Masters of Science 2006
• Unencumbered Oklahoma RN
license

No action needed

Continue to review
job description and
receive mentoring

No action needed

are academically and
experientially
qualified.

program/team
coordinators.

Coordinators in
compliance with
OBN & ACEN
standards

1.8 The nurse
administrator has
authority and
responsibility for the
development and
administration of the
program and has
adequate time and
resources to fulfill the
role responsibilities.
1.9 The nurse
administrator has the
authority to prepare

100% compliance.

Annually, April

-Review job
description and
ability to fulfil
responsibilities for
the nurse
administrator role:
time requirements
and resources

The nursing chair
and faculty have
input into the annual

-Annually in
January for fees

-Review and
compare budget
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•
•

RN license obtained in 1994
Curriculum Vitae and transcripts
available in document room
• Tenured faculty since 2006
• NISOD Excellence in Teaching
Award 2006
Team coordinators take only one (1)
clinical group, whereas full-time faculty
take two (2). This allows the coordinator
to fulfill the added responsibilities that the
role requires.
Sophomore Team Coordinator:
• Nursing faculty since 2008
• Masters of Science 2011
• Unencumbered Oklahoma RN
license
• RN license obtained in 1999
• Curriculum Vitae and transcripts
available in document room
• NISOD Excellence in Teaching
Award 2012
Team coordinators take only one (1)
clinical group, whereas full-time faculty
take two (2). This allows the coordinator
to fulfill the added responsibilities that the
role requires.
-100% of the time the nurse administrator
has authority and responsibility for the
development and administration of the
program. Time requirements are adequate
with support from team coordinators,
nursing faculty and staff.

All requests for divisional purchases of
supplies, materials, and equipment are
approved by the nursing chair prior to

Continue to review
job description and
time requirements

Maintain or increase
budget as needed for

and administer the
program budget with
faculty input.

budget. Final
approval is
determined by the
President, Vice
President for
Financial Affairs
and the NOC Board.

1.10 Policies for
nursing faculty and
staff are
comprehensive,
provide for the welfare
of faculty and staff,
and are consistent with
those of the governing
organization;
differences are justified
by the goals and
outcomes of the
nursing education unit.
1.11 Distance
education, when
utilized, is congruent
with the mission of the
governing organization
and the
mission/philosophy of
the nursing education
unit.

Majority of policies
are consistent with
the college.
Differences are
minimal and are
justified.

100% compliance.

-Annually in
spring semester,
capital
expenditures
requested by
faculty
-Annual budget
meeting in May
-Nursing student
handbook is
revised annually.
-Nursing faculty
hand book is
revised every two
(2) years in the
fall.

needs with faculty
input

processing by administration. Statements
of expenditures and available remaining
funds are sent to the nursing chair from the
financial affairs office as requested.

fees, services and
capital expenditures

Comparison
between the
college and
nursing division
policies are
reviewed by
Division Chair
and faculty

The following policies were reviewed:
4.2 Faculty Responsibilities
4.2.3 Guidelines for Faculty Instructional
Loads
4.3 Evaluation of Faculty
4.6 Faculty Employment Process, Status,
Tenure, and Dismissal

Continue to monitor
and compare
policies as changes
are made

Changes are
implemented if
mission changes
or results of
student
evaluations
indicate concerns

-Student
evaluation
-Faculty meetings

-100% compliance
-NOC is approved by the Higher Learning
Commission and by the Oklahoma State
Regents for Higher Education to offer ITV
courses.
- Nursing is committed to this process as
all theory classes are presented via ITV
simultaneously to all 3 sites.

Re-evaluate as
mission or core
values change
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PROGRAM EVALUATION
ACEN Standard 2 Faculty and Staff
Component

2.1 Full-time faculty
hold a minimum of a
graduate degree with a
major in nursing. Fulland part-time faculty
include those
individuals teaching
and/or evaluating
students in classroom,
clinical, or laboratory
settings.
2.2 Part-time faculty
hold a minimum of a
baccalaureate degree
with a major in
nursing; a minimum of
50% of the part-time
faculty also hold a
graduate degree with a
major in nursing.
2.3 Faculty (full- and
part-time) credentials
meet governing
organization and state
requirements.
2.4 Preceptors, when
utilized, are
academically and
experientially
qualified, oriented,
mentored, and
monitored, and have

PLAN
Expected Level of
Frequency of
Achievement
Assessment

Assessment
Method/s

IMPLEMENTATION
Results of Data Collection and Analysis
Actions for
Program
Development,
Maintenance, or
Revision
100% compliance see faculty profile table Continue to monitor.
No changes needed

100% compliance.

During hiring and
annually in the
fall

Review of
transcripts

100% compliance.

During hiring

Review of
transcripts

100% compliance see faculty profile table

Continue to monitor.
No changes needed

100% compliance.

During hiring

Review of
transcripts

100% compliance see faculty profile table

None needed at this
time

100% compliance.

Upon selection of
preceptor sites
and during
clinical rotation
and site visits by
faculty

-Daily rounding
by faculty at
selected clinical
sites.
-Input from
preceptors using
preceptor forms

-100% compliance
-The policy for preceptors is adhered to as
stated by the OBN Preceptor Policy for
Registered Nurses and Licensed Practical
Nurses (http://www.ok.gov/nursing/edprecpt.pdf).

Currently
developing an
evaluation tool
specific for student
evaluation of
preceptor
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clearly documented
roles and
responsibilities.
2.5 The number of fulltime faculty is
sufficient to ensure that
the student learning
outcomes and program
outcomes are achieved.

-Preceptors oriented and mentored by
faculty when making rounds
Maintain the
following ratios
-Theory-1:24
-Freshman clinical1:8
-Sophomore
clinical-1:6.

Every semester

-OBN annual
report
-Total number of
students compared
to faculty

2.6 Faculty (full- and
part-time) maintain
expertise in their areas
of responsibility, and
their performance
reflects scholarship and
evidence-based
teaching and clinical
practices.

100% compliance.

Annually in
spring semester

2.7 The number,
utilization, and
credentials of staff and
non-nurse faculty
within the nursing
education unit are
sufficient to achieve
the program goals and
outcomes.

Sufficient staff
assistants present at
all three (3) sites.

As needed and
annually

-Faculty
evaluation form
-Faculty submit
professional
development
including but not
limited to:
Continuing
education,
certifications,
workshops,
seminars and
conferences to
Division Chair
Discuss faculty
perception of
clerical support at
faculty meetings
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-100% compliance
-NOC’s total college faculty/student ratio
is 1:24.
- OBN, Annual Report for ADN schools,
as indicated in the FY 2012 statistics, the
ratio 1:20.
-NOC’s total nursing program 1:15,
currently is at 1:14.
-Mean maximum clinical group statewide
1:9
- NOC’s maximum is 1:8
-Expertise of faculty is in gerontology,
breastfeeding/lactation, mental health/
psychiatric, home health, hospice, ICU,
ER, OR, medical/surgical, cardiac and
pediatric.
-A variety of graduate preparation from
different programs is also reflected in the
nursing faculty.
-Professional development evidence will
be available in each faculty file.

No action needed
since ratios are
below state level

During the 2006 NLNAC survey, the team
identified an area needing improvement:
provide secretarial assistants in Enid and
Stillwater. This was initiated in 2007.

The nursing division
proposed in 2012
that the two (2) part
time staff assistants
be changed to ¾
time, but
unfortunately this
request was denied
due to budget
restraints. With
additional
requirements from

Allocate $900.00 in
the academic year
2013-2014 for full
time faculty to
utilize for
professional
development

2.8 Faculty (full- and
part-time) are oriented
and mentored in their
areas of responsibility.

100% are oriented
and mentored
according to the
nursing program
policy.

During the first
year of
employment

-New employee
orientation
checklist
-New faculty are
assigned a mentor

The newly developed nursing faculty
satisfaction survey has been distributed to
the nursing faculty via survey monkey.
Results are pending.

2.9 Systematic
assessment of faculty
(full- and part-time)
performance
demonstrates
competencies that are
consistent with
program goals and
outcomes.

100% compliance.

-Institutionally:
annual in spring
-Student
evaluations: every
semester

-Self-evaluation
report utilizing the
institutional forms
-Student
evaluation of
faculty

-100% compliance as nursing faculty are
systematically assessed and performance
demonstrates competencies.
-Division Chair meets with each full time
faculty member to review self-evaluation
form. The Chair determines continuance
or termination of employment. All
recommendations from the Chair on rehire
and termination have been supported by
administration.
-Results of student evaluations are
reviewed by Chair and then forwarded to
faculty.
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clinical institutions
there is a greater
demand for clerical
support. Additional
staff will be
requested in May,
2014.
-New nursing
faculty have been
encouraged by the
chair to document
areas that can be
strengthened to
enhance orientation
and mentoring.
Suggestions will be
added to the new
instructor checklist.
-Upon tabulation
of data obtained
from the new faculty
satisfaction survey,
changes will be
discussed and
implemented.
Initiate faculty
evaluation process
in April

Continue to forward
student results to
faculty

2.10 Faculty (full- and
part-time) engage in
ongoing development
and receive support for
instructional and
distance technologies.

Nursing faculty
receive training at
orientation and are
updated annually
on the following:
-Blackboard
-SimChart
-Lecture capture
-ITV equipment
-Smart Board
-ATI
-Text and Evolve
resources.

Annually and as
new products are
incorporated

Faculty provide
documentation of
ongoing
development
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-Nursing faculty completed training at
orientation and were updated on the
following:
-Blackboard
-SimChart
-Lecture capture
-ITV equipment
-Smart Board
-ATI
-Text and Evolve resources

Ensure that faculty
are oriented to new
products

PROGRAM EVALUATION
ACEN Standard 3 Students
Component

PLAN
Expected Level of
Frequency of
Achievement
Assessment

Assessment
Method/s

3.1 Policies for nursing
students are congruent
with those of the
governing
organization, publicly
accessible, nondiscriminatory, and
consistently applied;
differences are justified
by the student learning
outcomes and program
outcomes.

-100% compliance.
Majority of the
policies are
consistent with the
college.
Differences are
minimal and
justified 100% of
the time.
-At least 90% of the
students will agree
or strongly agree,
the student
handbook is
available.
-The Nursing
Student Handbook
will be updated
annually.

Annually in the
spring retreat to
be ready the
following fall
semester

-Nursing Chair
and faculty review
student policies
and syllabi.
A comparative
analysis is
performed against
the college’s
policies.

3.2 Public information
is accurate, clear,
consistent, and

All information
about the Division
is current, accurate,

When changes
occur or new

Division Chair
and/or faculty
members
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IMPLEMENTATION
Results of Data Collection and Analysis
Actions for
Program
Development,
Maintenance, or
Revision
-100% compliance.
-No direct action
-NOC’s policies are located in the Guide
required unless
to Student Rights and Responsibilities
clinical requirement
(updated annually) and NOC Catalog
and/ or institutional
(updated annually) which are all located
policies change
on NOC’s website; whereas, nursing’s
policies are located in the Nursing Faculty
and Nursing Student Handbooks.
-The following policies were reviewed:
admission and selection, retention,
progression, graduation requirements,
withdrawal and dropping, readmission,
transfers, advanced standing for LPN’s,
math test, professional liability insurance,
criminal background checks and drug
testing, health requirements, dress
regulations, social media and electronic
devices, confidentiality accidents and
errors including sharp, dismissal,
grievance process, and substance abuse.
-The nursing student handbook is
accessible to students as it is handed out
the first day of class on the freshman level.
-Continue to
-Outcome met, 2013: 98% of current
monitor. No change
agreed or strongly agreed that the student
needed
handbook was made available to them.
-Continue to
-Nursing Student Handbook updated and
monitor. No change
completed, summer 2013.
needed
-The name, address and telephone number Continue to update
of the ACEN and the accreditation status
as needed. In an
is on page 4 of the NOC catalog. This
effort to make our

accessible, including
the program’s
accreditation status and
the NLNAC/ACEN
contact information.

and consistent
100% of the time.

media pieces are
produced

continually update
the website.

information is also listed on the Division
of Nursing webpage
(http://www.noc.edu/accreditations).
-Nursing application is current and
available online.

3.3 Changes in
policies, procedures,
and program
information are clearly
and consistently
communicated to
students in a timely
manner.

All nursing students
will indicate in
writing that they
have read the
policies and are
responsible for the
information.

-The first
semester upon
entering
-The student
affirmation form
is signed every
semester.

-Policies are
reviewed/modified
in spring for
printing over the
summer and
distribution to all
students in the
fall.
-Recorded student
signatures are kept
in a locked file in
the Division
office.

3.4 Student services
are commensurate with
the needs of nursing
students, including
those receiving
instruction using
alternative methods of
delivery.

At least 90% of the
students will agree
or strongly agree
that student services
are helpful.

Every semester

Student
completion of
Student Program
Evaluation

Policy changes are communicated to
students through the student work guide
and student handbook. The syllabi, work
guides, instructor’s explanations, and
Nursing Student Handbook are the
primary methods used to communicate
changes. On the first day of class, changes
can be made verbally to all students. Email, Blackboard and NOC portal are
other techniques employed for
communication. However, after the first
day of classes, major changes are avoided
unless mandated by OBN, ACEN and/or
NCSBN.
See below for results from spring 2013 to
spring 2012.
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program outcomes
available to the
public, Nursing
Division and
Academic Affairs is
currently working to
develop a brochure
with program
outcomes and
results.
No action unless
changes are
mandated.

Based upon student
comments, the
faculty distributed
copies of
evaluations to the
Vice President for
Academic Affairs,
Dr. Pam Stinson. A
college wide student
survey was
conducted in spring,
2013 for these
departments.
Findings were then
distributed to
appropriate

departments for
review.

Tonkawa

Enid

Stillwater

Total Program

Student Evaluation of Ancillary Services
Freshman
No data 88%
99%
Freshman: No comments
Sophomore 80%
74%
No Data Sophomore: Financial Aid
office is hateful
Freshman
96%
92%
90%
The financial aid &
Sophomore 92%
100% 84%
bookstore/registrar office had
very rude employees. Acted
“put out” that they had to assist
students; Registrar staff &
financial aid advisors are very
rude; bookstore didn’t have all
books available at beginning of
semester
Freshman
No data 96%
65%
Freshman: Stillwater financial
Sophomore 81%
75%
84%
aid people are incompetent
Sophomore: Financial aid office
is terrible; bookstore is rude
Both
89%
82%
79%
See comments above
Freshman
and
Sophomore

3.5 Student
educational records
are in compliance with
the policies of the
governing
organization and state
and federal guidelines.
3.6 Compliance with
the Higher Education
Reauthorization Act
Title IV eligibility and
certification
requirements is

-100% compliance
by Admission &
Records Office.
-100% compliance
by Financial Aid
Office

Annually and
according to
regulatory agency
guidelines

100% compliance
by Financial Aid
office.

-Internal audits
every 6 months
-External audits
annually

Communicate with
Director of Financial
Aid, Vice President of
Academic Affairs and
Registrar regarding
compliance with the
policies.
Financial Aid notifies
Division Chair as
needed.
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Per the Financial Aid officer and the
Registrar the College is in compliance
with all guidelines and regulations.

No action needed

Per the Financial Aid officer the College
is in compliance with all guidelines and
regulations.

No action needed

maintained, including
default rates and the
results of financial or
compliance audits.
3.6.1 A written,
comprehensive student
loan repayment
program addressing
student loan
information,
counseling,
monitoring, and
cooperation with
lenders is available.
3.6.2 Students are
informed of their
ethical responsibilities
regarding financial
assistance.
3.6.3 Financial aid
records are maintained
in compliance with the
policies of the
governing
organization, state,
and federal guidelines.
3.7 Records reflect
that program
complaints and
grievances receive due
process and include
evidence of resolution.

3.8 Orientation to
technology is
provided, and

100% compliance
by Financial Aid
office.

As required by
regulatory agency
guidelines

Financial Aid has sole
responsibility

Per the Financial Aid officer the College
is in compliance with all guidelines and
regulations.

No action needed

100% compliance
by Financial Aid
office.

As required by
regulatory agency
guidelines.

Financial Aid has sole
responsibility

Per the Financial Aid officer the College
is in compliance with all guidelines and
regulations.

No action needed

100% compliance
by Financial Aid
office.

As required by
regulatory agency
guidelines

Financial Aid has sole
responsibility

Per the Financial Aid officer the College
is in compliance with all guidelines and
regulations.

No action needed

100% compliance.

As needed

Faculty reviews
complaints when
received

-Address
complaints
-Remind students of
the Chain of
Command and
appeals process

100% of students
will be oriented to
educational

On admission to
program and
ongoing

-Hands on training
-Website

-No formal complaints as defined by
ACEN have been lodged.
-The nursing faculty have defined
complaints as written statements of
dissatisfaction made by a currently
enrolled nursing student(s), alumni, or
others regarding policies and/or
practices utilized in the nursing
program. Complaints about the program
and their resolution are addressed and
documented.
-Orientation and support are provided to
100% of students.
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No action needed

technological support
is available to
students.

technology services
and resources.

3.9 Information
related to technology
requirements and
policies specific to
distance education are
accurate, clear,
consistent, and
accessible.

Policies will be
accurate and
accessible per IT’s
requirements.

As needed
according to IT’s
guidelines

- NOC helpdesk –
Handouts
-Orientation and
written instructions in
every work guide.
-IT is solely
responsible of review
and implementation of
IT policies.
-College website
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-Orientation and support include but not
limited to: Blackboard, ATI, SimChart,
and Evolve.

-The IT department is responsible for
updating information and policies for
distance learning.
-Blackboard is used to provide distance
education.
-The NOC college website supports the
policies and requirements specific to
distance education and technologies.

Nursing division
will work with IT
as needed

PROGRAM EVALUATION
ACEN Standard 4 Curriculum
Component

PLAN
Expected Level of
Frequency of
Achievement
Assessment

4.1 The curriculum
incorporates
established
professional standards,
guidelines, and
competencies, and has
clearly articulated
student learning
outcomes and program
outcomes consistent
with contemporary
practice.

The curriculum
incorporates
established
professional
standards,
guidelines, and
competencies and
has clearly
articulated student
learning and
program outcomes.

Every three (3)
years at spring
retreat

4.2 The student
learning outcomes are
used to organize the
curriculum, guide the
delivery of instruction,
direct learning
activities, and evaluate
student progress.

The student learning
outcomes are used
to organize the
curriculum, guide
the delivery of
instruction, direct
learning activities,

At the end of
every semester

Assessment
Method/s

-Curriculum review
according to the
results of Linking the
NCLEX to practice
analysis.
-For professional
standards-ANA
Standards of Care.
-For guidelines and
competenciesNCLEX results and
blueprint.
-Student learning
outcomes are
formulated to be
consistent with
NCSBN standards.
-Program outcomes
are derived from the
nursing program’s
mission, philosophy,
SLO, and
requirements from the
OBN and ACEN.
-ATI results
-Course grades
-Graduate surveys
-Employer surveys
-Advisory Committee
-Clinical Evaluation
Tools
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IMPLEMENTATION
Results of Data Collection and
Actions for
Analysis
Program
Development,
Maintenance, or
Revision
Please refer to standard 6.1
Continue to
Curriculum reviewed according to the
monitor, no change
results of Linking the NCLEX to
needed
practice analysis. Curriculum reviewed
in spring retreat.

-Results of the methods of evaluation
indicate that the current curriculum
outcomes do organize the curriculum,
guide learning activities and the delivery
of instruction, as well as, the evaluation
of student progress.

Continue to assess
results of various
evaluation methods
at the end of the
semester and indepth at the faculty
retreat

and evaluate student
progress.

4.3 The curriculum is
developed by the
faculty and regularly
reviewed to ensure
integrity, rigor, and
currency.

The faculty
compare, review
and revise
curriculum based
upon the NCLEX
blueprint and
linking practice to
the NCLEX results.

Every three (3)
years at the
spring retreat

4.4 The curriculum
includes general
education courses that
enhance professional
nursing knowledge
and practice.

General education
courses will
enhance
professional nursing
knowledge and
practice.

Every three (3)
years at spring
retreat

-Team Meetings to
review learning
activities
-Student end of course
evaluations
-Faculty retreats
-Advisory Committee
-Graduates and
current students
-Clinical agencies
-ATI course content
tests
-ATI RN
predictability test
-Additionally, the
faculty compare the
curriculum to the
results of the
NCSBN’s RN
Practice Analysis:
Linking the NCLEXRN Examination to
Practice
-Faculty minutes

-Faculty review of
curriculum in relation
to general education
courses and the needs
of the nursing
profession and
healthcare
-Requirements
mandated by the
Oklahoma State
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-Deficiencies are directed to the
curriculum committee and the retention
committee.

-ATI Pharmacology Made Easy has
been added to the curriculum in Seminar
I.
-The top 200 drug products (in Adult II)
are updated annually.
-Additionally, the faculty compared the
curriculum to the results of the
NCSBN’s RN Practice Analysis:
Linking the NCLEX-RN Examination to
Practice.
-The curriculum committee and/or
faculty and/or chair present proposals
and the faculty discuss and vote on
changes based upon existing data, best
practices, and needs of the program as
well as program and student learning
outcomes. Major content revisions are
often completed in faculty
retreats/meetings and require approval
of the full nursing faculty. Minor
content revisions are conducted on the
team level for each course. The
curriculum/critical thinking committee
is another avenue for revisions.
-The nursing philosophy states that the
“faculty views client as a holistic being”
and that nursing education should be
“based on principles derived from
general education, adult learning,
psychosocial, biophysical, and nursing
sciences.”
-General education courses: Psychology
and Sociology- correlate to the
Psychosocial Integrity on NCLEX.

-ATI Pharmacology
Made Easy will be
incorporated into
nursing theory
courses
-Faculty are
encouraged by the
chair to utilize the
free ATI webinar
regarding
curriculum, test
writing and clinical
evaluations
-Continue to
include all faculty
in the review of
curriculum
-Assist new faculty
to understand the
curriculum as a
whole.

-Standardized
curriculum for all
three (3) campuses
regarding physical
education-have
received approval
from ACEN to
delete the two (2)
hours of physical
education from

4.5 The curriculum
includes cultural,
ethnic, and socially
diverse concepts and
may also include
experiences from
regional, national, or
global perspectives.

The curriculum
includes cultural,
ethnic and socially
diverse concepts
and may include
experience from
regional, national or
global perspectives.

At the end of
every semester

Regents for Higher
Education

Biology, Anatomy and Physiology, and
Microbiology- correlate to Physiological
Adaptation and Safety and Infection
Control on NCLEX.
English courses-correlate to the
integrated process of Communication
and Documentation on NCLEX
History and Government- accountable
member of the discipline of nursing and
as an accountable citizen for social
responsibility
Physical education-Health Promotion
and Maintenance on NCLEX

-Case studies
-Clinical assignments
-Evaluation of SLO
(evaluate healthcare
issues in a global
perspective and create
relationships by
combining therapeutic
communication and
interpersonal skills to
facilitate achievement
of holistic health
within the cultural
context) on employer
and graduate surveys

Faculty review of this area revealed that
adequate learning activities were in
place, which included but is not limited
to the following:
Fundamentals
Trend: Multicultural diversity
Topic: Culture and Spirituality
Objective: Identify client cultural
practices and beliefs when planning and
providing care.
Clinical: Stillwater Medical Center
provides adult care for a multicultural
diverse population from Oklahoma State
University. Ponca City Medical Center
(PCMC) in Ponca City has a large
population of Native Americans.
Integris Bass and St. Mary’s in Enid
have a growing Spanish American
population. A population that is unique
and served in the Enid area are the
Marshallese, Pacific Islanders.
Adult I
Trend: Cultural
Topic: Alterations in Nutrition:
Diabetes Mellitus
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Tonkawa and Enid
graduation
requirements.
Stillwater never had
these requirements
based upon a lack
of facilities and
faculty.
-No other changes
needed unless
mandated by the
Oklahoma State
Regents for Higher
Education
-Review and update
case studies as
needed
-Continue to
include culturally,
ethnically and
socially diverse
clinical assignments
-Monitor results of
evaluation tools for
the previous listed
SLOs

Objective: Apply cultural and spiritual
principles to an adolescent and/or an
adult diabetic client.
Clinical: A Diabetic case study
incorporates the following question: The
primary care provider has prescribed an
1800 kcal diet for MM. Develop a diet
for MM, include cultural preferences.
Students must research and find cultural
preferences that relate to diet for an
African American.
Maternal-child
Trend: Cultural & Social Diversity
Topic: Newborn and Pediatric: Blood
Objective: Provide care, education,
alternative/complimentary therapies for
the needs of a newborn/pediatric client.
Clinical: All sophomore students attend
OU’s Children Hospital to broaden
clinical experiences with culturally and
socially diverse populations of pediatric
clients.
Adult II
Trend: Multicultural Nursing
Topic: Malignancy
Objective: Assess psychosocial, spiritual
and occupational factors affecting care
and plan interventions as appropriate.
Clinical: One of the clinical assignments
for a specialty area entitled
“Multicultural Nursing” includes the
following objectives:
1. Demonstrate and discuss at
least three pertinent client
assessments performed to
distinguish important cultural
data
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2.
3.

Demonstrate culturally
sensitive care
Discuss aspects of diet, beliefs,
and home/folk remedies based
upon the different cultures.

Seminar I
Trend: Cultural Effects on
Pharmacology
Topic: Pharmacogenetics
Objective: Describe factors that can
affect pharmacology.
Clinical: Does not have a clinical
component. However, race and
pharmacogenetics are discussed in class
with the following examples: African
American-ACE inhibitors work better
than beta-blockers; Asians-need smaller
doses of beta blockers.

4.6 The curriculum
and instructional
processes reflect
educational theory,
interprofessional
collaboration,
research, and current
standards of practice.

The curriculum and
instructional
processes reflect
educational theory,
interprofessional
collaboration,
research, and
current standards of
practice.

At the end of
every semester

Faculty, team and
retreat minutes
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Seminar II
Trend: Sexual Harassment
Topic: Work Place Issues
Objective: Describe some work place
issues that you may encounter.
Clinical: Does not have a clinical
component. However, sexual
harassment is defined and discussed
with an overview in preventive methods
as well as interventions to employ if
needed.
Faculty review revealed that
instructional processes reflect
educational theory, interdisciplinary
collaboration, research and best
practices to stimulate the cognitive,
affective and psychomotor domains of
student learning

-Continue to
incorporate best
practices into
respective courses
as needed
-Continue to update
and revise
-Continue to
provide faculty with

4.7 Evaluation
methodologies are
varied, reflect
established
professional and
practice competencies,
and measure the
achievement of the
student learning
outcomes.

Evaluation
methodologies are
varied, reflect
established
professional and
practice
competencies, and
measure the
achievement of the
student learning
outcomes.

At the end of
every semester

-Pen-and-paper
multiple choice test
items, alternate style
questions included
-Summative and
formative evaluation
by unit exams and a
comprehensive final
-Test item analysis for
every written unit and
final exams
-SOS Remediation as
per guidelines in work
guides-only for
students making
<74% on unit exams.
Points deducted from
unit exam grade if not
completed.
-Vocabulary quizzes
-NCLEX Questions
assigned to
sophomores
-ATI Proctored and
Non-proctored
computer based
exams
-ATI skills module
assignment. Student
must complete prior
to skills lab class.
-Skills Mastery using
a skills checklist,
student must master at
74% and miss no
starred/critical items
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-Faculty reviewed evaluation methods
and determined evaluation methods
reflect professional and practice
competencies as well as, SLOs
-ATI proctored exams provide a means
of comparing students’ achievement
with a national norm as well as faculty
produced exams.

resources to
enhance
instructional
processes
Continue to review
and revise as
determined by
results of evaluation
tools

in specified time
frame
-Students required to
practice 3 times with
peers and receive
signatures prior to
mastery with an
instructor
-Mastery must be
completed before
performance in the
clinical area
-Freshman skills final
includes:
(1) Problem stations,
(2) Skills stations,
(3) Assessment station
for first semester or
Care plan station for
second semester
-Weekly clinical
evaluation tool that
demonstrates
progression of student
skills and knowledge
utilizing coordinator
of care and
professional
accountability
-Specialty and
Observational Areas,
guidelines as specified
in each work guide
-Clinical assignments:
Pre care plans, written
assignments,
presentations, vital
sign
assignment…more
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4.8 The length of time
and the credit hours
required for program
completion are
congruent with the
attainment of
identified student
learning outcomes and
program outcomes and
consistent with the
policies of the
governing
organization, state and
national standards, and
best practices.

100% compliance.

When changes
occurs in
requirements of
governing bodies

4.9 Practice learning
environments support
the achievement of
student learning
outcomes and program
outcomes.

Practice learning
environments
support the
achievement of
student learning
outcomes and
program outcomes.

At the end of
every semester

Tonkawa

Freshman
Sophomore

details in each work
guide
-Case studies
-Written and verbal
instructor feedback
-When needed
counseling forms are
utilized
-Employer surveys
-Graduate surveys

-Clinical agency
evaluation
-Student evaluation of
clinical agency
-Faculty evaluation of
clinical agency
-Contracts

The length of the program is satisfactory
in helping students achieve the program
outcomes and obtain sufficient
knowledge and skills necessary for
nursing employment. This is based on
the following findings:
(1) employments rates, 86-100% within
six (6) months
(2) desirability of graduates, 100% of
employers would hire/rehire Northern’s
nursing graduates. The length of the
program also allows sufficient time for
LPNs and students that transfer into
Northern to graduate with a seamless
progression.

No changes needed
at this time

-Total program outcome met for varied
clinical experiences: spring 2013, and
ending with spring 2012. See results
below
-Total program outcome met for critical
thinking skills: spring 2013, and ending
with spring 2012. See results below

Review and revise
based upon
feedback from
agency, faculty and
student evaluations

Various Clinical Experiences
100%
88%
100%
Freshman: Our practicum
87%
100%
No data teaching was abysmal, to say
the least; we were barely out of
our chairs in the lab; want more
than one instructor to teach lab
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Enid
Stillwater
Total
Program

Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Both
Freshman
and
Sophomore

100%
96%
96%
100%
96%

100%
100%
100%
97%
97%

89%
100%
93%
100%
96%

Sophomore: During clinical let
us actually act like nurses
instead of glorified aides
Freshman: No comments
specific to critical thinking
Outcomes met
Outcomes met

Tonkawa

Freshman
Sophomore

Critical Thinking Skills
100%
97%
100%
100%
87%
No data

Enid

Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore

96%
96%
88%
97%

96%
100%
96%
97%

90%
100%
86%
100%

Both
Freshman
and
Sophomore

96%

95%

93%

Stillwater

Total
Program

4.10 Students
participate in clinical
experiences that are
evidence-based and
reflect contemporary

Students participate
in clinical
experiences that are
evidence-based and
reflect

At the end of
every semester

Monitoring of
clinical agencies
for ongoing
accreditation and
current best
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Wants theory and
practicum grade
combined. Want more
hours. Some specialty
areas do nothing for
us.
Outcome criteria met
Less skills lab and
more time in clinical.
Focus more on
independent nursing
interventions.
Outcome criteria met

-Review revealed that all agencies are
accredited and in compliance
-Current contract on file in nursing
division

Continue to uphold
safety standards

practice and nationally
established client
health and safety goals.

contemporary
practice and
nationally
established client
health and safety
goals.

practices and
nationally
established patient
health and safety
goals as required
by their
accrediting bodies

4.11 Written
agreements for clinical
practice agencies are
current, specify
expectations for all
parties, and ensure the
protection of students.

100% compliance.

-Contracts:
Annually
-Clinical
requirements:
every semester

-Review of
contract by
Division Chair
-Completion of
clinical agency
forms

4.12 Leaning activities,
instructional materials,
and evaluation
methods are
appropriate for all
delivery formats and
consistent with the
student learning
outcomes.

Leaning activities,
instructional
materials, and
evaluation methods
are appropriate for
all delivery formats
and consistent with
the student learning
outcomes.

At the end of
every semester

-ATI results
-Course grades
-Graduate surveys
-Employer
surveys
-Advisory
Committee
-Clinical
Evaluation Tools
-Team Meetings
to review learning
activities
-Student end of
course evaluations
-Faculty retreats
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-Students must pass OSHA test at 100% to
attend clinical
-Students must pass math test prior to
administering medications
-Students must pass skills mastery prior to
performing skill in clinical area
-Students receive the National Patient
Safety Goals in work guide
The contract’s basic format stays the same
with responsibilities of the school and
responsibilities of the facility delineated in
outline format; however, depending upon
the facility, some provisions are
added/changed/deleted. Expectations
between the college and each facility in
the areas of insurance coverage,
termination, confidentiality, HIPAA
compliance, immunizations, background
checks, urine 10 panel drug screen and
nondiscrimination are listed
Despite an increase in retention, based
upon formal and informal student
feedback, ITV and theory exams have
caused some frustration

No action at this
time, but will
continue to review

-Introduced Lecture
Capture in fall, 2013
-Continue with test
item analysis and
revision of tests as
needed
-Nursing Chair
encouraged faculty
to view free ATI
webinar resources
for test writing
-ITV will be
addressed in
standard 5,
Resources

PROGRAM EVALUATION
ACEN Standard 5 Resources
Component

5.1 Fiscal resources are
sustainable, sufficient
to ensure the
achievement of the
student learning
outcomes and program
outcomes and
commensurate with
resources of the
governing
organization.

5.2 Physical resources
are sufficient to ensure
the achievement of the
nursing education unit
outcomes, and meet the
needs of the faculty,
staff, and students.

PLAN
Expected Level of
Frequency of
Achievement
Assessment

Assessment
Method/s

Fiscal resources are Annually in
-Budget reports
sustainable,
spring
-Faculty meeting
sufficient to ensure
the achievement of
the student learning
outcomes and
program outcomes
and commensurate
with resources of
the governing
organization.
Divisions
Instruction IT & Other Support-All Divisions
HPE&R
Fine Arts
NURSING
Sponsored Programs-TANF, Child Development
Business
Social Science
Language Arts
Science & Math
TOTAL
-Physical resources
Annually or
Student
are sufficient.
at the end of
evaluation tool
-90% of students
every semester
will strongly agree
or agree that
physical resources
are sufficient.
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IMPLEMENTATION
Results of Data Collection and Analysis
Actions for
Program
Development,
Maintenance, or
Revision
Fiscal resources were sufficient, but in
Continue to assess
some areas fiscal resources are limited.
fee increases and
See results below
budget reports

Percentage of Budget
11.63
3.28
8.12
11.68
4.37
7.82
12.61
14.66
25.83
100.00
Outcome met-see results below for student
satisfaction with the nursing facility from
spring 2013 and ending with spring 2012

-Implement newly
developed nursing
faculty evaluation
survey that includes
physical resources.
Tabulate and
aggregate data as
received

-Discretionary funds
requested for faculty
office furniture on
the Stillwater
campus
-Based upon student
comments, faculty
instituted the
following
interventions:
Suggested SNA
supply paper for
computer labs; and
computer lab at all
three (3) campuses
have electronic key
code access so
students can access
lab during building
hours. Stillwater,
Fountain Square,
have electronic ID’s
for access to
building, students
requested that they
have access to
building until 8:00
pm Monday through
Friday, request
granted and
implemented this
semester

Renfro

Tonkawa

Student Evaluation of the Nursing Facility
Freshman
86%
94%
99%
Freshman: Paper is not
Sophomore 86%
90%
No
supplied in computer
data
lab; have to supply
paper; classes are large
and often hard to hear
Sophomore: Should be
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5.3 Learning resources
and technology are
selected with faculty
input and are
comprehensive,
current, and accessible
to faculty and students.

Zollar

Enid

Fountain
Square

Stillwater

All Sites

Tonkawa,
Enid, and
Stillwater

-Learning resources
and technology are
selected with faculty
input and are
comprehensive,
current, and
accessible to faculty
and students.
-90% of the students
will strongly agree
or agree that the
nursing skills lab
and equipment are
sufficient and
learning resources
are helpful.

Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore

96%
92%
96%
100%

Freshman
92%
Sophomore
Annually or at the
end of every
semester

Student
evaluation
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92%
100%
100%
97%

90%
85%
100%
85%

95%

90%

able to use building
whenever we want
No comments specific to
nursing facilities
More access to what we
need; keypads on the
computer lab would be
good (done).
Outcome met

-Outcome not met-see results for skills lab
and equipment during spring 2013 and
ending with spring 2012, see results below
-Although total program outcomes for
learning resources met the criteria (2013:
92% of current students agree or strongly
agree that the electronic resources are
accessible and helpful), there were so
many comments regarding ITV that the
faculty implemented changes. See results
below

-Implement newly
developed nursing
faculty evaluation
survey that includes
learning resources
Tabulate and
aggregate data as
received
-Based upon the
student comments,
the faculty discussed
the following:
appropriate use of
skills supplies and
faculty should plan
on 2 supplies per
student, one to
practice with and
one for skills
mastery. The
sophomore level
provides students
with a pre-made
skills kit that
contains all supplies
needed for practice
and mastery at the

beginning of the fall
semester. Faculty
developed a supply
list which states how
many supplies each
campus currently
has available and
how many supplies
each site and team
will need to order
-Discretionary funds
requested for IV arm
for each site
-Students and
faculty have
reported
technological
problems with ITV
connection,
reception and
availability. This
resulted in an
increase in
communication with
IT department and
the implementation
of Lecture Capture.
- There have been
several challenges
but nursing is
continuing to work
with IT for
resolution.

Tonkawa

Evaluation Skills Lab and Equipment
Freshman
83%
94%
82%
Freshman: Not enough
Sophomore
53%
57%
No data materials in lab, sometimes
had to share and reuse
equipment; supplies were low
in lab; not supplied with
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Enid

Stillwater

Freshman
Sophomore

100%
88%

100%
100%

96%
93%

enough catheters
Sophomore: Equipment was
out of date and had to share
kits; skills lab needs to be
updated; wish we could
practice on each other;
equipment always broken;
access to more lab supplies
and usage
Sophomore: Often wasn’t
enough supplies; old or not
current; lab could be better;
more equipment
Freshman: Equipment varies

Freshman
96%
96%
89%
Sophomore
94%
94%
93%
Total Program Both
86%
90%
90.6%
See above for comments
Freshman and
Sophomore
Student Evaluation of Learning Resources
Tonkawa
Freshman
93%
94%
99%
Sophomore: ITV has problems;
Sophomore 80%
100%
No data Terrible ITV every day; ITV not
sufficient to learn
Enid
Freshman
96%
64%
78%
Freshman: No comments in
Sophomore 89%
96%
82%
spring 2012. ITV messes up a
lot, ITV needs to work on
getting their equipment up to
date; causes delays in lecture
Sophomore: No comment in
spring 2012. Portal/ITV not
always reliable, video quality
not great, you had to push button
for 15 minutes to verify you
were watching; ITV better
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Stillwater
Total
Program

Freshman
Sophomore
Both
Freshman
and
Sophomore

5.4 Fiscal, physical,
technological, and
learning resources are
sufficient to meet the
needs of the faculty
and student engaged in
alternative methods of
delivery.

100%
97%
92%

Fiscal, physical,
technological, and
learning resources
are sufficient to
meet the needs of
the faculty and
student engaged in
alternative methods
of delivery.

100%
87%
91%

100%
100%
92%

At the end of
every semester

before they messed with it
No comments
Outcome met

Student
evaluations
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See results listed above in 5.1 through 5.3

Implement newly
developed nursing
faculty evaluation
survey that includes
learning resources
Tabulate and
aggregate data as
received

PROGRAM EVALUATION
ACEN Standard 6 Outcomes
Component

PLAN
Expected Level of
Frequency of
Achievement
Assessment

Assessment
Method/s

6.1 The systematic
plan for evaluation of
the nursing education
unit emphasizes the
ongoing assessment
and evaluation of each
of the following:
•Student leaning
outcome;
•Program outcomes;
•Role-specific graduate
competencies; and
•The ACEN Standards.

IMPLEMENTATION
Results of Data Collection and Analysis
Actions for
Program
Development,
Maintenance, or
Revision
See results below
See actions below

The systematic plan Annually in fall
-SLO
for evaluation of the semester
-Program
nursing education
outcome
unit emphasizes the
-Role-specific
ongoing assessment
competencies
and evaluation of
-ACEN standards
each of the
-ATI proctored
following:
exams
•Student leaning
outcome;
•Program outcomes;
•Role-specific
graduate
competencies; and
•The ACEN
Standards.
ATI Tests-Student Learning Outcomes73% of class will be at or above the expected outcome; results are for the
total program; each site is also assessed and will be available for review in the document room.
Components/Req Expected Level of
Actual Level of
Action
Frequency of
uired Outcomes
Achievement
Achievement/Results
Assessment
with Assessment
Methods
Critical Thinking
At or Above 50th
2013: 69 Percentile
Upon review faculty
Annually, Fall
Entrance
Percentile for National 2012: 83 Percentile
found no links
semester
Freshman
Program Percentile
2011: 73 Percentile
between the critical
2010: 95 Percentile
thinking entrance
2009: 85 Percentile
exam and NCLEX
exam results. Faculty
are now discussing
focusing on clinical
reasoning rather than
critical thinking since
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Critical Thinking
Exit
Sophomore

At or Above 50th
Percentile for National
Program Percentile

2012: 73 Percentile
2011: 76 Percentile
2010: 67 Percentile
2009: 79 Percentile

Fundamentals

At or Above Level 2

2013: 56%
2012: 67%
2011: 54%
2010: 83%
2009: 85%

critical thinking is
used across multiple
disciplines and is not
specific to the
nursing profession;
whereas, clinical
reasoning
incorporates
knowledge, nursing
process and skill
acquisitions.
No evidence of why
there was a lower
percentage in 2010,
however, upon
further examination
no correlation was
found between the
critical thinking exit
exam and NCLEX
pass rate. In 2011
faculty stressed the
importance of the exit
exam to students
prior to administering
exam. In 2012 it
became a part of the
students’ Seminar II
grades.
Changing ATI nonproctored exam to
include a specified
time completion with
a specified time for
remediation based
upon result (focus
review). This will be
done for form A and
form B. Points will
be awarded for
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Annually,
Spring semester

Annually, Fall
semester

Mental-Health

At or Above Level 2

2013: 52%
2012: 71%
2011: 68%
2010: 53%
2009: 55%

Nutrition-started
spring 2013

At or Above Level 1lower because
OB/Peds nutrition
information is on test,
students do not receive
this information until
the third semester
At or Above Level 2

2013: 70%

Maternal
Newborn

Nursing Care of
Children

At or Above Level 2

2013: 93%
2012: 78%
2011: 79%
2010: 92%
2009: 66%
2013: 68%
2012: 49%
2011: 62%
2010: 60%
2009: 39.5%

completion.
Changing ATI nonproctored exam to
include a specified
time completion with
a specified time for
remediation based
upon result (focus
review). This will be
done for form A and
form B. Points will
be awarded for
completion.
Need further data.
Moving test date to
Adult II in final
semester and will
assess progression.

Annually,
Spring semester

Annually,
Spring semester

Standard met,
continue to monitor.
No change needed.

Annually, Fall
semester

Changing ATI nonproctored exam to
include a specified
time completion with
a specified time for
remediation based
upon result (focus
review). This will be
done for form A and
form B. Points will
be awarded for
completion.
The faculty also are
evaluating other
textbooks.

Annually, Fall
semester
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Community
Health NursingStarted fall, 2013
Nursing
Pharmacology

Adult Med-Surg

Nursing
Leadership-Will
start spring, 2014
RN Predictability

Faculty moved ATI
proctored Nursing
Care of Children to
end of Fall semester.
Implementing

At or Above Level 2

2013: 53.4%

At or Above Level 1
Score is lower because
students have not
completed Adult II,
advanced med-surg
At or Above Level 2

2012: 86%
2011: 82%
2010: 98%
2009: 92%

Standard met,
continue to monitor.
No change needed.

Annually, Fall
semester

2013: 82%
2012: 76%
2011: 74%
2010: 69%
2009: 61%

Standard met,
continue to monitor.
Faculty will
incorporate ATI
Pharmacology Made
Easy 2.0 into lecture
content.

Annually,
Spring semester

At or Above Level 2

No data until 2014

90% passing
predictability

2013: 64%
2012: 68%
2011: 78%
2010: 75%
2009: 65%

6.2 Evaluation findings
are aggregated and
trended by program
option, location, and

Evaluation findings
are aggregated and
trended by program
option, location, and

Every semester

Annually, Fall
semester

Annually,
Spring semester
Implementing focus
Annually,
review for results of
Spring semester
the non-proctored RN
predictability test that
must be completed
prior to online
proctored exam in
Seminar II. Data will
be trended after
implementation of
changes regarding
focus
review/remediation in
all courses.
-SLO
-Faculty reviewed multiple data items,
-Program outcome such as: NCLEX RN pass rates;
-Role-specific
graduation rates; employer and graduate
competencies
survey results as these results are reported
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The faculty wanted
to strengthen the
overall
documentation of

date of completion and
are sufficient to inform
program decisionmaking for the
maintenance and
improvement of the
student learning
outcomes and the
program outcomes.

date of completion
and are sufficient to
inform program
decision-making for
the maintenance and
improvement of the
student learning
outcomes and the
program outcomes.

-ACEN standards
-ATI proctored
exams

6.3 Evaluation findings
are shared with
communities of
interest.

Evaluation findings
are shared with
communities of
interest.

Annually in
March

6.4 The program
demonstrates evidence
of achievement in
meeting the program
outcomes.

The program
demonstrates
evidence of
achievement in
meeting the
program outcomes.

Fall and spring
semesters

Annual reports:
-Oklahoma Board
of Nursing
-Nursing Advisory
Committee
-Nursing Division
Highlights
-Oklahoma ADN
Deans and
Directors Council
-NLNAC/ACEN
Annual Report
-NCLEX-RN pass
rate
-Graduate surveys
-Employer surveys
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in a variety of meetings. Results of the
data drive changes to curriculum in theory
and clinical and many other aspects of the
ADN program.
Examples of recent changes include:
-Implemented a survey to improve
orientation of new faculty
-Implemented Lecture Capture
-Implemented completion of ATI skills
module before attending skills lecture and
practicing skill with another student prior
to mastery
-Implemented new ATI remediation
utilizing focus review
-Faculty are deciding on a new NCLEX
RN review course
-Implemented Simchart in the fall for
sophomores and freshman in the
following spring
-Collaborated with local health
departments regarding bioterrorism
exercises
Outcomes met as results of various
surveys and program activities are shared
with various communities of interest

why decisions are
made (i.e., linking
results to decisions);
therefore, the ACEN
standards are being
added as a separate
column to
meeting/retreat
minutes

See results for each specific component
below

See individual
specific components
listed below

In an effort to make
the program
outcomes available
to the public,
Nursing Division
and Academic
Affairs are currently
working to develop
a brochure with
program outcomes
and results.

6.4.1 Performance on
licensure exam: The
program’s three-year
mean for the licensure
exam pass rate will be
at or above the national
mean for the same
three-year period.

6.4.2 Program
completion: Expected
levels of achievement
for program
completion are
determined by the
faculty and reflect
student demographics
and program options.

90%

Year
2012
2011
2010
2010-2012
Mean
73%

Annually in
December

Tonkawa
96.77
84.62
92.31
91.23
Annually in July

Analysis of
NCLEX results
from OBN

Outcome met, see results below
Total Program
2013: Pending
2012: 92.5%
2011: 92.9%
2010: 92%

NCLEX Pass Rate
Enid
Stillwater
93.3
87.5
97.67
96.3
92
91.67
94.32
91.82
Analysis of State
Board Report
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State
91.45
86.34
86.77
88.19

-Continue to
monitor
-Topics that have
been added include
SBAR, primary
healthcare provider
orders with
emphasis on nursing
responsibility for
transcribing, disaster
preparedness and
emergency response
and security plan,
and updated
laboratory values.

National
90.3
87.9
87.42
88.54

-Northern has been above the 73%
outcome except for Enid in 2009, 2010 all
campuses and 2012 in Tonkawa which had
a 61% completion rate. This is a cause for
concern.
-In an effort to increase the completion
rate, the SOS has been implemented as
well as instructor led study sessions. These
efforts are working as the 2013 completion
rates have increased on all three (3) sites.

-In fall 2012, two
(2) current faculty
members were
designated as team
coordinators. Both
team coordinators
will travel to each
campus as least one
day per week.
-Additionally, to
eliminate high stake
testing requirements,
the freshman faculty
reviewed the
previous ATI policy
and decided to add
the following
changes: students

will not be
dismissed from the
program based upon
one result of a
standardized test. To
be dismissed from
the program, they
must make less than
a Level 1 on the
proctored ATI exam
and have a theory
test average less
than a 74%. On the
sophomore level
students are required
to take the proctored
ATI exam but only
remediation is
required for scores
less than a Level 2.
-Another area that
the faculty
addressed for
completion rate was
the entrance test.
The faculty
reviewed different
pre-admission
examinations from
NLNPAX and
HESI. Both
companies presented
a mini seminar on
their specified preadmission exams.
Faculty discussed
pros and cons and
arrived at a decision
to use HESI A2 for
the ability to choose
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subject content to be
tested. This is
scheduled to begin
in January 2014.
Students will have
the opportunity to
choose between the
ACT exam or the
HESI A2 exam.
Completion rates
Year
Tonkawa
Enid
Stillwater
2013
81%
83%
76%
2012
61%
78%
73%
2011
74%
73%
80%
2010
61%
55%
64%
2009
72%
57%
75%
6.4.3 Graduate
90% will rate the
Annually in
program satisfaction:
program as very
November
Qualitative and
well or well for
quantitative measure
meeting the SLOs.
address graduates six
to twelve months postgraduation.

State
73%
68.76%
72.6%
72.7%
78.74%
-2 year graduate
survey
Analysis of 2 year
graduate survey
data by item and
aggregate using
percentages and
comparing to
previous surveys
-Analysis of 6
month graduate
survey data by
item and
aggregate using
percentages and
comparing to
previous surveys
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-2 year graduate survey: The outcome for
meeting SLOs were met except for global
perspective (2012-86%) and managing
care (2010-87%).
See results below
-6 month graduate survey: See results
below
2013: all SLOs 90% or above
2012: all SLOs 90% or above except for
global perspective was 86%
2011: No data
2010: all SLOs 90% or above except for
managing care was 87%; collaboration
was 87% and global was 73%
2009: all SLOs 90% or above except for
critical thinking 86% and client
information 87%

-Faculty voted to
change the 2 year
graduate survey to
the one year
graduate survey to
align with ACEN
standards
-For the rating on
managing care,
emphasis was placed
on assignments for
managing care,
which increased
rating.
-The rating for
global perspective
outcome was
emphasized in the
culture and
spirituality in lecture
content and case
studies. Data will be

trended for the
global perspective.
-6 month graduate
survey:
2010: Managing
Care-Emphasis was
placed on
assignments for
managing care
which increased
rating.
-The collaboration
was emphasized in
specialty areas,
utilizing various
ancillary
departments, like
cancer care, and cath
lab. This area
increased in 2012.
-2012: Global
Perspectiveemphasized in the
culture and
spirituality in lecture
content and case
studies. Data will
be trended for the
global perspective
but initially the
trend is rising.
-2009: Critical
Thinking-A critical
thinking class is
available for
students. The
SAFETY concept
was introduced and
nursing process was
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emphasized.
Additionally, faculty
devised critical
thinking
assignments and
case studies. In the
following years,
critical thinking has
not been below
90%.
-Rating Educationequipment for the
skills lab was a
concern for students;
this has proved to be
a pattern. Based
upon the student
comments, the
faculty discussed the
following:
appropriate use of
skills supplies,
faculty should plan
on two (2) supplies
per student, one to
practice with and
one for skills
mastery.
-Faculty developed a
supply list which
states how many
supplies each
campus currently
has available and
how many supplies
each site and team
will need to order.
-Grading in the
skills lab is hard to
quantify since no
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comments are
available.
-As for teaching
methods students
wanted more handson rather than seat
time.
-Practice time with
another student is
required before
mastery and faculty
were reminded to
involve students in
hands-on activities
during skill lab
lecture.
-On the freshman
level power point
skills lab
presentation were
developed for
consistency.
-Rate for Quality of
instruction and
Teaching MethodsWhile new faculty
are advantageous for
providing different
perspectives, it does
require time for
faculty to become
proficient in ITV
lecture.
-Another aspect that
has been addressed
before is the quality
of ITV. While
changes have been
implemented,
challenges still exist.
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This can be
frustrating for
students and faculty.
However,
availability of the
webstream/lecture
capture is an asset.
-Rating of
Grading/Testing-test
item analysis is used
after every test to
verify validity.
-Remediation is also
used to strengthen
weak areas but
students see this as
additional work.
Faculty are working
on strategies to
improve this aspect,
including test
writing skills and
test review.
-Rating for
Practicum/ClinicalThis trend will be
monitored; however,
the response rate
was lower for this
year.
-Overall, the faculty
want the response
rate increased.
Strategies for
improvement
include use of
survey monkey for
internet capabilities.
Student’s email
addresses are
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obtained and will be
used for sending
surveys. This will
be implemented in
2013/2014 school
year. More
responses will
provide a more
realistic data base to
make decisions.
-Additionally,
changes are being
made to the 6 month
to delineate
graduates from each
campus
Year
2012 (2010
graduates)
2011 (2009
graduates)
2010 (2008
graduates)
2009 (2007
graduates)

2 Year Graduate Program Satisfaction Survey
# of Responses/Graduates
Meeting SLOs
21/75
All SLOs 90% or above
except for global
perspective was 86%
/91
No data
16/78

23/63

All SLOs 90% or above
except for managing care
was 87%
100% for all SLOs

Rate Education
76% rated good or very
good
No data
94% rated good or very
good
100% rated good or very
good

6 Month Graduate Satisfaction Survey
Year
2013

# of
Meeting SLOs
Responses/Graduates
11/79
All SLOs 90% or
above for all criteria

Rate Education
Skill Lab: 77% (equipment) and
46% (testing) and 77% (teaching
methods); all other skills lab
criteria between 85-92% as
helpful/most helpful
Theory: 70% (instruction quality)
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6 Month Graduate Satisfaction Survey
Year

# of
Responses/Graduates

Meeting SLOs

2012

22/86

All SLOs 90% or
above except for
global perspective
was 86%

2011
2010

/96
16/75

No data
All SLOs 90% or
above except for
managing care was
87%; collaboration
was 87% and global
was 73%

Rate Education
and 50% (grading/testing) & 60%
(grading methods); all other
criteria rated between 82-100% as
helpful/most helpful
Practicum: 70% (instruction
quality); all criteria rated 80-90%
as helpful/most helpful
Skill Lab: 73% (equipment); all
other skills lab criteria between 8295% as helpful/most helpful
Theory: 77% (grading/testing &
class size); all other criteria rated
between 82-95% as helpful/most
helpful
Practicum: all criteria rated greater
than 90% as helpful/most helpful
Skill Lab: 75% (equipment) and
62% (grading/testing) and 67%
(teaching methods); all other skills
lab criteria between 80-100% as
helpful/most helpful
Theory: 50% (quality of
instruction) and 50%
(grading/testing) and 69%
(teaching methods); all other
criteria rated between 80-100% as
helpful/most helpful
Practicum: all criteria rated greater
than 87% as helpful/most helpful
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6 Month Graduate Satisfaction Survey
Year
2009

# of
Meeting SLOs
Responses/Graduates
18/91
All SLOs 90% or
above except for
critical thinking 86%
and client information
87%

6.4.4 Employer
program satisfaction:
Qualitative and
quantitative measures
address employer
satisfaction with
graduate preparation
for entry-level
positions six to twelve
months postgraduation.

90% will hire or
rehire Northern’s
graduates.

6.4.5 Job placement
rates: Expected levels
of achievement are
determined by the
faculty and are
addressed through
quantified measures six

90% will have jobs
6 months after
graduation.

Rate Education
Skills Lab: All criteria rated
between 81-100% as helpful/most
helpful
Theory: All criteria rated between
83-100% as helpful/most helpful
Practicum: all criteria rated
between 81-100% as helpful/most
helpful

Annually in
November

-Employer
Outcome met, see results below
surveys
2013: 100%
Analysis of
2012: 100%
Employer survey
2011: No data
data by item and
2010: 100%
aggregate using
2009: 100%
percentages and
comparing to
previous surveys.
-Verbal feedback
from Advisory
Committee
Program Satisfaction by Employers
Year Relation to Other ADN Graduates Hire/Rehire
2013 40% above; 40% the same; 20% NA 100%
2012 33.3% above; 66.6% the same
100%
2011 No data
2010 Above-43%; Same-57%
100%
2009 Above-33%: Same 33% NA-17%
100%
Annually in
Analysis of 6
See results in table below
November
month alumni
In 2012, 86% had jobs within the first six
survey data by
months of graduation, while 95% were
item and
employed within 12 months’ time.
aggregate using
percentages and
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Continue to monitor

-Continue to
monitor
-Changed survey
question to align
with ACEN
standards

to twelve months postgraduation.

comparing to
previous surveys
Job Placement Rates
Job Placement Rate
Full-Time/Part-Time
92%
93% FT; 0 PT; 1 not employed in healthcare
86%
86% FT; 9% PT; 1 not in nursing
No data
100%
75% FT; 18.8% PT; 6.3% not in nursing
100%
94.1% FT; 5.9% PT

Year
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009

PROGRAM EVALUATION
ACEN Standard 1 Mission and Administrative Capacity
PLAN
Expected Level of
Frequency of
Achievement
Assessment

Component

1.1 The
mission/philosophy
and program outcomes
of the nursing
education unit are
congruent with the
core values and
mission/goals of the
governing
organization.

100% congruency
between the
institution’s
mission and
outcomes and the
nursing program
mission and
outcomes.

IMPLEMENTATION
Results of Data Collection and
Actions for
Analysis
Program
Development,
Maintenance, or
Revision
Biannually/annually Analysis of
2013, Northern Oklahoma College
Assess and review
spring retreat
philosophy and
mission, vision and core values were
in Spring retreat,
screening of any
revised based upon the new strategic
2014
changes made in
plan. Nursing faculty was involved in
outcomes or major this process. During this time, the faculty
course content
developed a mission statement.
against the
Components were reviewed in faculty
philosophy/mission meeting with no revisions. 100%
statement
congruency was achieved.
Student Understanding of the Nursing
Mission Statement and Nursing
Philosophy, starting spring 2013 and
ending with spring 2012
Outcomes met
Student Understanding of the Nursing Mission Statement
Assessment
Method/s

Renfro

Tonkawa

Freshman
Sophomore

100%
86%

97%
92%

Zollar

Enid

Freshman
Sophomore

96%
92%

96%
100%
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100%
No student comment
No data specific to mission
statement
90%
Outcome met
96%

Fountain Square

Freshman
96%
100%
97%
Outcome met
Sophomore 100%
100%
100%
All Sites
Tonkawa, Freshman
95%
98%
97%
Outcome met
Enid, and
and
Stillwater
Sophomore
Student Understanding of the Nursing Philosophy
Renfro
Tonkawa Freshman
100%
94% 100%
Outcome met
Sophomore 93%
100% No
Data
Zollar
Enid
Freshman
96%
100% 90%
Outcome met
Sophomore 92%
100% 96%
Fountain Square Stillwater Freshman
96%
100% 100%
Outcome met
Sophomore 100%
100% 100%
All Sites
Tonkawa, Freshman
95%
98% 98%
Outcome met
Enid, and and
Stillwater Sophomore
1.2 The governing
organization and
nursing education unit
ensure representation
of the nurse
administrator and
nursing faculty in
governance activities;
opportunities exist for
student representation
in governance
activities.
1.3 Communities of
interest have input into
program processes and
decision making.

Stillwater

100% of full-time
nursing faculty will
be a member of at
least one (1)
institutional
committee.
Students will
participate as
nursing student
representatives and
the college’s student
government
organization.
Host or attend
annual meeting for
community of
interest:
-Advisory
Committee
-Clinical hub

Annually,
beginning of fall
semester

-Review faculty
committee
assignments
-Elect student
representation
from each campus
and each level
-Assign SNA
representative to
attend student
governance
organization

-100% of faculty are assigned at least one
(1) institutional committee and to at least
two (2) nursing committees.
-100% nursing representatives attend the
nursing meetings as needed and participate
in the institution’s student government.

Continue faculty
and student
membership in the
institutional and
divisional
committees in fall,
2014.

Annually in
March-Advisory
Committee

-Advisory
committee
minutes

-Student, faculty and agency evaluations
discussed and changes implemented based
upon data and input from advisory
committee, such as implementing 12 hour
shifts for Stillwater Medical Center,
limited access to electronic medical

Continue to host an
annual meeting in
March.
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-Clinical
negotiations
-Plus 50 Grant.

1.4 Partnerships that
exist promote
excellence in nursing
education, enhance the
profession, and benefit
the community.

Participate with the
following
partnerships:
-Community Health
Foundation
Scholarships

Biannually, spring
and fall-Clinical
hub and
negotiations

-NESA (clinical
hub) and
negotiation
minutes

At least monthlyPlus 50 Grant

-Grant meeting
minutes

Annually, fall and
spring except for
Garfield and
Nursing Career
Day and
community

-Review reports as
available.
-Student
participation in
bioterrorism
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records resulting in use of SimChart on the
sophomore level.
-Scheduling of clinical availability is
completed by faculty after facility posts
available time slots. Some challenges
include difficulty navigating the software,
time consuming and at times limited
clinical availability.
Clinical negotiations occur each semester
prior to the scheduling of the following
semester.
-$15,000 grant over three (3) years to
recruit, maintain and prepare the older
non-traditional student for the healthcare
work force.

-Foundation awards up to five $1000.00
scholarships to NOC’s Tonkawa nursing
students each semester. The Foundation
awards the scholarships based on financial
need and GPA, etc. (application form
available in document room).

Continue to
participate and/or
host meetings for
clinical hub and
negotiations
In order to better
meet the needs of
the facilities and
students, Northern
Oklahoma College
adapted theory
schedule
(theory/lecture days
changed from
Monday & Friday to
Tuesday and
Thursday) to
accommodate the
need for clinical
space.
Continue with
monthly meetings
for length of grant.
The Grant Advisory
Board is currently
evaluating the data
obtained from the
needs assessment
and will make
recommendations
based upon trended
data.
Continue to
maintain and
participate with area
community
partnerships

-Northwest
Oklahoma
Healthcare
Coalition
(NWOHC)
-Physician
Manpower
-Garfield County
Health Department
-Northwestern
Oklahoma State
University Bridge
Program
-LPN-RN
Agreements
-RN-BSN
Agreements
-Nursing Career
Day
-Community
Partnerships
-SNA.

partnerships
which will be
annually.

exercise and
nursing career day

SNA monthly
meetings at each
site.
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-NWOHC provides faculty professional
development by offering registration
monies for simulation workshop.
The NWOHC has awarded $7500.00 to
Enid nursing students since 2006.
-Physician Manpower has provided NOC
nursing students with $105,000 from state
funds since 2007.
-Garfield County Health Department
Provided disaster Training to students to
enhance civic engagement. Students
complete required training to assist in the
medication dispensing in the event of a
mass exposure to biological weapons.
- Bridge program, this symbolizes the
2007 Northern Oklahoma College
/Northwestern Oklahoma State University
dual admission agreement.
As a result of the agreement Northwestern
offers special financial aid incentives in the
form of transfer scholarships to students
who graduate from NOC with an
associate’s degree. Northwestern will offer
$1,000 scholarships to NOC graduates with
the amount increasing up to $1,900 per year
for students with high grade point averages.
Northwestern operates campuses in Alva,
Enid and Woodward while NOC has
campuses in Tonkawa, Enid and Stillwater.
The agreement covers students at all
campuses.
-LPN-RN Agreements are formal
agreements with various area technology
centers for direct articulation or challenge
of LPN to RNs. The policy can be found
in the nursing student handbook on pages
20-27.
-RN-BSN Agreements with NWOSU has
recently started an online RN to BSN

1.5 The nursing
education unit is
administered by a
nurse who holds a
graduate degree with a
major in nursing.

100% compliance
with required
qualifications of the
nursing
administrator.

Upon licensure
renewal and with
new hire

-Review of
transcripts and
required
documentation for
Division Chair in
compliance with
OBN & ACEN
standards
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program through the University Center in
Ponca City.
-Nursing Career Day is held each January,
vendors from area health facilities attend
and recruit future graduates.
Universities with RN-BSN programs are
invited to encourage students to continue
their education.
-Community Partnerships include area
public schools: handwashing clinics (Enid
224 students; Stillwater 643 students;
Tonkawa 320 pre-K and elementary
students taught how to wash hands
properly).
Area businesses: Vital sign clinic (Enid
252 clients served; Stillwater 385 clients
served; Tonkawa 221 clients served).
Area Nursing Homes: Feeding clinic (Enid
32 clients; Stillwater 34 clients; Tonkawa
37 clients).
-SNA: Faculty serve as advisors. Students
have volunteered time and commitment to
community involvement by participating
in the following events: various health
fairs, chili cook off, blood drives, various
Christmas events/drives for
underprivileged families, and food drives.
-RN license in Oklahoma since 1986
-Master’s degree in Science with a major
in Nursing since 2005
-Curriculum Vitae available in document
room on site
-Seventeen (17) years of experience in the
medical surgical, oncology areas as a staff
nurse.
-One (1) year of experience in the family
clinic area as a nurse practitioner
-Full-time Nursing faculty since 2006

No action needed

1.6 The nurse
administrator is
experientially
qualified, meets
governing organization
and state requirements,
and is oriented and
mentored to the role.

100% compliance.

Annually, April

1.7 When present,
nursing program
coordinators and/or
faculty who assist with
program administration
are academically and
experientially
qualified.

100% compliance
with required
qualifications of the
nursing
program/team
coordinators.

Upon licensure
renewal and with
new hire

-Review job
description and
ability to fulfil
responsibilities for
the nurse
administrator role
-Mentoring by
various
individuals
-Review of
transcripts and
required
documentation for
Team
Coordinators in
compliance with
OBN & ACEN
standards
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-The current chair was mentored by Vice
President for Academic Affairs, Associate
Vice President for Academic Affairs,
former nursing division chair,
representative from the Oklahoma Board
of Nursing, and members of the ADN
Directors Council.

Continue to review
job description and
receive mentoring

Freshman Team Coordinator:
• Nursing faculty since 2000
• Masters of Science 2006
• Unencumbered Oklahoma RN
license
• RN license obtained in 1994
• Curriculum Vitae and transcripts
available in document room
• Tenured faculty since 2006
• NISOD Excellence in Teaching
Award 2006
Team coordinators take only one (1)
clinical group, whereas full-time faculty
take two (2). This allows the coordinator
to fulfill the added responsibilities that the
role requires.
Sophomore Team Coordinator:
• Nursing faculty since 2008
• Masters of Science 2011
• Unencumbered Oklahoma RN
license
• RN license obtained in 1999
• Curriculum Vitae and transcripts
available in document room
• NISOD Excellence in Teaching
Award 2012
Team coordinators take only one (1)
clinical group, whereas full-time faculty
take two (2). This allows the coordinator

No action needed

1.8 The nurse
administrator has
authority and
responsibility for the
development and
administration of the
program and has
adequate time and
resources to fulfill the
role responsibilities.
1.9 The nurse
administrator has the
authority to prepare
and administer the
program budget with
faculty input.

1.10 Policies for
nursing faculty and
staff are
comprehensive,
provide for the welfare
of faculty and staff,
and are consistent with
those of the governing
organization;
differences are justified
by the goals and
outcomes of the
nursing education unit.
1.11 Distance
education, when
utilized, is congruent
with the mission of the
governing organization

to fulfill the added responsibilities that the
role requires.
-100% of the time the nurse administrator
has authority and responsibility for the
development and administration of the
program. Time requirements are adequate
with support from team coordinators,
nursing faculty and staff.

100% compliance.

Annually, April

-Review job
description and
ability to fulfil
responsibilities for
the nurse
administrator role:
time requirements
and resources

The nursing chair
and faculty have
input into the annual
budget. Final
approval is
determined by the
President, Vice
President for
Financial Affairs
and the NOC Board.
Majority of policies
are consistent with
the college.
Differences are
minimal and are
justified.

-Annually in
January for fees
-Annually in
spring semester,
capital
expenditures
requested by
faculty
-Annual budget
meeting in May
-Nursing student
handbook is
revised annually.
-Nursing faculty
hand book is
revised every two
(2) years in the
fall.

-Review and
compare budget
needs with faculty
input

All requests for divisional purchases of
supplies, materials, and equipment are
approved by the nursing chair prior to
processing by administration. Statements
of expenditures and available remaining
funds are sent to the nursing chair from the
financial affairs office as requested.

Maintain or increase
budget as needed for
fees, services and
capital expenditures

Comparison
between the
college and
nursing division
policies are
reviewed by
Division Chair
and faculty

The following policies were reviewed:
4.2 Faculty Responsibilities
4.2.3 Guidelines for Faculty Instructional
Loads
4.3 Evaluation of Faculty
4.6 Faculty Employment Process, Status,
Tenure, and Dismissal

Continue to monitor
and compare
policies as changes
are made

100% compliance.

Changes are
implemented if
mission changes
or results of
student

-Student
evaluation
-Faculty meetings

-100% compliance
-NOC is approved by the Higher Learning
Commission and by the Oklahoma State
Regents for Higher Education to offer ITV
courses.

Re-evaluate as
mission or core
values change
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Continue to review
job description and
time requirements

and the
mission/philosophy of
the nursing education
unit.

evaluations
indicate concerns

- Nursing is committed to this process as
all theory classes are presented via ITV
simultaneously to all 3 sites.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION
ACEN Standard 2 Faculty and Staff
Component

2.1 Full-time faculty
hold a minimum of a
graduate degree with a
major in nursing. Fulland part-time faculty
include those
individuals teaching
and/or evaluating
students in classroom,
clinical, or laboratory
settings.
2.2 Part-time faculty
hold a minimum of a
baccalaureate degree
with a major in
nursing; a minimum of
50% of the part-time
faculty also hold a
graduate degree with a
major in nursing.
2.3 Faculty (full- and
part-time) credentials
meet governing
organization and state
requirements.
2.4 Preceptors, when
utilized, are
academically and
experientially
qualified, oriented,
mentored, and
monitored, and have

PLAN
Expected Level of
Frequency of
Achievement
Assessment

Assessment
Method/s

IMPLEMENTATION
Results of Data Collection and Analysis
Actions for
Program
Development,
Maintenance, or
Revision
100% compliance see faculty profile table Continue to monitor.
No changes needed

100% compliance.

During hiring and
annually in the
fall

Review of
transcripts

100% compliance.

During hiring

Review of
transcripts

100% compliance see faculty profile table

Continue to monitor.
No changes needed

100% compliance.

During hiring

Review of
transcripts

100% compliance see faculty profile table

None needed at this
time

100% compliance.

Upon selection of
preceptor sites
and during
clinical rotation
and site visits by
faculty

-Daily rounding
by faculty at
selected clinical
sites.
-Input from
preceptors using
preceptor forms

-100% compliance
-The policy for preceptors is adhered to as
stated by the OBN Preceptor Policy for
Registered Nurses and Licensed Practical
Nurses (http://www.ok.gov/nursing/edprecpt.pdf).

Currently
developing an
evaluation tool
specific for student
evaluation of
preceptor
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clearly documented
roles and
responsibilities.
2.5 The number of fulltime faculty is
sufficient to ensure that
the student learning
outcomes and program
outcomes are achieved.

-Preceptors oriented and mentored by
faculty when making rounds
Maintain the
following ratios
-Theory-1:24
-Freshman clinical1:8
-Sophomore
clinical-1:6.

Every semester

-OBN annual
report
-Total number of
students compared
to faculty

2.6 Faculty (full- and
part-time) maintain
expertise in their areas
of responsibility, and
their performance
reflects scholarship and
evidence-based
teaching and clinical
practices.

100% compliance.

Annually in
spring semester

2.7 The number,
utilization, and
credentials of staff and
non-nurse faculty
within the nursing
education unit are
sufficient to achieve
the program goals and
outcomes.

Sufficient staff
assistants present at
all three (3) sites.

As needed and
annually

-Faculty
evaluation form
-Faculty submit
professional
development
including but not
limited to:
Continuing
education,
certifications,
workshops,
seminars and
conferences to
Division Chair
Discuss faculty
perception of
clerical support at
faculty meetings
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-100% compliance
-NOC’s total college faculty/student ratio
is 1:24.
- OBN, Annual Report for ADN schools,
as indicated in the FY 2012 statistics, the
ratio 1:20.
-NOC’s total nursing program 1:15,
currently is at 1:14.
-Mean maximum clinical group statewide
1:9
- NOC’s maximum is 1:8
-Expertise of faculty is in gerontology,
breastfeeding/lactation, mental health/
psychiatric, home health, hospice, ICU,
ER, OR, medical/surgical, cardiac and
pediatric.
-A variety of graduate preparation from
different programs is also reflected in the
nursing faculty.
-Professional development evidence will
be available in each faculty file.

No action needed
since ratios are
below state level

During the 2006 NLNAC survey, the team
identified an area needing improvement:
provide secretarial assistants in Enid and
Stillwater. This was initiated in 2007.

The nursing division
proposed in 2012
that the two (2) part
time staff assistants
be changed to ¾
time, but
unfortunately this
request was denied
due to budget
restraints. With
additional
requirements from

Allocate $900.00 in
the academic year
2013-2014 for full
time faculty to
utilize for
professional
development

2.8 Faculty (full- and
part-time) are oriented
and mentored in their
areas of responsibility.

100% are oriented
and mentored
according to the
nursing program
policy.

During the first
year of
employment

-New employee
orientation
checklist
-New faculty are
assigned a mentor

The newly developed nursing faculty
satisfaction survey has been distributed to
the nursing faculty via survey monkey.
Results are pending.

2.9 Systematic
assessment of faculty
(full- and part-time)
performance
demonstrates
competencies that are
consistent with
program goals and
outcomes.

100% compliance.

-Institutionally:
annual in spring
-Student
evaluations: every
semester

-Self-evaluation
report utilizing the
institutional forms
-Student
evaluation of
faculty

-100% compliance as nursing faculty are
systematically assessed and performance
demonstrates competencies.
-Division Chair meets with each full time
faculty member to review self-evaluation
form. The Chair determines continuance
or termination of employment. All
recommendations from the Chair on rehire
and termination have been supported by
administration.
-Results of student evaluations are
reviewed by Chair and then forwarded to
faculty.
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clinical institutions
there is a greater
demand for clerical
support. Additional
staff will be
requested in May,
2014.
-New nursing
faculty have been
encouraged by the
chair to document
areas that can be
strengthened to
enhance orientation
and mentoring.
Suggestions will be
added to the new
instructor checklist.
-Upon tabulation
of data obtained
from the new faculty
satisfaction survey,
changes will be
discussed and
implemented.
Initiate faculty
evaluation process
in April

Continue to forward
student results to
faculty

2.10 Faculty (full- and
part-time) engage in
ongoing development
and receive support for
instructional and
distance technologies.

Nursing faculty
receive training at
orientation and are
updated annually
on the following:
-Blackboard
-SimChart
-Lecture capture
-ITV equipment
-Smart Board
-ATI
-Text and Evolve
resources.

Annually and as
new products are
incorporated

Faculty provide
documentation of
ongoing
development
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-Nursing faculty completed training at
orientation and were updated on the
following:
-Blackboard
-SimChart
-Lecture capture
-ITV equipment
-Smart Board
-ATI
-Text and Evolve resources

Ensure that faculty
are oriented to new
products

PROGRAM EVALUATION
ACEN Standard 3 Students
Component

PLAN
Expected Level of
Frequency of
Achievement
Assessment

Assessment
Method/s

3.1 Policies for nursing
students are congruent
with those of the
governing
organization, publicly
accessible, nondiscriminatory, and
consistently applied;
differences are justified
by the student learning
outcomes and program
outcomes.

-100% compliance.
Majority of the
policies are
consistent with the
college.
Differences are
minimal and
justified 100% of
the time.
-At least 90% of the
students will agree
or strongly agree,
the student
handbook is
available.
-The Nursing
Student Handbook
will be updated
annually.

Annually in the
spring retreat to
be ready the
following fall
semester

-Nursing Chair
and faculty review
student policies
and syllabi.
A comparative
analysis is
performed against
the college’s
policies.

3.2 Public information
is accurate, clear,
consistent, and

All information
about the Division
is current, accurate,

When changes
occur or new

Division Chair
and/or faculty
members
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IMPLEMENTATION
Results of Data Collection and Analysis
Actions for
Program
Development,
Maintenance, or
Revision
-100% compliance.
-No direct action
-NOC’s policies are located in the Guide
required unless
to Student Rights and Responsibilities
clinical requirement
(updated annually) and NOC Catalog
and/ or institutional
(updated annually) which are all located
policies change
on NOC’s website; whereas, nursing’s
policies are located in the Nursing Faculty
and Nursing Student Handbooks.
-The following policies were reviewed:
admission and selection, retention,
progression, graduation requirements,
withdrawal and dropping, readmission,
transfers, advanced standing for LPN’s,
math test, professional liability insurance,
criminal background checks and drug
testing, health requirements, dress
regulations, social media and electronic
devices, confidentiality accidents and
errors including sharp, dismissal,
grievance process, and substance abuse.
-The nursing student handbook is
accessible to students as it is handed out
the first day of class on the freshman level.
-Continue to
-Outcome met, 2013: 98% of current
monitor. No change
agreed or strongly agreed that the student
needed
handbook was made available to them.
-Continue to
-Nursing Student Handbook updated and
monitor. No change
completed, summer 2013.
needed
-The name, address and telephone number Continue to update
of the ACEN and the accreditation status
as needed. In an
is on page 4 of the NOC catalog. This
effort to make our

accessible, including
the program’s
accreditation status and
the NLNAC/ACEN
contact information.

and consistent
100% of the time.

media pieces are
produced

continually update
the website.

information is also listed on the Division
of Nursing webpage
(http://www.noc.edu/accreditations).
-Nursing application is current and
available online.

3.3 Changes in
policies, procedures,
and program
information are clearly
and consistently
communicated to
students in a timely
manner.

All nursing students
will indicate in
writing that they
have read the
policies and are
responsible for the
information.

-The first
semester upon
entering
-The student
affirmation form
is signed every
semester.

-Policies are
reviewed/modified
in spring for
printing over the
summer and
distribution to all
students in the
fall.
-Recorded student
signatures are kept
in a locked file in
the Division
office.

3.4 Student services
are commensurate with
the needs of nursing
students, including
those receiving
instruction using
alternative methods of
delivery.

At least 90% of the
students will agree
or strongly agree
that student services
are helpful.

Every semester

Student
completion of
Student Program
Evaluation

Policy changes are communicated to
students through the student work guide
and student handbook. The syllabi, work
guides, instructor’s explanations, and
Nursing Student Handbook are the
primary methods used to communicate
changes. On the first day of class, changes
can be made verbally to all students. Email, Blackboard and NOC portal are
other techniques employed for
communication. However, after the first
day of classes, major changes are avoided
unless mandated by OBN, ACEN and/or
NCSBN.
See below for results from spring 2013 to
spring 2012.
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program outcomes
available to the
public, Nursing
Division and
Academic Affairs is
currently working to
develop a brochure
with program
outcomes and
results.
No action unless
changes are
mandated.

Based upon student
comments, the
faculty distributed
copies of
evaluations to the
Vice President for
Academic Affairs,
Dr. Pam Stinson. A
college wide student
survey was
conducted in spring,
2013 for these
departments.
Findings were then
distributed to
appropriate

departments for
review.

Tonkawa

Enid

Stillwater

Total Program

Student Evaluation of Ancillary Services
Freshman
No data 88%
99%
Freshman: No comments
Sophomore 80%
74%
No Data Sophomore: Financial Aid
office is hateful
Freshman
96%
92%
90%
The financial aid &
Sophomore 92%
100% 84%
bookstore/registrar office had
very rude employees. Acted
“put out” that they had to assist
students; Registrar staff &
financial aid advisors are very
rude; bookstore didn’t have all
books available at beginning of
semester
Freshman
No data 96%
65%
Freshman: Stillwater financial
Sophomore 81%
75%
84%
aid people are incompetent
Sophomore: Financial aid office
is terrible; bookstore is rude
Both
89%
82%
79%
See comments above
Freshman
and
Sophomore

3.5 Student
educational records
are in compliance with
the policies of the
governing
organization and state
and federal guidelines.
3.6 Compliance with
the Higher Education
Reauthorization Act
Title IV eligibility and
certification
requirements is

-100% compliance
by Admission &
Records Office.
-100% compliance
by Financial Aid
Office

Annually and
according to
regulatory agency
guidelines

100% compliance
by Financial Aid
office.

-Internal audits
every 6 months
-External audits
annually

Communicate with
Director of Financial
Aid, Vice President of
Academic Affairs and
Registrar regarding
compliance with the
policies.
Financial Aid notifies
Division Chair as
needed.
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Per the Financial Aid officer and the
Registrar the College is in compliance
with all guidelines and regulations.

No action needed

Per the Financial Aid officer the College
is in compliance with all guidelines and
regulations.

No action needed

maintained, including
default rates and the
results of financial or
compliance audits.
3.6.1 A written,
comprehensive student
loan repayment
program addressing
student loan
information,
counseling,
monitoring, and
cooperation with
lenders is available.
3.6.2 Students are
informed of their
ethical responsibilities
regarding financial
assistance.
3.6.3 Financial aid
records are maintained
in compliance with the
policies of the
governing
organization, state,
and federal guidelines.
3.7 Records reflect
that program
complaints and
grievances receive due
process and include
evidence of resolution.

3.8 Orientation to
technology is
provided, and

100% compliance
by Financial Aid
office.

As required by
regulatory agency
guidelines

Financial Aid has sole
responsibility

Per the Financial Aid officer the College
is in compliance with all guidelines and
regulations.

No action needed

100% compliance
by Financial Aid
office.

As required by
regulatory agency
guidelines.

Financial Aid has sole
responsibility

Per the Financial Aid officer the College
is in compliance with all guidelines and
regulations.

No action needed

100% compliance
by Financial Aid
office.

As required by
regulatory agency
guidelines

Financial Aid has sole
responsibility

Per the Financial Aid officer the College
is in compliance with all guidelines and
regulations.

No action needed

100% compliance.

As needed

Faculty reviews
complaints when
received

-Address
complaints
-Remind students of
the Chain of
Command and
appeals process

100% of students
will be oriented to
educational

On admission to
program and
ongoing

-Hands on training
-Website

-No formal complaints as defined by
ACEN have been lodged.
-The nursing faculty have defined
complaints as written statements of
dissatisfaction made by a currently
enrolled nursing student(s), alumni, or
others regarding policies and/or
practices utilized in the nursing
program. Complaints about the program
and their resolution are addressed and
documented.
-Orientation and support are provided to
100% of students.
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No action needed

technological support
is available to
students.

technology services
and resources.

3.9 Information
related to technology
requirements and
policies specific to
distance education are
accurate, clear,
consistent, and
accessible.

Policies will be
accurate and
accessible per IT’s
requirements.

As needed
according to IT’s
guidelines

- NOC helpdesk –
Handouts
-Orientation and
written instructions in
every work guide.
-IT is solely
responsible of review
and implementation of
IT policies.
-College website
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-Orientation and support include but not
limited to: Blackboard, ATI, SimChart,
and Evolve.

-The IT department is responsible for
updating information and policies for
distance learning.
-Blackboard is used to provide distance
education.
-The NOC college website supports the
policies and requirements specific to
distance education and technologies.

Nursing division
will work with IT
as needed

PROGRAM EVALUATION
ACEN Standard 4 Curriculum
Component

PLAN
Expected Level of
Frequency of
Achievement
Assessment

4.1 The curriculum
incorporates
established
professional standards,
guidelines, and
competencies, and has
clearly articulated
student learning
outcomes and program
outcomes consistent
with contemporary
practice.

The curriculum
incorporates
established
professional
standards,
guidelines, and
competencies and
has clearly
articulated student
learning and
program outcomes.

Every three (3)
years at spring
retreat

4.2 The student
learning outcomes are
used to organize the
curriculum, guide the
delivery of instruction,
direct learning
activities, and evaluate
student progress.

The student learning
outcomes are used
to organize the
curriculum, guide
the delivery of
instruction, direct
learning activities,

At the end of
every semester

Assessment
Method/s

-Curriculum review
according to the
results of Linking the
NCLEX to practice
analysis.
-For professional
standards-ANA
Standards of Care.
-For guidelines and
competenciesNCLEX results and
blueprint.
-Student learning
outcomes are
formulated to be
consistent with
NCSBN standards.
-Program outcomes
are derived from the
nursing program’s
mission, philosophy,
SLO, and
requirements from the
OBN and ACEN.
-ATI results
-Course grades
-Graduate surveys
-Employer surveys
-Advisory Committee
-Clinical Evaluation
Tools
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IMPLEMENTATION
Results of Data Collection and
Actions for
Analysis
Program
Development,
Maintenance, or
Revision
Please refer to standard 6.1
Continue to
Curriculum reviewed according to the
monitor, no change
results of Linking the NCLEX to
needed
practice analysis. Curriculum reviewed
in spring retreat.

-Results of the methods of evaluation
indicate that the current curriculum
outcomes do organize the curriculum,
guide learning activities and the delivery
of instruction, as well as, the evaluation
of student progress.

Continue to assess
results of various
evaluation methods
at the end of the
semester and indepth at the faculty
retreat

and evaluate student
progress.

4.3 The curriculum is
developed by the
faculty and regularly
reviewed to ensure
integrity, rigor, and
currency.

The faculty
compare, review
and revise
curriculum based
upon the NCLEX
blueprint and
linking practice to
the NCLEX results.

Every three (3)
years at the
spring retreat

4.4 The curriculum
includes general
education courses that
enhance professional
nursing knowledge
and practice.

General education
courses will
enhance
professional nursing
knowledge and
practice.

Every three (3)
years at spring
retreat

-Team Meetings to
review learning
activities
-Student end of course
evaluations
-Faculty retreats
-Advisory Committee
-Graduates and
current students
-Clinical agencies
-ATI course content
tests
-ATI RN
predictability test
-Additionally, the
faculty compare the
curriculum to the
results of the
NCSBN’s RN
Practice Analysis:
Linking the NCLEXRN Examination to
Practice
-Faculty minutes

-Faculty review of
curriculum in relation
to general education
courses and the needs
of the nursing
profession and
healthcare
-Requirements
mandated by the
Oklahoma State
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-Deficiencies are directed to the
curriculum committee and the retention
committee.

-ATI Pharmacology Made Easy has
been added to the curriculum in Seminar
I.
-The top 200 drug products (in Adult II)
are updated annually.
-Additionally, the faculty compared the
curriculum to the results of the
NCSBN’s RN Practice Analysis:
Linking the NCLEX-RN Examination to
Practice.
-The curriculum committee and/or
faculty and/or chair present proposals
and the faculty discuss and vote on
changes based upon existing data, best
practices, and needs of the program as
well as program and student learning
outcomes. Major content revisions are
often completed in faculty
retreats/meetings and require approval
of the full nursing faculty. Minor
content revisions are conducted on the
team level for each course. The
curriculum/critical thinking committee
is another avenue for revisions.
-The nursing philosophy states that the
“faculty views client as a holistic being”
and that nursing education should be
“based on principles derived from
general education, adult learning,
psychosocial, biophysical, and nursing
sciences.”
-General education courses: Psychology
and Sociology- correlate to the
Psychosocial Integrity on NCLEX.

-ATI Pharmacology
Made Easy will be
incorporated into
nursing theory
courses
-Faculty are
encouraged by the
chair to utilize the
free ATI webinar
regarding
curriculum, test
writing and clinical
evaluations
-Continue to
include all faculty
in the review of
curriculum
-Assist new faculty
to understand the
curriculum as a
whole.

-Standardized
curriculum for all
three (3) campuses
regarding physical
education-have
received approval
from ACEN to
delete the two (2)
hours of physical
education from

4.5 The curriculum
includes cultural,
ethnic, and socially
diverse concepts and
may also include
experiences from
regional, national, or
global perspectives.

The curriculum
includes cultural,
ethnic and socially
diverse concepts
and may include
experience from
regional, national or
global perspectives.

At the end of
every semester

Regents for Higher
Education

Biology, Anatomy and Physiology, and
Microbiology- correlate to Physiological
Adaptation and Safety and Infection
Control on NCLEX.
English courses-correlate to the
integrated process of Communication
and Documentation on NCLEX
History and Government- accountable
member of the discipline of nursing and
as an accountable citizen for social
responsibility
Physical education-Health Promotion
and Maintenance on NCLEX

-Case studies
-Clinical assignments
-Evaluation of SLO
(evaluate healthcare
issues in a global
perspective and create
relationships by
combining therapeutic
communication and
interpersonal skills to
facilitate achievement
of holistic health
within the cultural
context) on employer
and graduate surveys

Faculty review of this area revealed that
adequate learning activities were in
place, which included but is not limited
to the following:
Fundamentals
Trend: Multicultural diversity
Topic: Culture and Spirituality
Objective: Identify client cultural
practices and beliefs when planning and
providing care.
Clinical: Stillwater Medical Center
provides adult care for a multicultural
diverse population from Oklahoma State
University. Ponca City Medical Center
(PCMC) in Ponca City has a large
population of Native Americans.
Integris Bass and St. Mary’s in Enid
have a growing Spanish American
population. A population that is unique
and served in the Enid area are the
Marshallese, Pacific Islanders.
Adult I
Trend: Cultural
Topic: Alterations in Nutrition:
Diabetes Mellitus
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Tonkawa and Enid
graduation
requirements.
Stillwater never had
these requirements
based upon a lack
of facilities and
faculty.
-No other changes
needed unless
mandated by the
Oklahoma State
Regents for Higher
Education
-Review and update
case studies as
needed
-Continue to
include culturally,
ethnically and
socially diverse
clinical assignments
-Monitor results of
evaluation tools for
the previous listed
SLOs

Objective: Apply cultural and spiritual
principles to an adolescent and/or an
adult diabetic client.
Clinical: A Diabetic case study
incorporates the following question: The
primary care provider has prescribed an
1800 kcal diet for MM. Develop a diet
for MM, include cultural preferences.
Students must research and find cultural
preferences that relate to diet for an
African American.
Maternal-child
Trend: Cultural & Social Diversity
Topic: Newborn and Pediatric: Blood
Objective: Provide care, education,
alternative/complimentary therapies for
the needs of a newborn/pediatric client.
Clinical: All sophomore students attend
OU’s Children Hospital to broaden
clinical experiences with culturally and
socially diverse populations of pediatric
clients.
Adult II
Trend: Multicultural Nursing
Topic: Malignancy
Objective: Assess psychosocial, spiritual
and occupational factors affecting care
and plan interventions as appropriate.
Clinical: One of the clinical assignments
for a specialty area entitled
“Multicultural Nursing” includes the
following objectives:
4. Demonstrate and discuss at
least three pertinent client
assessments performed to
distinguish important cultural
data
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5.
6.

Demonstrate culturally
sensitive care
Discuss aspects of diet, beliefs,
and home/folk remedies based
upon the different cultures.

Seminar I
Trend: Cultural Effects on
Pharmacology
Topic: Pharmacogenetics
Objective: Describe factors that can
affect pharmacology.
Clinical: Does not have a clinical
component. However, race and
pharmacogenetics are discussed in class
with the following examples: African
American-ACE inhibitors work better
than beta-blockers; Asians-need smaller
doses of beta blockers.

4.6 The curriculum
and instructional
processes reflect
educational theory,
interprofessional
collaboration,
research, and current
standards of practice.

The curriculum and
instructional
processes reflect
educational theory,
interprofessional
collaboration,
research, and
current standards of
practice.

At the end of
every semester

Faculty, team and
retreat minutes
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Seminar II
Trend: Sexual Harassment
Topic: Work Place Issues
Objective: Describe some work place
issues that you may encounter.
Clinical: Does not have a clinical
component. However, sexual
harassment is defined and discussed
with an overview in preventive methods
as well as interventions to employ if
needed.
Faculty review revealed that
instructional processes reflect
educational theory, interdisciplinary
collaboration, research and best
practices to stimulate the cognitive,
affective and psychomotor domains of
student learning

-Continue to
incorporate best
practices into
respective courses
as needed
-Continue to update
and revise
-Continue to
provide faculty with

4.7 Evaluation
methodologies are
varied, reflect
established
professional and
practice competencies,
and measure the
achievement of the
student learning
outcomes.

Evaluation
methodologies are
varied, reflect
established
professional and
practice
competencies, and
measure the
achievement of the
student learning
outcomes.

At the end of
every semester

-Pen-and-paper
multiple choice test
items, alternate style
questions included
-Summative and
formative evaluation
by unit exams and a
comprehensive final
-Test item analysis for
every written unit and
final exams
-SOS Remediation as
per guidelines in work
guides-only for
students making
<74% on unit exams.
Points deducted from
unit exam grade if not
completed.
-Vocabulary quizzes
-NCLEX Questions
assigned to
sophomores
-ATI Proctored and
Non-proctored
computer based
exams
-ATI skills module
assignment. Student
must complete prior
to skills lab class.
-Skills Mastery using
a skills checklist,
student must master at
74% and miss no
starred/critical items
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-Faculty reviewed evaluation methods
and determined evaluation methods
reflect professional and practice
competencies as well as, SLOs
-ATI proctored exams provide a means
of comparing students’ achievement
with a national norm as well as faculty
produced exams.

resources to
enhance
instructional
processes
Continue to review
and revise as
determined by
results of evaluation
tools

in specified time
frame
-Students required to
practice 3 times with
peers and receive
signatures prior to
mastery with an
instructor
-Mastery must be
completed before
performance in the
clinical area
-Freshman skills final
includes:
(1) Problem stations,
(2) Skills stations,
(3) Assessment station
for first semester or
Care plan station for
second semester
-Weekly clinical
evaluation tool that
demonstrates
progression of student
skills and knowledge
utilizing coordinator
of care and
professional
accountability
-Specialty and
Observational Areas,
guidelines as specified
in each work guide
-Clinical assignments:
Pre care plans, written
assignments,
presentations, vital
sign
assignment…more
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4.8 The length of time
and the credit hours
required for program
completion are
congruent with the
attainment of
identified student
learning outcomes and
program outcomes and
consistent with the
policies of the
governing
organization, state and
national standards, and
best practices.

100% compliance.

When changes
occurs in
requirements of
governing bodies

4.9 Practice learning
environments support
the achievement of
student learning
outcomes and program
outcomes.

Practice learning
environments
support the
achievement of
student learning
outcomes and
program outcomes.

At the end of
every semester

Tonkawa

Freshman
Sophomore

details in each work
guide
-Case studies
-Written and verbal
instructor feedback
-When needed
counseling forms are
utilized
-Employer surveys
-Graduate surveys

-Clinical agency
evaluation
-Student evaluation of
clinical agency
-Faculty evaluation of
clinical agency
-Contracts

The length of the program is satisfactory
in helping students achieve the program
outcomes and obtain sufficient
knowledge and skills necessary for
nursing employment. This is based on
the following findings:
(1) employments rates, 86-100% within
six (6) months
(2) desirability of graduates, 100% of
employers would hire/rehire Northern’s
nursing graduates. The length of the
program also allows sufficient time for
LPNs and students that transfer into
Northern to graduate with a seamless
progression.

No changes needed
at this time

-Total program outcome met for varied
clinical experiences: spring 2013, and
ending with spring 2012. See results
below
-Total program outcome met for critical
thinking skills: spring 2013, and ending
with spring 2012. See results below

Review and revise
based upon
feedback from
agency, faculty and
student evaluations

Various Clinical Experiences
100%
88%
100%
Freshman: Our practicum
87%
100%
No data teaching was abysmal, to say
the least; we were barely out of
our chairs in the lab; want more
than one instructor to teach lab
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Enid
Stillwater
Total
Program

Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Both
Freshman
and
Sophomore

100%
96%
96%
100%
96%

100%
100%
100%
97%
97%

89%
100%
93%
100%
96%

Sophomore: During clinical let
us actually act like nurses
instead of glorified aides
Freshman: No comments
specific to critical thinking
Outcomes met
Outcomes met

Tonkawa

Freshman
Sophomore

Critical Thinking Skills
100%
97%
100%
100%
87%
No data

Enid

Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore

96%
96%
88%
97%

96%
100%
96%
97%

90%
100%
86%
100%

Both
Freshman
and
Sophomore

96%

95%

93%

Stillwater

Total
Program

4.10 Students
participate in clinical
experiences that are
evidence-based and
reflect contemporary

Students participate
in clinical
experiences that are
evidence-based and
reflect

At the end of
every semester

Monitoring of
clinical agencies
for ongoing
accreditation and
current best
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Wants theory and
practicum grade
combined. Want more
hours. Some specialty
areas do nothing for
us.
Outcome criteria met
Less skills lab and
more time in clinical.
Focus more on
independent nursing
interventions.
Outcome criteria met

-Review revealed that all agencies are
accredited and in compliance
-Current contract on file in nursing
division

Continue to uphold
safety standards

practice and nationally
established client
health and safety goals.

contemporary
practice and
nationally
established client
health and safety
goals.

practices and
nationally
established patient
health and safety
goals as required
by their
accrediting bodies

4.11 Written
agreements for clinical
practice agencies are
current, specify
expectations for all
parties, and ensure the
protection of students.

100% compliance.

-Contracts:
Annually
-Clinical
requirements:
every semester

-Review of
contract by
Division Chair
-Completion of
clinical agency
forms

4.12 Leaning activities,
instructional materials,
and evaluation
methods are
appropriate for all
delivery formats and
consistent with the
student learning
outcomes.

Leaning activities,
instructional
materials, and
evaluation methods
are appropriate for
all delivery formats
and consistent with
the student learning
outcomes.

At the end of
every semester

-ATI results
-Course grades
-Graduate surveys
-Employer
surveys
-Advisory
Committee
-Clinical
Evaluation Tools
-Team Meetings
to review learning
activities
-Student end of
course evaluations
-Faculty retreats
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-Students must pass OSHA test at 100% to
attend clinical
-Students must pass math test prior to
administering medications
-Students must pass skills mastery prior to
performing skill in clinical area
-Students receive the National Patient
Safety Goals in work guide
The contract’s basic format stays the same
with responsibilities of the school and
responsibilities of the facility delineated in
outline format; however, depending upon
the facility, some provisions are
added/changed/deleted. Expectations
between the college and each facility in
the areas of insurance coverage,
termination, confidentiality, HIPAA
compliance, immunizations, background
checks, urine 10 panel drug screen and
nondiscrimination are listed
Despite an increase in retention, based
upon formal and informal student
feedback, ITV and theory exams have
caused some frustration

No action at this
time, but will
continue to review

-Introduced Lecture
Capture in fall, 2013
-Continue with test
item analysis and
revision of tests as
needed
-Nursing Chair
encouraged faculty
to view free ATI
webinar resources
for test writing
-ITV will be
addressed in
standard 5,
Resources

PROGRAM EVALUATION
ACEN Standard 5 Resources
Component

5.1 Fiscal resources are
sustainable, sufficient
to ensure the
achievement of the
student learning
outcomes and program
outcomes and
commensurate with
resources of the
governing
organization.

5.2 Physical resources
are sufficient to ensure
the achievement of the
nursing education unit
outcomes, and meet the
needs of the faculty,
staff, and students.

PLAN
Expected Level of
Frequency of
Achievement
Assessment

Assessment
Method/s

Fiscal resources are Annually in
-Budget reports
sustainable,
spring
-Faculty meeting
sufficient to ensure
the achievement of
the student learning
outcomes and
program outcomes
and commensurate
with resources of
the governing
organization.
Divisions
Instruction IT & Other Support-All Divisions
HPE&R
Fine Arts
NURSING
Sponsored Programs-TANF, Child Development
Business
Social Science
Language Arts
Science & Math
TOTAL
-Physical resources
Annually or
Student
are sufficient.
at the end of
evaluation tool
-90% of students
every semester
will strongly agree
or agree that
physical resources
are sufficient.
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IMPLEMENTATION
Results of Data Collection and Analysis
Actions for
Program
Development,
Maintenance, or
Revision
Fiscal resources were sufficient, but in
Continue to assess
some areas fiscal resources are limited.
fee increases and
See results below
budget reports

Percentage of Budget
11.63
3.28
8.12
11.68
4.37
7.82
12.61
14.66
25.83
100.00
Outcome met-see results below for student
satisfaction with the nursing facility from
spring 2013 and ending with spring 2012

-Implement newly
developed nursing
faculty evaluation
survey that includes
physical resources.
Tabulate and
aggregate data as
received

-Discretionary funds
requested for faculty
office furniture on
the Stillwater
campus
-Based upon student
comments, faculty
instituted the
following
interventions:
Suggested SNA
supply paper for
computer labs; and
computer lab at all
three (3) campuses
have electronic key
code access so
students can access
lab during building
hours. Stillwater,
Fountain Square,
have electronic ID’s
for access to
building, students
requested that they
have access to
building until 8:00
pm Monday through
Friday, request
granted and
implemented this
semester

Renfro

Tonkawa

Student Evaluation of the Nursing Facility
Freshman
86%
94%
99%
Freshman: Paper is not
Sophomore 86%
90%
No
supplied in computer
data
lab; have to supply
paper; classes are large
and often hard to hear
Sophomore: Should be
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5.3 Learning resources
and technology are
selected with faculty
input and are
comprehensive,
current, and accessible
to faculty and students.

Zollar

Enid

Fountain
Square

Stillwater

All Sites

Tonkawa,
Enid, and
Stillwater

-Learning resources
and technology are
selected with faculty
input and are
comprehensive,
current, and
accessible to faculty
and students.
-90% of the students
will strongly agree
or agree that the
nursing skills lab
and equipment are
sufficient and
learning resources
are helpful.

Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore

96%
92%
96%
100%

Freshman
92%
Sophomore
Annually or at the
end of every
semester

Student
evaluation
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92%
100%
100%
97%

90%
85%
100%
85%

95%

90%

able to use building
whenever we want
No comments specific to
nursing facilities
More access to what we
need; keypads on the
computer lab would be
good (done).
Outcome met

-Outcome not met-see results for skills lab
and equipment during spring 2013 and
ending with spring 2012, see results below
-Although total program outcomes for
learning resources met the criteria (2013:
92% of current students agree or strongly
agree that the electronic resources are
accessible and helpful), there were so
many comments regarding ITV that the
faculty implemented changes. See results
below

-Implement newly
developed nursing
faculty evaluation
survey that includes
learning resources
Tabulate and
aggregate data as
received
-Based upon the
student comments,
the faculty discussed
the following:
appropriate use of
skills supplies and
faculty should plan
on 2 supplies per
student, one to
practice with and
one for skills
mastery. The
sophomore level
provides students
with a pre-made
skills kit that
contains all supplies
needed for practice
and mastery at the

beginning of the fall
semester. Faculty
developed a supply
list which states how
many supplies each
campus currently
has available and
how many supplies
each site and team
will need to order
-Discretionary funds
requested for IV arm
for each site
-Students and
faculty have
reported
technological
problems with ITV
connection,
reception and
availability. This
resulted in an
increase in
communication with
IT department and
the implementation
of Lecture Capture.
- There have been
several challenges
but nursing is
continuing to work
with IT for
resolution.

Tonkawa

Evaluation Skills Lab and Equipment
Freshman
83%
94%
82%
Freshman: Not enough
Sophomore
53%
57%
No data materials in lab, sometimes
had to share and reuse
equipment; supplies were low
in lab; not supplied with
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Enid

Stillwater

Freshman
Sophomore

100%
88%

100%
100%

96%
93%

enough catheters
Sophomore: Equipment was
out of date and had to share
kits; skills lab needs to be
updated; wish we could
practice on each other;
equipment always broken;
access to more lab supplies
and usage
Sophomore: Often wasn’t
enough supplies; old or not
current; lab could be better;
more equipment
Freshman: Equipment varies

Freshman
96%
96%
89%
Sophomore
94%
94%
93%
Total Program Both
86%
90%
90.6%
See above for comments
Freshman and
Sophomore
Student Evaluation of Learning Resources
Tonkawa
Freshman
93%
94%
99%
Sophomore: ITV has problems;
Sophomore 80%
100%
No data Terrible ITV every day; ITV not
sufficient to learn
Enid
Freshman
96%
64%
78%
Freshman: No comments in
Sophomore 89%
96%
82%
spring 2012. ITV messes up a
lot, ITV needs to work on
getting their equipment up to
date; causes delays in lecture
Sophomore: No comment in
spring 2012. Portal/ITV not
always reliable, video quality
not great, you had to push button
for 15 minutes to verify you
were watching; ITV better
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Stillwater
Total
Program

Freshman
Sophomore
Both
Freshman
and
Sophomore

5.4 Fiscal, physical,
technological, and
learning resources are
sufficient to meet the
needs of the faculty
and student engaged in
alternative methods of
delivery.

100%
97%
92%

Fiscal, physical,
technological, and
learning resources
are sufficient to
meet the needs of
the faculty and
student engaged in
alternative methods
of delivery.

100%
87%
91%

100%
100%
92%

At the end of
every semester

before they messed with it
No comments
Outcome met

Student
evaluations
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See results listed above in 5.1 through 5.3

Implement newly
developed nursing
faculty evaluation
survey that includes
learning resources
Tabulate and
aggregate data as
received

PROGRAM EVALUATION
ACEN Standard 6 Outcomes
Component

PLAN
Expected Level of
Frequency of
Achievement
Assessment

Assessment
Method/s

6.1 The systematic
plan for evaluation of
the nursing education
unit emphasizes the
ongoing assessment
and evaluation of each
of the following:
•Student leaning
outcome;
•Program outcomes;
•Role-specific graduate
competencies; and
•The ACEN Standards.

IMPLEMENTATION
Results of Data Collection and Analysis
Actions for
Program
Development,
Maintenance, or
Revision
See results below
See actions below

The systematic plan Annually in fall
-SLO
for evaluation of the semester
-Program
nursing education
outcome
unit emphasizes the
-Role-specific
ongoing assessment
competencies
and evaluation of
-ACEN standards
each of the
-ATI proctored
following:
exams
•Student leaning
outcome;
•Program outcomes;
•Role-specific
graduate
competencies; and
•The ACEN
Standards.
ATI Tests-Student Learning Outcomes73% of class will be at or above the expected outcome; results are for the
total program; each site is also assessed and will be available for review in the document room.
Components/Req Expected Level of
Actual Level of
Action
Frequency of
uired Outcomes
Achievement
Achievement/Results
Assessment
with Assessment
Methods
Critical Thinking
At or Above 50th
2013: 69 Percentile
Upon review faculty
Annually, Fall
Entrance
Percentile for National 2012: 83 Percentile
found no links
semester
Freshman
Program Percentile
2011: 73 Percentile
between the critical
2010: 95 Percentile
thinking entrance
2009: 85 Percentile
exam and NCLEX
exam results. Faculty
are now discussing
focusing on clinical
reasoning rather than
critical thinking since
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Critical Thinking
Exit
Sophomore

At or Above 50th
Percentile for National
Program Percentile

2012: 73 Percentile
2011: 76 Percentile
2010: 67 Percentile
2009: 79 Percentile

Fundamentals

At or Above Level 2

2013: 56%
2012: 67%
2011: 54%
2010: 83%
2009: 85%

critical thinking is
used across multiple
disciplines and is not
specific to the
nursing profession;
whereas, clinical
reasoning
incorporates
knowledge, nursing
process and skill
acquisitions.
No evidence of why
there was a lower
percentage in 2010,
however, upon
further examination
no correlation was
found between the
critical thinking exit
exam and NCLEX
pass rate. In 2011
faculty stressed the
importance of the exit
exam to students
prior to administering
exam. In 2012 it
became a part of the
students’ Seminar II
grades.
Changing ATI nonproctored exam to
include a specified
time completion with
a specified time for
remediation based
upon result (focus
review). This will be
done for form A and
form B. Points will
be awarded for
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Annually,
Spring semester

Annually, Fall
semester

Mental-Health

At or Above Level 2

2013: 52%
2012: 71%
2011: 68%
2010: 53%
2009: 55%

Nutrition-started
spring 2013

At or Above Level 1lower because
OB/Peds nutrition
information is on test,
students do not receive
this information until
the third semester
At or Above Level 2

2013: 70%

Maternal
Newborn

Nursing Care of
Children

At or Above Level 2

2013: 93%
2012: 78%
2011: 79%
2010: 92%
2009: 66%
2013: 68%
2012: 49%
2011: 62%
2010: 60%
2009: 39.5%

completion.
Changing ATI nonproctored exam to
include a specified
time completion with
a specified time for
remediation based
upon result (focus
review). This will be
done for form A and
form B. Points will
be awarded for
completion.
Need further data.
Moving test date to
Adult II in final
semester and will
assess progression.

Annually,
Spring semester

Annually,
Spring semester

Standard met,
continue to monitor.
No change needed.

Annually, Fall
semester

Changing ATI nonproctored exam to
include a specified
time completion with
a specified time for
remediation based
upon result (focus
review). This will be
done for form A and
form B. Points will
be awarded for
completion.
The faculty also are
evaluating other
textbooks.

Annually, Fall
semester
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Community
Health NursingStarted fall, 2013
Nursing
Pharmacology

Adult Med-Surg

Nursing
Leadership-Will
start spring, 2014
RN Predictability

Faculty moved ATI
proctored Nursing
Care of Children to
end of Fall semester.
Implementing

At or Above Level 2

2013: 53.4%

At or Above Level 1
Score is lower because
students have not
completed Adult II,
advanced med-surg
At or Above Level 2

2012: 86%
2011: 82%
2010: 98%
2009: 92%

Standard met,
continue to monitor.
No change needed.

Annually, Fall
semester

2013: 82%
2012: 76%
2011: 74%
2010: 69%
2009: 61%

Standard met,
continue to monitor.
Faculty will
incorporate ATI
Pharmacology Made
Easy 2.0 into lecture
content.

Annually,
Spring semester

At or Above Level 2

No data until 2014

90% passing
predictability

2013: 64%
2012: 68%
2011: 78%
2010: 75%
2009: 65%

6.2 Evaluation findings
are aggregated and
trended by program
option, location, and

Evaluation findings
are aggregated and
trended by program
option, location, and

Every semester

Annually, Fall
semester

Annually,
Spring semester
Implementing focus
Annually,
review for results of
Spring semester
the non-proctored RN
predictability test that
must be completed
prior to online
proctored exam in
Seminar II. Data will
be trended after
implementation of
changes regarding
focus
review/remediation in
all courses.
-SLO
-Faculty reviewed multiple data items,
-Program outcome such as: NCLEX RN pass rates;
-Role-specific
graduation rates; employer and graduate
competencies
survey results as these results are reported
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The faculty wanted
to strengthen the
overall
documentation of

date of completion and
are sufficient to inform
program decisionmaking for the
maintenance and
improvement of the
student learning
outcomes and the
program outcomes.

date of completion
and are sufficient to
inform program
decision-making for
the maintenance and
improvement of the
student learning
outcomes and the
program outcomes.

-ACEN standards
-ATI proctored
exams

6.3 Evaluation findings
are shared with
communities of
interest.

Evaluation findings
are shared with
communities of
interest.

Annually in
March

6.4 The program
demonstrates evidence
of achievement in
meeting the program
outcomes.

The program
demonstrates
evidence of
achievement in
meeting the
program outcomes.

Fall and spring
semesters

Annual reports:
-Oklahoma Board
of Nursing
-Nursing Advisory
Committee
-Nursing Division
Highlights
-Oklahoma ADN
Deans and
Directors Council
-NLNAC/ACEN
Annual Report
-NCLEX-RN pass
rate
-Graduate surveys
-Employer surveys
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in a variety of meetings. Results of the
data drive changes to curriculum in theory
and clinical and many other aspects of the
ADN program.
Examples of recent changes include:
-Implemented a survey to improve
orientation of new faculty
-Implemented Lecture Capture
-Implemented completion of ATI skills
module before attending skills lecture and
practicing skill with another student prior
to mastery
-Implemented new ATI remediation
utilizing focus review
-Faculty are deciding on a new NCLEX
RN review course
-Implemented Simchart in the fall for
sophomores and freshman in the
following spring
-Collaborated with local health
departments regarding bioterrorism
exercises
Outcomes met as results of various
surveys and program activities are shared
with various communities of interest

why decisions are
made (i.e., linking
results to decisions);
therefore, the ACEN
standards are being
added as a separate
column to
meeting/retreat
minutes

See results for each specific component
below

See individual
specific components
listed below

In an effort to make
the program
outcomes available
to the public,
Nursing Division
and Academic
Affairs are currently
working to develop
a brochure with
program outcomes
and results.

6.4.1 Performance on
licensure exam: The
program’s three-year
mean for the licensure
exam pass rate will be
at or above the national
mean for the same
three-year period.

6.4.2 Program
completion: Expected
levels of achievement
for program
completion are
determined by the
faculty and reflect
student demographics
and program options.

90%

Year
2012
2011
2010
2010-2012
Mean
73%

Annually in
December

Tonkawa
96.77
84.62
92.31
91.23
Annually in July

Analysis of
NCLEX results
from OBN

Outcome met, see results below
Total Program
2013: Pending
2012: 92.5%
2011: 92.9%
2010: 92%

NCLEX Pass Rate
Enid
Stillwater
93.3
87.5
97.67
96.3
92
91.67
94.32
91.82
Analysis of State
Board Report
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State
91.45
86.34
86.77
88.19

-Continue to
monitor
-Topics that have
been added include
SBAR, primary
healthcare provider
orders with
emphasis on nursing
responsibility for
transcribing, disaster
preparedness and
emergency response
and security plan,
and updated
laboratory values.

National
90.3
87.9
87.42
88.54

-Northern has been above the 73%
outcome except for Enid in 2009, 2010 all
campuses and 2012 in Tonkawa which had
a 61% completion rate. This is a cause for
concern.
-In an effort to increase the completion
rate, the SOS has been implemented as
well as instructor led study sessions. These
efforts are working as the 2013 completion
rates have increased on all three (3) sites.

-In fall 2012, two
(2) current faculty
members were
designated as team
coordinators. Both
team coordinators
will travel to each
campus as least one
day per week.
-Additionally, to
eliminate high stake
testing requirements,
the freshman faculty
reviewed the
previous ATI policy
and decided to add
the following
changes: students

will not be
dismissed from the
program based upon
one result of a
standardized test. To
be dismissed from
the program, they
must make less than
a Level 1 on the
proctored ATI exam
and have a theory
test average less
than a 74%. On the
sophomore level
students are required
to take the proctored
ATI exam but only
remediation is
required for scores
less than a Level 2.
-Another area that
the faculty
addressed for
completion rate was
the entrance test.
The faculty
reviewed different
pre-admission
examinations from
NLNPAX and
HESI. Both
companies presented
a mini seminar on
their specified preadmission exams.
Faculty discussed
pros and cons and
arrived at a decision
to use HESI A2 for
the ability to choose
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subject content to be
tested. This is
scheduled to begin
in January 2014.
Students will have
the opportunity to
choose between the
ACT exam or the
HESI A2 exam.
Completion rates
Year
Tonkawa
Enid
Stillwater
2013
81%
83%
76%
2012
61%
78%
73%
2011
74%
73%
80%
2010
61%
55%
64%
2009
72%
57%
75%
6.4.3 Graduate
90% will rate the
Annually in
program satisfaction:
program as very
November
Qualitative and
well or well for
quantitative measure
meeting the SLOs.
address graduates six
to twelve months postgraduation.

State
73%
68.76%
72.6%
72.7%
78.74%
-2 year graduate
survey
Analysis of 2 year
graduate survey
data by item and
aggregate using
percentages and
comparing to
previous surveys
-Analysis of 6
month graduate
survey data by
item and
aggregate using
percentages and
comparing to
previous surveys
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-2 year graduate survey: The outcome for
meeting SLOs were met except for global
perspective (2012-86%) and managing
care (2010-87%).
See results below
-6 month graduate survey: See results
below
2013: all SLOs 90% or above
2012: all SLOs 90% or above except for
global perspective was 86%
2011: No data
2010: all SLOs 90% or above except for
managing care was 87%; collaboration
was 87% and global was 73%
2009: all SLOs 90% or above except for
critical thinking 86% and client
information 87%

-Faculty voted to
change the 2 year
graduate survey to
the one year
graduate survey to
align with ACEN
standards
-For the rating on
managing care,
emphasis was placed
on assignments for
managing care,
which increased
rating.
-The rating for
global perspective
outcome was
emphasized in the
culture and
spirituality in lecture
content and case
studies. Data will be

trended for the
global perspective.
-6 month graduate
survey:
2010: Managing
Care-Emphasis was
placed on
assignments for
managing care
which increased
rating.
-The collaboration
was emphasized in
specialty areas,
utilizing various
ancillary
departments, like
cancer care, and cath
lab. This area
increased in 2012.
-2012: Global
Perspectiveemphasized in the
culture and
spirituality in lecture
content and case
studies. Data will
be trended for the
global perspective
but initially the
trend is rising.
-2009: Critical
Thinking-A critical
thinking class is
available for
students. The
SAFETY concept
was introduced and
nursing process was
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emphasized.
Additionally, faculty
devised critical
thinking
assignments and
case studies. In the
following years,
critical thinking has
not been below
90%.
-Rating Educationequipment for the
skills lab was a
concern for students;
this has proved to be
a pattern. Based
upon the student
comments, the
faculty discussed the
following:
appropriate use of
skills supplies,
faculty should plan
on two (2) supplies
per student, one to
practice with and
one for skills
mastery.
-Faculty developed a
supply list which
states how many
supplies each
campus currently
has available and
how many supplies
each site and team
will need to order.
-Grading in the
skills lab is hard to
quantify since no
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comments are
available.
-As for teaching
methods students
wanted more handson rather than seat
time.
-Practice time with
another student is
required before
mastery and faculty
were reminded to
involve students in
hands-on activities
during skill lab
lecture.
-On the freshman
level power point
skills lab
presentation were
developed for
consistency.
-Rate for Quality of
instruction and
Teaching MethodsWhile new faculty
are advantageous for
providing different
perspectives, it does
require time for
faculty to become
proficient in ITV
lecture.
-Another aspect that
has been addressed
before is the quality
of ITV. While
changes have been
implemented,
challenges still exist.
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This can be
frustrating for
students and faculty.
However,
availability of the
webstream/lecture
capture is an asset.
-Rating of
Grading/Testing-test
item analysis is used
after every test to
verify validity.
-Remediation is also
used to strengthen
weak areas but
students see this as
additional work.
Faculty are working
on strategies to
improve this aspect,
including test
writing skills and
test review.
-Rating for
Practicum/ClinicalThis trend will be
monitored; however,
the response rate
was lower for this
year.
-Overall, the faculty
want the response
rate increased.
Strategies for
improvement
include use of
survey monkey for
internet capabilities.
Student’s email
addresses are
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obtained and will be
used for sending
surveys. This will
be implemented in
2013/2014 school
year. More
responses will
provide a more
realistic data base to
make decisions.
-Additionally,
changes are being
made to the 6 month
to delineate
graduates from each
campus
Year
2012 (2010
graduates)
2011 (2009
graduates)
2010 (2008
graduates)
2009 (2007
graduates)

2 Year Graduate Program Satisfaction Survey
# of Responses/Graduates
Meeting SLOs
21/75
All SLOs 90% or above
except for global
perspective was 86%
/91
No data
16/78

23/63

All SLOs 90% or above
except for managing care
was 87%
100% for all SLOs

Rate Education
76% rated good or very
good
No data
94% rated good or very
good
100% rated good or very
good

6 Month Graduate Satisfaction Survey
Year
2013

# of
Meeting SLOs
Responses/Graduates
11/79
All SLOs 90% or
above for all criteria

Rate Education
Skill Lab: 77% (equipment) and
46% (testing) and 77% (teaching
methods); all other skills lab
criteria between 85-92% as
helpful/most helpful
Theory: 70% (instruction quality)
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6 Month Graduate Satisfaction Survey
Year

# of
Responses/Graduates

Meeting SLOs

2012

22/86

All SLOs 90% or
above except for
global perspective
was 86%

2011
2010

/96
16/75

No data
All SLOs 90% or
above except for
managing care was
87%; collaboration
was 87% and global
was 73%

Rate Education
and 50% (grading/testing) & 60%
(grading methods); all other
criteria rated between 82-100% as
helpful/most helpful
Practicum: 70% (instruction
quality); all criteria rated 80-90%
as helpful/most helpful
Skill Lab: 73% (equipment); all
other skills lab criteria between 8295% as helpful/most helpful
Theory: 77% (grading/testing &
class size); all other criteria rated
between 82-95% as helpful/most
helpful
Practicum: all criteria rated greater
than 90% as helpful/most helpful
Skill Lab: 75% (equipment) and
62% (grading/testing) and 67%
(teaching methods); all other skills
lab criteria between 80-100% as
helpful/most helpful
Theory: 50% (quality of
instruction) and 50%
(grading/testing) and 69%
(teaching methods); all other
criteria rated between 80-100% as
helpful/most helpful
Practicum: all criteria rated greater
than 87% as helpful/most helpful
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6 Month Graduate Satisfaction Survey
Year
2009

# of
Meeting SLOs
Responses/Graduates
18/91
All SLOs 90% or
above except for
critical thinking 86%
and client information
87%

6.4.4 Employer
program satisfaction:
Qualitative and
quantitative measures
address employer
satisfaction with
graduate preparation
for entry-level
positions six to twelve
months postgraduation.

90% will hire or
rehire Northern’s
graduates.

6.4.5 Job placement
rates: Expected levels
of achievement are
determined by the
faculty and are
addressed through
quantified measures six

90% will have jobs
6 months after
graduation.

Rate Education
Skills Lab: All criteria rated
between 81-100% as helpful/most
helpful
Theory: All criteria rated between
83-100% as helpful/most helpful
Practicum: all criteria rated
between 81-100% as helpful/most
helpful

Annually in
November

-Employer
Outcome met, see results below
surveys
2013: 100%
Analysis of
2012: 100%
Employer survey
2011: No data
data by item and
2010: 100%
aggregate using
2009: 100%
percentages and
comparing to
previous surveys.
-Verbal feedback
from Advisory
Committee
Program Satisfaction by Employers
Year Relation to Other ADN Graduates Hire/Rehire
2013 40% above; 40% the same; 20% NA 100%
2012 33.3% above; 66.6% the same
100%
2011 No data
2010 Above-43%; Same-57%
100%
2009 Above-33%: Same 33% NA-17%
100%
Annually in
Analysis of 6
See results in table below
November
month alumni
In 2012, 86% had jobs within the first six
survey data by
months of graduation, while 95% were
item and
employed within 12 months’ time.
aggregate using
percentages and
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Continue to monitor

-Continue to
monitor
-Changed survey
question to align
with ACEN
standards

to twelve months postgraduation.
Year
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009

comparing to
previous surveys
Job Placement Rates
Job Placement Rate
Full-Time/Part-Time
92%
93% FT; 0 PT; 1 not employed in healthcare
86%
86% FT; 9% PT; 1 not in nursing
No data
100%
75% FT; 18.8% PT; 6.3% not in nursing
100%
94.1% FT; 5.9% PT
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